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SPECIAL NOTICES.

GUADELOUPE

CRYSTAL
HAVTNGfreceived

SUGARS.

afreeliinvoice of these White

Sugars made directly from the eane juice vrequiring no refining) and warranted entirely free from
We offer them for sale by the
auy adulteration.
barrel in the original package.
Samples can be
seen at our office,

17 1-2

EXCHANGE ST.,

Ocean Insurance Co>» Building,

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
if
paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
year;

J.H.HAMLEN&SON
d°t29

NO.

DBYDEY,

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

465

CONGRESS STREET,
otters a complete line of
Belding Bro*. 4c Co. Superior

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

su2m

shifting

to northeast and southeast, rising, follower by falling barometer.
Camionary signals are ordered at Eastport
and Section 7, on Thursday and Friday, with
light buow in the northern portions.
The weather bulletin says that clear weather
prevails in all districts, except near Lake Superior. Nnrthea-t to southeast winds continue
on the Atlantic
Coast and in the Southern
States a’ d Onio valley, with slight, changes in
Colder and slightly variable
temperature.
winds are reported from the
X^ake region, and
the temperature is rising iu the Northwest,
to
with easterly
southerly winds. The temperature is Horn 5 to 10 degrees below the mean
for the mouth iu the districts east of the MisIt has fallen from 10 to20 desissippi river.
Lawrence valley, and riseu
grees iu the St
from 20 to 40 degrees iu the upper Mississippi
valley. Slightly colder, fair weatbtr is indicated for the districts on the Atlantic coast, on
Thursday, followed by rising temperature F i.
day. Warmer weather is indicated tor the
Ohio valley, Tennessee and Mississippi valley
and Friday.
ou Thursday
Warmer, cloudy
weather is indicated lor 'he Lake region.

Pratt’s Astral Oil.
Astral Oil and

ASKyeurfgrocerforPratt’8

see

th t y nu get tbe genuine. If you inquire for
It at A. Id. IHi IdliK'rT A’ € ©’M you will be sur
of it, as there is being palmed off other iuferior oils
for genuine Phatt’s.
oct6sneod2m

GARMENTS
of all kinds

Dry Cleansed, Steam
Scoured or Dyed
and Pressed

BY

TAILOR’S

PRESSMEN

AT

FOSTERS
Forest City Dve House
13 Preble St.opp. Preble House
jylOsneodtf

Dwelling House in Sanford Burned.
Sanfu&d, Nov 28.—A house, with nearly
all tbe furniture, belonging to Is«ac Wilson of
this village, was entirely consumed by fire this
evening. Loss about 8800; insurance about
8500. The fire is supposed to have been incendiary.

DRESS SILKS
Of a superior grade, excellent in quality
and finish.

_

Serges and Satin Linings for Gentle*
men’s * lo'htng.
HOSIERY,

AUGUSTA.

The December term of Kennebec county
Superior Court convenes next Tuesday.
A remarkable phenomenon, ihe effect of the
gale.that commenced Monday morning, November 12th, aud raged with such fury for 36
hoars, is reported as just having been discovered iu John Garland’s wood lot about two
miles above Augusta. It was iu the heart of
the forest. For a distance of thirty rods iu
length by one in breadth tbe trees are completely flattened to the gronnd, and a woodsman with his axe coaid not have taken them
Piues which had withstood the
cleaner.
storms of half a century were twisted and
wrenched off, the mere plaything of the blast.
Beeches and maples fell before itB mighty
breath like corn before the reaper. The trees
lay apparently in inextricable confusion.

Sewing Silk,
MACHINE TWIST,
Silk

and

FLOSSES.

“Superior”
Thread Knitting
Silk.
MI L$. Rockville, Conn., Northampton, Mass.,
Montreal, Canada.
OFFICES. New York, Philadelphia, Chicago.
Cincinnati, St. Louis. San Francisco. ADAMS &
CURTIS. Agents., 106 Summer St., Boston.
Goods for sale by the trade.
d'3m
ootlS

BELGRADE.

Charles W. Stuart of Belgrade met with a
While at
severe accident Monday forenoon.
work in tbe woods felling trees, he lodged a
tree in another, and while attempting to cut
that one down it suddenly fell and Btruck him,
breaking bis leg just above the knee.
BROWN VILLE.

Brownville who
paying
a
piece for partridges excited
was found that he was shipping
them to Boston concealed in barrels of potatoes. Tbe law prohibits the sending of partridges oat of the State.
A

at

man

twen-

was

ty-five cents
suspicion. It

BUCKSPORT.

Mrs. Dora Wiley Golden arrived at Buckeport last Friday, from England, and will, iu a
few days, statt on her return, taking her little
daughter, Bernice, along. Mrs. Golden haB
been singing in the “Royal Conceits’’ at Covent Garden, London, and will resume her en-

gagement.
DEXTER.

An attempt at burglary was made cn the
of Leighton & Hatnes, in Dexter, about
Tbe would-be bur1 o’clock Sunday morning
glar bad broken a square of glass and unfastened the window on the inside, and was about
entering the store when he was discovered by
the night watchman, Daniel McCriliis. The
burglar, finding that ho was discovered, made
a hasty
retreat, the watchman firing three
shots after him without effeot. The Dexter
office of the American Express Company is located in this store.
store

THE PEhFECT CHEST & LUNG PROTECTOR

is the best in the world, and will last a lifetime.
It is also a PERFECT UNDERVESL
Call and examine at
Hi H. H4Y& SON’*, Middle & Free Nti.,

FRYEBURG.

Portland,

Me.
eod2wsn

novl7

The fall term of the Academy closed with
the following literary and musical entertainment at

IS81IRAS4E.

Welcome Song...
American Independence...D. M, Cole
'I he American Onion.
Spoitycus. J. S. Barrows
The bewshoy’s Death.Mattie E. Kandall
The Peake Family.
The Flag Restored on Sumter.E. N. Shirley
Tableau—Waiting for a Mate.
The Schoolmaster’s uuests.Fannie C. Gordon
The O d Sergeant.W. P. F. Robie
Duet.M E. R ndall and M. W. Weston
J. P. Hubbard
Merit- of Fulton’s Invention.
1 ab'eau—Rainbow.
E. Morgan
Little
Paul.Alice
of
Death
..W. L. Wheeler and A. L. Shirley
Duet.
That inquisitive Small Boy.Mary W. Weston
Old Time school
School ooug.Written by Eva D. Walker

31 Exchange Street.
ESTABLISHED Ilf 1843.
Reliable Insurance in firsbclass American and
Foreign Co’s at Lowest Rates Losses promptly adjusted and prompt attention given to business.

snly

TELEPHONK7QI.

fall om.

all worthy of special
commendation, and received the hearty apTbe receipts ol
plause of the large audience.
the entertainment are to be expended for the
of the
at
the
discretion
the
benefit of
Bindents,
principal. Mr. Richardson and Miss Stone,
the new teachers, are sustaining admirably the
well established reputation ot this old instituThe winter term
tion, now iu its 91st year.
will have a larger number in attendance than
is usual; and wbeu ariangements are completed with the village districts it will take equal
rank with the other terms. Students iu alien,
dance will hereafter share tlie advantages arising Irom the additions recently made to the
chemical aud philosophical apparatus, and also
from the opening of Mrs Randall’s new and
pleasant boarding house in close proximity to
Tbe exercises

To accommodate my patrons, and the public generally, I shall open the
aiui

C.

v

lvimvi
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Congress

Davis,

F.

Square,

d
Art

full
stock of

with

complete

a»

a

Artist

materials,

were

lue auaueujy.

foods,
ottery, and everything in
fine

By the recent removal of Mr. Charles Perry
Portland, a very excellent opportunity is
afforded to some family to Becure c ne of the
to

and frames,
gold plush, and foi onze cabinet frames, Swiss carvings, and a good line of im-

pictures

truest re-ideuces in town, and also one well Bl
asted for the accommodation of boariers attending school, or coming from the city iu
summer.
LEWISTON.

The Lewiston

ported goods.

parish

on

Piue street

Congregational

Tuesday evening unanimously

con-

curred with the church iu extending a call to
Rev. George M. Howe of Princeton, Mass to
Mr.
be pastor of the church and society.
Howe is abont 40years of age, it a gradua e of
Amherst and Andover, and lias been in his
only pastorate at Princeton about ten years,
where he has proved a very successful pastor,
and an able and acceptable preacher.
Mr. Frederick Hill 01 Lewiston is the porHe and A. Jewell
sessor of a wild-cat’s pelt.
for
started
Lisbon, to hunt part'idges,
Soon after they went into the
the other day.
woods, their dog st»ned something which ran
at
np a tree. Hill fired both barrels of his guu
The wJd-cat
once at a pair of gleaming eyes.
came down the tree backwards, snarling and
making the bark fly, and jumped on the dog.
The dog and the wild cat fought a desperate
duel, in which the wild-cat was killed and the
dog was badly wounded. It lasted ten minutes.

STUBBS,

J. T.

Academy Hall, Tuesday evening,Nov.

27:

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,

seplS

593 Congress St.

oc21

A large and elegant assortment

ROCKLAND.

Subscriptions to the Rockland monument
fnnd are being made liberally. Among the
larger ones recently received are Gen. Tillsou,
8200; John S. Case, 8100; Maynard Sumner,
850; Rice & Hall, 850. Edwin Libby Post had
previously subscribed 8200.

PIANO COVERS,
at astonishlnstr
the

low

prices

at

IN GENERAL.

PIANO and ORGAN

Tbe members of Gov. Rubio's military s*aff
and Executive Council, and Maine militia
officers,who accompauied the Govtruor t * New
York to participate in the Evacuation day
Iu the party
ceieDratirn, have arrived home.
were Gen. Geo. L. Beal of Norway; Gen John
Marshall Brown of Portland, Gen. John T.
Richards of Gardiner, Col. GnDtill of Saco,
Col. Hamlin of Banger, Col. Nealy of Lewiston, Col. Pullen of Baugor, Col. Burrill ol
Ellsworth, Col. Bootbbyof Waterville and
Swasey.
Councillors Locke, Crockett and
in theii
These gentlemen are enthusiastic
praises of New York’s hospitality to them,
Gov. Robie went from New York to Washington.

Wareroonis of

Samuel Thurston
(No. 3.

S Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

WILL YOB CALL

lw E, Fiirweitlier

_

8 FXm STREET.

ART'

MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston’s

Kensington Material} i
of

all kinds constantly
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hand.
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Embroidery.
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Cows for Sale.
Oow» for «ale,two of them tew milch,
b* gecn at SCHWARTS’ Stable, Newbur,
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Registration.

Boston, Nov. 28.—Tue total number regie
ttred for the city election is 64,879, the largest
The next largest was iu 1880
ever made here.
when the figures were 58,639. Total unmuei
of women registered to vote for school com
mittee is 600, a decided gain over last year.

signing.

WORK
Iiumv.

iu Tsrsr •£

Nuyes—

Water aid How It Figured as
Law Suit—
aa Important Factor iu a
History of the C ase.
A Well of

Augusta, Nov. 28.—Judge Virgin filed with
the clerk of conrts for Kennebec county, today,
his decision in the celebrated case of Charles
B. Gilinan vs. Edwin Noyes, both of Wateiv: 11©.
This, it will be remembered, was a petition for a review of the case.
Judge Virgin
denies the prayer of the petitioner.
The ca,e has been on trial twioe; the first
time the jury disagreed and the second time
the decision

was in
favor of Mr. Nojes. It
dispute iu regard to a pieoe of land in
Waterville, 129 feet long, four feet wide at

Victory for the American Electric and
Illuminating Company.
[.Special to the Press.J
Providence, R. I„ Nov. 28.—At a meet in;
of the Board of Aldermen in this city tc-day
the petition of the American Electric & lllu
minuting Company for permission to run it
wires through the streets, was granted annul
mously upon the unanimous recommeudatioi
of the joint special committee of tbe Clt;
Council, before which a virulent and maliciou
attack was made upon the American ElcCtiii
ami Illuminating Company and its officers h
the Weston Elecuic Light Company Ian week
Tbe calumny has failed, and. an honest caai
has met with its lost reward

A

end and five at the other. On account of
this insignificant plot of ground thousands of
dollars have been spent. The original claimant has long since died, as has also the next in
line of succession to whom the suit came One
claimant has served a term iu the State prison
for attempt to kill.
HISTORY OF THE CASE.

Thirty-five

or

for y

years ago the late Tim-

othy Bontelle of Waterville and his nearest
neighb. r used as a well a peculiar c< nirivaoce, built by first siukiug a hogshead and
theu building a sort of second story on top of
this out of timber and plank.
The whole con-

This
trivance was iu reality a sort of cistern.
on
wt II or cistern was exactly
the boundary
line, and became a very impnreaut factor in
the great contest.
The neighbor u ing from
this in common with the Bontelles was a Mr.
retired
tea
merobaut of, for those
a
Giluiau,
days, great wealih. He bad been twice married and his second wife was a person of great
energy of character, and more than ordinary
teuacily of purpose.
Before eitb> r Bontelle or Gilman had eorne
to regard this little strip of land as of any
consequence, the Gil nans claim that the old
w. 1, gave out, and it
wai
finally decided to
dig a well a lew feet farther up than where
t ,e old one was situated.
This was accordingly d' ne. The old well was filled and iu time
green grass grew over the place where it was
was
possessed of a lovely
her Mr. Edwin Noyes paid
court, and finally married her. In time a new
survey was made for some purpose, and the
deeds called for a line running so mauv feet
and inches from the centre of an old well.
The surveyor, of coarse, ran bis line from tbe
This brought the Gilmans 10 the
visible well

Mr.

A

Silk Manufacturers.

Apothecaries,

Judge Virgin Decides

placed.

MAINE.

BELDING BROS. & CO.

Embroidery

Decision in a Celebrated Kennebeo
County Case.

Bontelle

daughter,

and to

front, and a neighborhood row
ated, which continued with

was

inaugur-

increas ng
fierceness, in time both Boutelle and Gilm n
died, aud tbelend descended as well as the
propei ty to the next heirs. In this way Mr,
Hontelle’s daughter, who had married Mr.
Mr. Noyes
NoyeB, fell heir to the trouble.
was a lawyer and a man of meaus.
The feud
now grew to still greater proportions.
Mrs.
Gilman was determined to have the strip of
land mentioned above.
Mrs. Noyes, through
her hushand, was determined to hold the
ever

piece.

same

In tbe years that passed the line fence had
been moved backwards aud forwards, but finally a bnge solid board fence was erected by
the Gilmaos. This, Noyes, by means of his
surveys, running from the only visible wtli,
determined was all the way from three inches
to four feet
upon bis territory, and he proposed to pat it back to where it, in his judgThis the Gilman interest,
ment, belonged.
represented by a son of the second wife, Mr.
Charles Gilman, decided Noyes shonld nut do;
therefore, borrowing a donble-barreled shotgun and asharpsh -oter’s riflt, Gi man posted
himself for defence.
Id lime a platoon of
railroad men appeared under command of
Mr. Noyes, who was superintendent of the
Maine Central Railroad. The force was large
enough so that by dividing the 120 feet of
fence into sections it conld all be moved in four
or five minutes.
This was something Gilman
was not prepared for,
so he concluded to put
the commander-in chief hors da combat. With
this end in view he
poked tbe shot-gun
throngh the fence aud opened fire on Mr.
was
Noyes. Noyes
unhurt, but two or three
scattering shot hit two of the workmen. Gilman was secured,
and the fence was moved
according to Noyes’ original programme.
Fur this shooting the case came into tbs
higher coarts, and daring the trial the sterling
honesty of young Gilman was shown in an unexpected manner. The ev.deuce when io, up
to the lime when Gilman took the stand, was
all to tbe effect that the shot, so far as conld
be found, had all struck very low, and Gilman’s counsel toid him if he suonld swear
that he only intended to scare Noyes and bis
men away, and did not mean personal injury,
that he would probably go free, but if he testified differently he wonld, in ail hnmau probabil ty, have to go to State prisoD for a term of
"Bat I did mean to hit him; I rneaut
years.
to stop him then and there, and I can't swear
otherwise,” and be didn’t. He was convicted
sentenced to State prison
on hiB testimony,
and served out his term, gaining the best will
of the officers and receiving every hour of commutation allowed for good behavior.
As soon as he got out of Stale prison he began to collect new evidence, and came before
tbecourt ask-ng for a review of a trial which
in prison, and which
was held while he was
Bince dewas
his
mother,
fought by
ceased. At this trial, which resulted favorably to Noyes, the court refused to hear auy
evidence tending to Bhow the existence of the
old well.
Gilman bronght Borne ninety witaffidavits bearing upon tbe case,
nesses and
among them one from Governor Benjamin F.
Butler, who was couversaat with true premie-sin his younger days, while a student at
The Governor’s disposiColby University.
tion was characteristic, he clinching bis statement in regard to his recollection of the position of a eertaiu gate on account of his receiving severe bruises upon one hand at one
time while passing through it.
The respondent, however,
produced evidence to show that the well newly discovered
by Gilman waB not the old well at all, bnt another well, dog on a different occasion, and
ti at the visible well is in fact the old boundary
In view of all the evidence, Judge
mark
Virgin decides that the petitioner fora review
has not made out a case.

THE KITTERY MURDER.
Nrii. Barrows has Blade

Still Adheres

to

no

Confession-

Her First Statement.

Portsmouth. N. H.. Nov. 28.—The Barmurder as Kittery continues to be the
principal topic of conversation. The farm
where the tragedy was enacted is daily visited

rows

people, and every point thereon receives the closest inspection by the curiously
by

many

Sheriff Getchell has this week cut
out a t-quare of wood from the post iu which
the marwas lodged the ball fired by Blauey,
derer, while on the way to the Barrows f irm
to kill Barrows, said pistol oeing then dis-

Mr. Blaine’s Plan for
tribution.

He Proposes le Distribute the Revenue
front
Whiskey Among the Different

Philadelphia, Not. 38.—'The Press of towill contain a letter from Hon. James
6. Blaioe to Charles Emory Smith, editor of
the Press, stating Mr. Blaine’s objections to
the distribution of the snrplns revenue of the
federal government among the States and pro-

posing instead as a substitute, if the national
government has no longer any need of a tax on
spirits that the entire amount which it yields
should be paid to the States. Three fatal objections, in Mr. Blaine’s opinion make the
Pennsylvania proposition to distribute the federal surplus unwise. First,the utter uncertainty
of ihe size of the redundant revenue; it may be
one million or one hundred millions, and unless steady, no Stae tax could be remitted on
account of the receipt of this aid, while sporadic federal contributions to the States would
be wasted as was the last distriontiou of the
federal surplus. Second, the division of this
surplus would impose on Senators and Representatives a divided duty.
For the sake of
their States they would wish the surplus to be
as
which
would
ai large
present a
possible,
Constant temptation to withhold, appropriations from objects of a really national character.
Third, the assumption of a coutiuuing
redundancy of the national revenae is opposed
to all sound views of admiuistratiun because it
is sure to yield to extravagance, corruption
aud all manner of schemes for getting rid of
The lime is rapidly

unable to find the shot which is
penetrated the baindoor.

said

to

have

The widely circulated report that Mrs. Bar.
has made a confession either implicatiug
herself or anybody else iu the crime is emphatically denied, and there is the highest legal authority fur so stating; further, that she has nevfirst
er told but one story, which was the one
given by her ou the night of the murder, and
to which she has tenaciously clung, those state-

rows

not being shakeu at either of the two
long and very rigid examinations to which she
was subjected. All reports to the contrary are
ments

not

based

on

fact.

Whether innocent or

Ht
the county officials and Detective Wood.
made this confession alter being "driven to
the wall," so tc speak, by very rigid questioning of his examiners, and those who should
know best say that it does uot directly accuse
the woman.
Jn an interview held with Mrs. Barrows at
the jail in Alfred on Monday she was found to
still maintain her calm exterior, and continued
to persist iu her first story, from which she did

particle. It is her intention to employ counsel, and to that end has, it is stated,
already secured the services of ex-couaty attorney William Emery, of Biddeford, Lawyer
John Donovan (who is his 6on-iu-law) and Ira
T. Drew. Mr. Donovan visited Mrs. Barrows
on Monday, at her request (Mr.
Emery being
then unable to go), aud had a long private consultitiou with his client, the nature of which
is, of course, not divulged. He was alBo closMr. Emery
eted with Blaney for some time.
is expected to yisit the scene of the m rder
this week, prelimiuary to preparing the-case
for Mrs. Barrows, which will come to trial at
the January term of the Supreme Court of
a

York county, which meets in Saca.
Mrs. Oscar E. Blaney, the wife of the con
fessed murderer, is now occupying the Barrows
place, having moved there since her mother
was taken to Alfred jail. A man will be hired
to permanently conduct the farm, which is
well etbeked with Jerseys, fowls of choice
braeds and other stock.
luvestigi tion shows that when Thomas Barrows, the murdered man, appeared at tne Cate
farm as a tramp be went under the name ol
Thomas Whee'er, and that iu that name he
fur attempting
was committed to Alfred jail
When
to kill Mrs. Cate on September 9, 1881.
his
latter
the
citifioate
was made
he married
of
Thomas
name
in
the
Barrows,
out

_

Bonds an t stock of Con ecticut Central Kailrotd Comp ny, cost.

..

399,039.95

240,5-9.64

4«,- 00.00

73,759.60

payable. $438,018.99
7,840.^0

Overdue coupons
Accrued first aud second mortgage interest.
Unpaid vouchers.

Unpaid pay-rolls..
Due

companies

and

individuals.

Supposed Attempt on Oladstone’s Life.
E gbt stone blocks were placed npou the
railway track near Wolverhampton on Monday. It is surmised that they were placed
there for the purpose of wrecking the train in
which Mr, Gladstone wa* expected to travel.
Roubaix in Danger of Destruction.
Paris, N«*v. 28.—The factory of MesM’a.
Ddlies at Roubaix, coveriug 1500 square metres
The d«mes spread
w«s burned this morning.
to tbe factory of Motle aud Meillwn. which is
Tbe whole towu is endangered
now burning.
by a ci nflagatiou and the people are in great
alarm.
The damage by the fire at Roubaix to-day is
2,000,000 francs. Twelve hundred hands are
thrown ,ont of employment.

188,810 00
t-80,006.46
177,634.69
64,906.60

$1,65 ,216.74
excess of current liabilities..
406,085.76
There are iu the hands of the Second Mortgage Trustees $2,619,000 par value of tbe company’s 6 per ceut. second mortgage bonds, the
proceeds of which are available for the payment of the above amount due from the
trustees, and for construction of second or
double track, additions to termiual facilities
And for tbe purchase of rolling stock.
Of this issue of bonds $1,258,000 were advertised and sold on the 20'h of February by the
finance committee.
$714,000 have been delivered and paid for up to date (Nov. 27.1883.)
The proceeds have been expended in oarryiug
on work of construction, to which they cau be

Assets in

It would
remainder in the national treasury.
make tbe tax un spirituous and malt liquors a
to
all
the
resource
permanent
States enabling
them thereby to
readjust and adjust
their own taxation, and each State coaid most
wisely useitssuare according to its own neces-

definitely

sities.
The total return of the.tax on sniritnons and
malt Manors last year was over $86,000,000, au
amount which would tend to increase rattier
than diminish, as each State saw that the suppression of illicit distilleries was to i*s advantage. With this revenue, State taxation could
be remitted, State deparimnnts be paid, or, if
tbis aid was divided among the cjties and conntiet, their expenses would be proportionally dimisbed.
In a table annexed to his letter, Mr. Blaine
gives tbe proportionate share of each State and
Territory on a basis of its population.

Foreign

SENATOR ANTHONY
Token Dangerously 111 in I¥ew York—He
Falla to the Floor and in Taken to His

Room, Speechless.
New York, Nov. 28.—Senator Henry B.
Autbony of Rhode Island is dangerously ill at
the Fifth Avenue Hotel.

He arrived iu this

city from Providence at 5 o’clock yesterday
afternoon, inteudiug to remain here a day and
proceed to Washington to attend the opening
of Congress. Upon reaching the Fifth Aveuue
Hotel he walked to the desk, and after registering started toward the elevator to ascend to

YORK.

bis room. He had walked but a few steps
when he was seen to totter and would have
fallen to tbe floor had not his colored gervant
ran to his assistance and supported him.
A
second later he gave two or three gasps apd
sank down in a convulsion. The hotel physician was summoned at once and toe feeble
statesman carried to
his apartment-*, Mr.
Anthony then being speechless. Th« physician upon examining him said he was iuffr-riug
from a anemic convulsion, which was caused
by his enfeebled condition He recovered consciousness subs* qaently and passed a comparatively comfortable night. This afrernoon he
was
resting easy, but is very weak. If no
farther bad symptoms appear, it is thought he
recover.
will

d. A

the

-6 avewire and dropped dead like the fi.
nue was Immediately closed to tra.oiers of all
kinds. It was a stormy night, and then were
few people upon tbe avenne, or tbe consequences might have been much more serious.
Jefferson Cnnnot Act for n Week.
New York, Nov. 28 —The news that Jpseph
Jefferson was stricken with sadden ana complete loss of voice caused widespread sorrow
among tbe members of the profession and his
non-professional friends in tbis city tbis morning. It was tbe topic of conversation everywhere. On all bands the deepest sympathy
with the veteran actor was expressed. Tbe
following despatch has been received here:
Pkokia, III., Nov. 28.
My voice is improving, bat l have not been
able to act this week, by doctors' advice.
Joseph Jefferson.

MEXICO.
Outrage Committed by Robbers.
St Loins, Mu., Noy. 28.—A despatch from
Matamoias, Mexico, eats tbe house of Rev.
Father Megult Cabot, at Ixcqninila, State of
Pnebla, was attacked a few nights ago by a
An

The priest and two servauta
band of robbars.
were killer*, and a uivee of th« prU*t. #«vwr*-Ur
wounded. The robbirs rifled the bonne ol its
valuables.
__

THE DOMINION.
Watches Seized

LATER.

CLAIMS.

Judgment** Announced by the Court.
Washington, Nov. 28.—The court of com-

!Vlore

Watchman

Kansas City. Mo., Nov. 28.—The wholesale
drug house of Meyer Bros, was totally destroyed by f^e to-day, resulting from au explosion
in the basement. Loss estimated at $200,000.
The watchman of the hudding is missing.
wi h Cotton Ablaze.
Baltim re, Nov. 28.—Fire occurred in the
four story brick warehouse, tilled With cotton
bales of Alexander G Carey to-day, causing a
loss estimated at 895 000; probably insured.
Au Incendiary Fires a Town.
Nov. 28.—A fire started in
taT. Paul, O
the business portion of this town at 4 o clock
this morning. All the businesg bouses on the
main street have been consumed except the
bank. T e fire is supposed to have been inThe loss will probably reach $150,cendiary.
000.
Thirty-five houses were burned. Lots estimated at $140,000; insurance $40,000.

A Warehouse Filled

irum

jxihv

u,

FOOLISH FATHER.

LABOR vs. CAPITAL.

A Connecticut Han Assaults His Wife
JBecaime Their Children are All Girls.
Waterbury, Ct., Nov. 28 —Public im iguation agaiu.'t I'ruman J Suii b,the Watertown
firmer who assail led bis wife and broke her
leg a mouth ago, having quarreled with her
because tbeir children were all girls, culminated last night iu a visit to Smith’s house
by 20 young men with tar aud feathers. Smith
warned them off and opening a window fired
into tbeir midst filling the back of Mjron
Hand with small shot producing a painful but
not serious injury.
Legal action against
Smith, long demanded by public opinion, is
expected to follow.

10 Per Cent Redaction in Wages.
—A reduction of 1C
per cent, wages, t > go into effect on the 10ih ol
next month, has been announced at the New
The reducJersey s eel aud iron works here.
t on includes the puddlers, rollers aud heater*
who number 200, whose wages range from $2
to $4 a day.
End of a New Fork Strike.
New York, Not. 28.—The cigar box makers
who have been ont on a strike for three weeks
surrendered unconditionally this morning.
Labor Trouble* in England.
Bradford, Nov. 28.—Two thousand fiv<
hundred operatives in Sir Titus Salt’s milli
have been thrown out of employment by
strike of 60 spinners.
London. Nov. 28.—Seventy-five thousanc
co ton operatives in northeast Lancashire havi
determined to resist the masters’ proposal tt
reduce their wages 5 per cent.
A

Trenton, N. J., Nov. 28

Trouble Apprehended in Oregon from the
Piutes—Ketllers Leaving I heir Homes.
Washington, Nov. 28.
Representatives
from Oregon say there is a probability ol
serious trouble in that State with the Piutes.
The latter have left their reservation and are
roamiug about in the vicinity of tbeir old
baunts. Many settlers have left tbeir homes
through fear of a repetition of the crimes committed ,by these Indians daring the Bannock

will be observed here to-motrow in the usna
All the departments will be c osed
manner.
President Arthur will spend the day at thi
Soldiers’ Home, and will probably attem
divine service a*. St. John’s cfikrcb.
Miscellaneous.
Secret iry Folger has des!gaated Portland
Oregon, aud Port Townsend, W. T., as port
fruin which imported merchandise may b
shipped in bond iD transit through the Uuitei i
S'ales to aud from the British possessions ii
N. rth America, by snob routes and under sucl
regulations as the Secretary of the Treasur; r

war.
_

!

will be adopted b;

The new standard time
the Interior Department December 1st, am
it is expected the other executive department
will adopt it in a few days.

FINANCIAL.
A Record of Failure*.
New York, Nov 28.—The liabilities of J
& Go., the insolvent fur dealer!
Cobeu
J. S.
are $177,986 and their actual assets are $109;
377.
Lancaster, Ky., Nov. 28.—J. B. Kirby!
Co., tauuers.lhave failed for $40,000.

Manitoba Settler*’ Trouble*.
Winnipeo, Man., Nov. 28 —The “Manitobi
aud Northwest Farmers’ Union” organized t
Brandon ou Monday. It was a large and inflt
ential gathering, all the political stripes bein
The

prevailet

Concerted action was taken to eeoure the re
dress of grievances under which the settle] g
Buffer. Resolutions wereipassed similar to th e
platform adopted by the Manitoba Righi g
A committee was ai
League of this city.
to
visit meetings throughout th ,
aDd
it
is
west,
probable that all organ [.
zations will be affliliated with the Winnipe f
League, which will lead to a general couvei
tion, and the Dominion government will t ®
farced to recoguize aud respect the rights
Mauitoba aud the Northwest by the foroe ( ,1

Cid

pubic opinion.

was raging in some neighboring town. The
red glare which lighted np the whule Western
horizon for perhaps thirty minntee, had just
tbe appearance of a great fire in tbe distance,
and nothing bat the steadiness of the glow
wonld have led one to suspect that the effect
Even with suspifire.
was not produced by
cion aroused it was difficnlt to believe, and

ing

—

WASHINGTON.

unanimity

The Deceptive Sky.
Donbtless thousands of persons looked in the
papers this morning for an account of the
great fire “off toward the West,’’ which so
many believed at half-pa-t five Tuesday even-

THE INDIANS.

Thanksgiving Day at the Capital.
Wa BINGTON, Nov. 28.—Thanksgiving da;

Entire

passenger seriously injured.
The second division of a train ran into the
first division of the same train near Windsor,
O yesterday morning, killing the conductor
aud injuring several brakemen. Eight cars
were burned.
Gov. Ludlow of New Jersey issued a proolsmalioo yesterday atteruoon offering a refor the capture of the murderer
w rd of $500
ot Phoebe Paulin on Orange Mountain Saturday last
merJohu Dalton Locke, a millh naire
chant of New York ctv, a uative of New
Hampshire, died at White Stone, L. I., yesterday, aged 74
The long pending suit of Henry C. Terry to
obtain from tbe city of Philadelphia a fee of
$50,000 for legal services was decided yesterday
in favor of Terry.

Adjourned to Monday.

The Gilman terra cotta works at Eldora, la.,
burned Tuesday afternoon. Loss $15,000.

represented.

1004.

No. 1,7*7, Nathaniel P. Hamlin, $24, with interfrom eb. 3,1*64.
No 1,726, George Maekay, $48, with interest
from Feb. 3, 1864.
No. 1833, Henry W. Pa ue and Isaac F. Dobson,
executors f the e tate of tsaiah Atkins, deceased,
$8t»3, with Interest from Feb. 2, 1864.
No. 2 2+5, Edwin Popw aud James Otis Pope, surviving partners of the firm of w in. l ope & Sons.
#8 227; >atbauiel J. Wilson, surviving partner or
the firm of Wils m & Bros.; $95 with interest from
March 11. 18» 4. Dismissed as to all other alleged
beneficiaries named in case numbered 2,24 j.

were

prescribe.

been masquerading in man’s clothes at Chilmarried a
ton, Wisconsin, who ostensibly
young woman named Gertie Fuller, has cona
female aud declares that
fessed that she is
she married Gertie Fuller to save her from
disgrace. Dubois is under arrest.
A despatch from Murravsville, Penu., the
scene of the fatal riot Monday, reports all
quiet. Tbe forces of tbe Pennsylvania Fuel
Company still retain possession of the disputed
ua'ursl gas well.
The publication of the nension l’st by the
Times of Watertown, N. Y., reveals many illegal rases of pensioning.
At E!sdon on the Grand Trank road near
Iudiai a State line Tuesday, as an express
train was crossing a switch the engine jumped
Three cars were wrecked, a
fr >m the track.
hrakeman killed and the conductor a nd one

est

Sparks.

may

The snspension of the Kittanning, Penn.,
rolling mills is reported. The men were paid
off Tuesday and tbe mill will shut down for an
indefinite period.

Feb. 28,1864.
No. 828, George Maekay, $232, with interest
from Aug. 2. 18t>4.
No. 816, Jo.-iah Wheelwright, $917, with interest from April 19, 1*64.
No. *18, Jeremiah O. Wether bee, $312, with interest from Aug 6,1864.
No 821, Meri weather H. Griffith administrator
of t< e e* ate of F ederick A. Jiltou, deceased,
$140, with inter, st from Dec. 26, 1864.
N *. 824, Jonathan Edwards Scott, $45, with interest from Dec. ..0, 1863.
No 1,012, George Maekay, $66, with interest

Mincing.

very few who had merely ordinary opportunities for observation did believe, that nature
was to be credited with the disniay.
They argued that it could not be the aurora borealis,
aud as darkness bad fallen completely, it coaid
And so it went.
not be the sun.
Telephone
operators were tbe principal suff-rers, and for
half an hoar they were kept constantly
answering on their own accruut, questions
about "(he fire," or making ccnuect ous for
inquiries direoted t iward the scene of the apAn anxious newspaper
parent conflagration.
man made c<ilsat the telephone offices, beginning at the Hotel Brunswick and ooutiuuing
West, station by station, until he reached
Newton; but the answer always was, “N tire
here, must be farther West;’’ and sure enough
it was farther West.—[Boston Journal.
The cloud glow at snnset last night as seen

SPORTING.
Mchuefer vs. Vignanx—The scatter Leading
Paris, Nov. 28.—In tbe billiard match to

night Vignanx passed Schaefer, making runs
153,119 and 115. At the close Vignaux’t
Etch played
score was 770 and Schaefer’s543.
15 inniugs. Tbe totals for the three nights an
Schaefer
1743.
Vignaux 1800,

oi

_

to Hake an
Arrest.
Decatur, Ala., N>.v. 28.—At Albion Falls
Manun county, yesterday, a cousiaole and t
deputy named James Dobson went to arres
Wm. Standford for insulting Mrs. King. Hi
met Standford in the road, when tbe lattei
shot the constable in the bead and then ran
Dobson pnrsued and be and Standford fired »1
tbe same time and both fell dead.
Tbe tbrei
were killed in ten minutes.

Killed

While

Toronto.

GENERAL NEWS.

claims
missioners of Alabama
announced
as follows:
Case No. 826, Albert W. Stevens, $832, with interest from June 11, 1864.
No. *27, Stephen Cabot, $301,with interest from

judgments to-day
FIRES.

at

Torosto, Noy. 28.—The customs authorities here recently seiz-d a consignment of imported watches for Stewart, Dawson & Co.
The Minister of Cnstoms has decided that the
goods were undervalued by 20 per cent., and
in addition to pa iog this amount of extra
duty tbe firm is mulcted in a fine of 50 per
cent, on the whole value of the consignment
for the*under-valuation.

New York, Nov. 28.—Senator Anthony was
in a very much improved condition to-night.
His physician states that unless there is a recurrence of the convulsive attack bis recovery
is certain.

ALABAMA

Nona.

A royal decree has been issued granting pardons to the toldiers implicated iD the military
revolt at Bad.jos. It will benefit 1200 men.
It is reported that Henry M. Stanley, the
African explorer, intends to defend himself
against the charge made by the committee of
the African Society, ol impatience in dealing
with tbe natives.
Tbe decree removing prohibition of the importation of American pork into France was
adopted in the cabinet couucil Tuesday and
published in the official Gazette yesterday.
Captain Adams, who has htsd experience as
a whailer Id the Arctic ocean, in a lecture
delivered at Dnnoee, Scotland, expressed his
fear that tbe Greelev expedition had lost its
bt arings and raid England should do something towards the rescae.
Captain Adams
said he was ready to joiu in the search himself.

1%gaily applied.

Dangerous Wires.
New York, Nov. 28.—A runaway iu Fifth
avenue, Mouoay evening, broke down one of
tbe electric lamp poles and traded the wire
A passiu,
orae stepped
upon tbe pavement.
npon the wire,there was a flash t
liget,
a report like a pistol shot, all the
n the
went out, and tbe hors
moment later another horse ste

487,076.44
3 6>',995.95

$1,963,302.50

Such a plan would give a revenue from a
specific tax wholly to the States and would not
depend upon a chance surplus or an accidental

avenne

28 *,642.37

CURRENT LIABILITIES.
Notes

in'erlor of

Dublin, Nov. 28.—The Freeman’s Journal
iliac within a fortnight over thirty persons
have beeD arrested charged with conspiracy to
destroy the residence of a County Mayo landlord by explosives and with belonging to the
Fenian Brotherhood. After a secret examination by the police each pritoner separately they
were alt discharged.
Subsequently a majority
of the accused were recreated.
O’Donnell’s Trial.
London, Nov. 28.—Justice Denman of the
Oonitoi Queen’s
Bench, will preside at
O’Doi nail’s trial, which will begin next Friday. It is expected that the trial will be concluded on Saturday as only nine of the witdenesses fo, the prosecution and four for the
fence will be oiled.
Spain’s Critical Politics,
The Madrid correspondent of the Times say 8
that, a though the via it of the Crown Princ®
Frederick William has brought about a true®
between the rival dyna-tic and liberal factious,
the political crises daring the past few days
It is possible tbe
has reached an acate ttage.
same correspondent
says, tbat the moment
William
Madrid for
leaves
Prince Frederick
JBorllD, tne ttp-iuisu i^domei win tan 10 pieces owiug to differences in regord to tbe terms of
tbe speech from the ttirone.

....

Supplies and materials on hand, cost.
Due fr m agents
Due from companies and individuals.
Due from 8econo mortgage trustees..
Capital stock in treasui e. ’® handB
Cash.

the

saas

ASSETS.

.t-hO-

is most anxious to open

tors.

On«-half interest in New England
Trails'er Company, cost.
$ 90 084.22
Steamer Wm T. Han, cost
177,194 33

nue.

NEW

ment

Japau to foreign trade, stipulating only that
foreigners availiug themselves of the privileges granted shall be nnder
the jurisdicilon of
the Japanese courts
This will involve the
revi ion of the present treaties and the abolition of all foreign legal jurisdiction In the open
ports.
Arrest of Suspected Dynumitd Conspira-

Western road to lease the road for 99 ytars
was submitted, and
the directors recommend
favorable consideration ofthe proposition which
has the earnest approval of the president, and
alio that it be voteu npon a'- the next meeting
of tbe stockholders. The president concludes
by deciiuiug to
permit the use of his
as
a
for
name
candidate
director
or auy
other
office in
the
of
service
the company, this action being taken in the
interest of harmony and united action.
Tue following from the geuetal balance
shnetisa correct stitement of the assets and
current liabilities of the company, September
3U,

yielding under the

txrn«

tbe

The New York and New England.
Boston, Nov. 28.—The annual report of the
New York and New England Railr. ad for the
year ending September 30th was made public
to-day. It shows a deficit of 8531.605 npon the
operations of the year in comparison wiih a
surplus of 897,000 the year previous.
A proposition from the New York, Lake Erie &

a

__

stroyed.
A panic prevails at Kharti um.
Anxious to Encourage Foreign Trade.
London, Nov. 28.—The Tokio correspondent
of the Daily News has had an interview with
the Japanese foreign minister, in the coarse of
that official stated that the Japanese govern-

railway matters.

should uot Slates be permitted to have tbe tax
on spirits lor their own benefit, if tbe national
government does not want it? Can it be wise
t continue a direct tax on property and at the
same time command a hurtful luxury like
sp rits to go free, a luxury whose taxation oppresses no one.
Customs revenues the national government
monopolizes. Excise is ojen iu theory to both
State and national use In taxation; but in
practice the national authority can levy an excise tax on whiskey. No State can guard its
borders against whiskey from other States or
make an economical collection of such a tax
within its own revenue.
Tbe federal machinery for the collection of this reveuue is in fall
operation and a bid of ten liues could direct
the Secretary of tee Treasury to pav 'be a bole
of it, less the small expense of collection, to
the S'ates and Territories in the proportion
of their population, and to continue it permanently as a part of tneir regular annual reve-

guil-

ty of abetting the murder, Mrs. Barrows has
not opto this time made any confession.
Blaney swore to and signed his statement iu
the presence of Justice Dennett, of Kittery,

not vary

----

London, Not. 28.—A Criro despatch dated
save the report of the capture of KharThe
toum by El Mahdi’s forces is uDfoanded.
difficulty iu persuading Turkish officers which
the Contingent ordered for service iu Soadau
ts accompany the expedition has been overcome and almost the entire number have consented to join the expedition, which is nnder
All English
the command of Baker Pasha.
non commissioned officers in Egypt have volunteered to go to the front and much enthusiasm prevails among the troops.
Cairo, Nov. 28.—The Greek Consul at Khartoum telegraphs that Hicks Pasha’s forces are
surrounded near Knrdafan and utterly de-

to-day,

persons were very seriously injured
accident this afteni'xm, and the injuries to some are probably fatal.

the

_t.

miters.

Thirty

ho 'red millions
amount required fur government
A strung movereduced.
must
be
expenses,
ment is already on foot for the repeal of the
entire system of internal revenue which receives tne support of protectionists like Judge
Eelleytaod of free traders like Mr. Oox of Mew
York. This oonjuuctinn of opposing views
in support of the abolition of me same tax
giveS a rare opportunity to relieve taxat ou in
the Slates.
Of all our taxes. State taxatiou is
the most oppressive. It is direct.
It fulls on
In few comproperty with crushing foroe.
munities it is less tnau oue per cent, aud iu

beyond

REPOSTED ATTEMPT UPON GLADSTONES LIFE.

by

approaching, however,

revenue

Passenger Car Overturned and Thrown
Down a Decline-Twenty or Thirty People More or Leu Scrioualy Injured.

a

[later.]

money.
wben the national

Arrest oi Thirty Suspected Dyna-

on

Worcester, Mass., Nov. 28.—It is repotted
that a car at the rear of the Boston, Barre &
Gardner railroad train, tamed over and went
down an embankment just after leaving North
Worcester station this afternoon. There were
between 20 and 30 passengers in the car, and
all were more or less injured, some qnite seriously. The most seriously hurt are Mrs. E.W.
Browning; Mrs. Arthur Farrar of Chicago; a
child of P. C. Davis, bruised; Hiram Collioa
of Marlborough, N. H., Mrs. Collios and Belle
Lamone, and several others more were seriously injured, whose names have not yet been obtained.

morrow

iucliued.

charged, Blaney says, "to see if the revolver
was iu working order." The sheriff has been

A

States,

present system of taxation

Massachusetts Railroad.

Serious Accident

Dis-

Its

Attempting

from this oity, was remarkable and beautiful,
and deeply impressed all who watched it. Foi
hoar and a quarter alter tbe snnset gnn was
heard, tbe Western sky was glowing as with
the flames of a furnace seven-fold heated. The
refractive condition of tbe atmosphere was
such that tongues of fire seemed to be curling
an

Killed in a Tornado.
Prairie du Chien, Nov. 28.—A tornadt
which passed to the southeast of this plac<
Sunday night, completely wracked three fam
houses and a number of out building. A wi m
an named Mary .Melvin was crushed|to death ii
the ruins of her home.

Highw ayman Sentenced.
Pittsburg, Pa., Not. 28.—Dr. James C
Buck, a prominent resident of Braddock, Pa.
was
today sentenced to five years and si: :
months in the penitentiary on account of hi
connection with tbe Jordon gang of highway
A

■

men.

upward to a great height. Pedestrians, harrying home, thought and said that there was a
great fire in the lower part of the city, and an
Ever
town considerable alarm was expressed.
members of the fire patrol, experienced at the;
tbe
conflawhere
sent
ou{
to
great
are,
inquire
Remarkable snnset eff-ctsin
gration was.
England have been described lately iu the scientific journal, Nttnre; bat the sunset of Iasi
evening, as seen f < m New York, was certainly
sin. a'nr aud beaut ml as any uieniiouail it
that paper.
A.wr ter iu Nature suggests tha
it would be an interesting scientific questiot
to determine tbe height of the cmuds wbiol
reflect tbe nun’s light so long after the sun it
sell has disappeared below the horizon.
[N. Y. Tribune, 2»tb.

as

Diphtheria Kuning in Vermont.
Waterbury, Vt., Nov. 28.- Doctor Hookei
a leading pbyaician, reporta two deaths fron
diphtheiia to-day. He says there baTe been 3
cates with 3 deaths in all.

to canned fruits or ready-made pickles, salt
herrings and the like, they were either to bo

Thanksgiving Day.

FOREIGN.

BY ADAH NEWBEQIK.

Are we, as a community, departing from the
primitive idea of Thanksgiving Day? Are we
increasing the rejoicing and neglecting the
thanks? We mast remember that the Pilgrims
were a little band of enihusias's gathered out
a nation that went on in its old way, and
nation up to
must not hold our whole
their gauge. If we take as an example the
shipload of Maine enthusiasts who went to
Jaffa to found a colony, we Bhall find, in oar

of

own generation, a similar spirit, which will
show us that the ages are akin.
It iB easy to find, in every age and ever;
conntry, the people prostrating itself in devout
thanksgiving for unexpected preservation or
great victory, but can we see in any people,
at any time, a continued spirit of devotion carried into daily life, greater than that of tc-day?
The Patriarchs cannot be claimed, as the;

represented only single families in the midst
an ondevont people.
The Egyptians and
Assyrians of their day celebrated great Thanksgivings on set occasions, but were far below
the general level of to-day, and the nations
aroond them were mocb worse. The chosen
people were ever rebellions to religious teachings, and harder to hold in check than onr
of

We find constant public sacrifices among
the Greeks and Romans but we find also a
own.

reverence for
continual decrease in actual
their deities, until their widely extended worship actually vanished. The early Christians
lived very strictly while nnder pressure, bnt
we see from the epistles how mnch of the old
leaven worked in to trouble the new communities, and doubtleaa we can find aa many
strictly devout people among us to-day, as in
any equal number ot citizens in their day.
So we shall always fiod a mixture of zeal

and indiffereBOe wherever we look into history,
new commnnities there will be
more nniformitv of belief while they continue
If founded by the relignew and straggling.

saving that in

ions they will be strict, if founded by the lawless they will be lawless.
When Siubad escaned from the cave, after

being bnried alive, and baviDg murdered a later comer for her scant; supply of bread and
water, on reaching open day, he threw himself
bis knees and thanked God for bis deliverSociety does the same, bnt, like Sinbad,
thinks little of returning thanks when not imperilled. Yet this is an old trait and not a
new development, and our Thanksgiving day,

on

ance.

from being a New England festival, appointed at different dates in different states, has
grown to be a national festival, kept by fifty
millions of people; by all as a day of rejoining
over the gifts of the harvest, and as a family
reunion, by many as a day of gratitude and
thanksgiving to God as sincere as that of the
little band of pilgrims on the Plymouth shore.
Are not this adoption of Thanksgiving by
ail the other States, and the adoption by New
England of Christmas as a festival, strikiug evidences of the thorongh reunion of our coun-

try?
It is doubtful if Thanksgiving can ever be to
the other States all which it is to New England. It needs the New England crisp werthWhen the portly city merchant nears the
er.
old farm house among the hills, going to spend
his Thanksgiving, he looks aronnd to see if the
little pond is frozen. There was not always
skating on Thanksgiving Day when be was a
but he will insist that there was, and he
remembers just how bard he worked for his
fir.-t pair of skates, and he knows where the
shallow water, safe for trying the new ice, is,
and be will try it again to-morrow. It would
not be quite Thanksgiving witboat the skating,
nor withont
the open fire, and Grandpa has

boy,

got a blazing fire in the old fireplace, with a
fragrant log of black birch upon it, to welcome
the children. He uses stoves now, bnt one
mast be cleared away for Thanksgiving, so
that all shall seem as it was before the boys
and girls went away.
times
have
The merchant knows that
changed; that the threshing machine has
taken the place of the Sail, and the mowing
machine the place of the scythe; but be looks
nld flail haowtfHrnothe Daru> a"a r®members how he fim learned to handle it
withont knocking his head, and he takes down
he remembers how he first
a scythe to see if
learned to swing it in the dooryard. Things
do not seem changed now as they ordinarily
do, for the same feeling that brought him to
spend the Thanksgiving at the old homestead
brings back the heart of youth and the eyes of

childhood.
The glamour of Puritan days

comes over the
with their hardness and their
harshness, which has vanished, bat sweet and
strong and kindly, bringing reverence for old
age, kindliness toward the neighbor, and that

festival;

not

love for the place of nativity which is the inspiration of patriotism and the strength of nations.
_

Old Time Feasts.
A

_

PRICE THREE CENTS.

1P83._

DOWN AN EMBANKMENT.

THE SURPLUS REVENUE.

NOYES.

one

Washington, Nov. 29.
The indications for New England to-day are
colder generally fair weather, northwest winds

Warranted made from pare thread silk. It is the
only pure thread Knitting Silk in the market.

19_

vs.

was a

knluing Silk,
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“Maine State
Advertisements inserted m the
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for first insertion
and 6C cents per square for each subsequent, insertion.
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Description of Grandmother’s Kitchen
which
Holiday Feasts were Pre-

in

pared.
In the current issue of Leslie’s Popular
Monthly Janet E. Ruutz Rees writes thns entertainingly of the kitchens in which the
Knickerbockers of New Ifork and Pennsylvania prepared rryal feasts for days of merrymaking, and not inaptly describes as well the
UUliuurjr uopaiiuirut

ut

uiouj

«•

aion

uugiuuu

home in “the good old times”:
Is it not a little st-an ge that while the distaot past attracts so much attention, and oar
minds are so constantly occupied with the
things of today, the periods which come between the two are far less often alluded to?
That is so is undoubted, and thus it comes to
pass that, while books in cumerabie have beeu
written npon the domestic life aud interests of
oar remoter ancestors, It is
really difficult to
find accurate accounts of the home lives of
oar
memories. The
live
in
who
st'll
those
transition from their day to our own, eventful
as it has been, has been marked by few abrupt
changes, and the difference between the household of fifty or sixty years ago and that of today, grea1 as it is, must he looked for rather in
novels 'hat reflect the manners of the period,
or sought, in isolated records of special districts,
rather than in any graphic picture of the lives
of the general community.
The
Yet how full of interest the subject is!
mind that is trained to observe can scarcely
fail to compare our rapid acquisition of new
inventions, our large choice ot useful objects,
facilities and accommodations of oar
the
houses, with the shifts and expedients with
which onr grandmothers were familiar.
Probably the nearest thing to the kitchen of
fifty vears ago in this country that o-uld be
found would be that of some settler in the far
West, or of some Scandinavian home where
“new lights'" are accepted with grest slowness.
In both we should probably find the great,
yawning, open fireplaces, the rnddy logs, the
chain from which a huge kettle might descend,
the wide chimney studded with hooks and
nails, the rafters black with smoke or recently
whitewashed, the now unfamiliar tubs and
buckets, the uogaiuly press and wood table
with its well-scrubbed top.
In any well-settled or civilizad community
today, anything even so rude as this could
scarcely be found; but fifty or sixty years ago
not boast of very
even city kitchens could
much more refinement.
Up in the country
districts of Long Island and Pennsylvania,
quaint Dutch kitchens, delightful for their
contrast to those of the over-built cit'es, mav
yet be seen; bnt the use of coal Mas changed
aud modified their character, slid it will only
be iu some very remote cottigethat the log fire
could be found smouldering on the hearth, tile
frying pan have a handle long enough to rove
a
protection against flames and sparks, the
before the chimney for the roast be
crane
fonnd turning iu nnwieidly fashion with many
What pictures of home
a crink and crank.
lite the very idea conjures up. The house wife
iu the qnaiut cotton suu-bomiet, worn in summer for the glare of the sun; in winter as protection from ttie draughts; at other times, from
mere hab't, the strings invariably thrown back
over the shoulders, the clogs «>r pattens raising
the feet above the damp fl cgstone, the loose
jacket and the buuch of household mugs, of
pewter phites. all polished tiUg shone again,
served the purpose of any numoer of refl-ctors,
and repeated iu their shiniDg surfaces the
The great fireplace
leaping of the Acmes.
reached more than midwav to the ceiling.
Mantel shelf there was, properly speaking,
none; a mere ridge nr ledge served to receive
the upright candlestick, the fnuff-r-t:ay, and
From it, in
perhaps an ornament or two.
many kicchens, hung a curtain or valance,
which waa put up clean every week, and wat
either of some tiuy-checked material or of simple white dimity.
Beneath the capaciom kitchen were no lest
capacious cellars, which were as different frotr
the cellars of today as the kitchens to thost
wi h which we are fami iar.
Carefully buil
they were, in fact, great s'or-houses, where ai 1
of
the
tamilv
could be met
the requirements
In those old Koiek*rb<ccker days stores wen
not bougtit in d-ill or weekly—i so, no' ovei 1
monthly; shops w re few, and the thrift
housewife had no convenient grocery store o:
wool!
m ivkei a few blocks off—it she had she
Vega
piobably bare ceased to oe so thrifty
1 tables were not hawked in the (treats, and ai 1

Hence the
pat ap at home or done without.
cellar of a well built house was as important as
the kitchen above.
It was bnilt, usually, of
rongb, unhewn stone, with a brick or earthen
floor, with a view to its being cold in sammer
and waim in winter.
Frequent whitewashing
took place, and the doors were constantly left
the
in
sammer
to keep the air pare
time
open
and sweet; no easy matter where great stores of
tnruipe, onions, potatoes and apples, and all
garden and field produce were gathered, with
barrels of salt pork, smoked and dried hams,
eic.
In the fall the windows and gratings
were closed up with hay, tightly packed, leaving only small spaces in the southern end for
the admittance of the winter sunshine.
Sloping doors and red brick steps led from tbe
k tcheus to the cellars, and the one was the
complement of the other.
What the great chimney smoked, and much
Hogsheads of
more, the cellar preserved.
sailed pork, hams in brine, home-made buiter
in great firkins and jars, pigs' feet in vinegar,
snnplemeuted tbe sausages that bang from the
rafters, and tbe cheeses that were piled np high
upod swinging shelves made as a protection
from tbe mice. Heaps of apples of every kind
tempted the schoolboys as sorely in the winter
as the overflowing orchards did
before they
were gathered in, and the barrels of cider were
often enough for the taste to be a fatapped
miliar one.
Roasting in thoso old-fashioned kitchens
was not specially easy of accomplishment, and
was
nndertaken comparatively rarely, the
oven answering all
ordinary pnrpoees; bat
there were occasions that called for speeial
preparations, then it was that recourse was bad
to the crane or windlass, and the primitive
method of roasting with a spit was in vogue.
Home of the contrivances remind ns of medieval times, and recall tbe baronial cas'Ie
with its arched fireplace, in which the wood
spattered and blazed, and the pot hang above
from an iron bar, while the roasting apparatus,
of the most unwleldly chat actor, was sot in
motion by a windlass, and kept rotating by tbe
action of a dog imprisoned in the framework of
the wheel.
Even with this expedient tbe services of the cook or under maid were required
to keep the spit constantly moving, and to
baste the meat with a loug bandied spoon.
The bastings spoons were considerably larger
and more nnwteldly than those used by oar
cooks today.
Beneath the roast was a huge
dripping pan, and upon rare roasting occasions
cakes and paddings, made of firar and eggs,
Dot unlike she English Yorkshire or batter
padding, were placed to browti In the fat as it
dripped from the joint.
In the unprotected condition of the fireplace

catastrophes

were

frequent, especially when,

a*

nsual in those hospitable days, the house
kitchen door stood open.
Stray dogs, attracted by the delicious odors of roast pig, or
tne seductive vapors arising from a round of
beef or quarter of lamb, would reconnoitre the
position, and seizing their opportunity, when
the housewife was busy with her vegetables or
whai not, made a raid upon the dripping pan,
which nsnaily ended less successfully than was
anticipated.
Probably burpt dogs, like burnt
children, dread the fire, and the sufferer from
boiling dripping and the wrath oi tbe cook, abstained, in all likelihood, from (mure depre 'alions, a fact that may have bad consolations
even for the outraged feelings of tbe previuing
genius of tbe kitchen, as, in moments of exasperation, it is not unfrequeutlv vouchsafed to
ns to foresee tbe prospective sufferings of
oar
enemies.
Bat there were not wanting many
occasions upon which do disaster accompanied
the preparation of the feasts—bright and sa< ny
days in which the expected neighbors arrived
while the piece de resistance was still baiting
before the flames, In the very moment when
the utmost energies of tbe cook were required
to keep the basting np satisfactorily, when the
joint was within an ace of “being doue to a
turn!”
Then it was that the good woman’s
anxiety and care, wrestliDg with hospitality,
would depute some maiden to refresh tbe
guests wi h cider, or even something stronger,
in anticipation of the coming feast, while she,
with anxious gaze aDd dripping spoon at hand,
watched tbe last browning of tbe meat and enoonraged the persistent boiling of the pot.
The Knickerbocker kitcheus, as a I records
tell ns, were often tbe scene of abnudant jollity and gayety. The cellars were not stocked
with wiuter provender without much previous
labor aud industry. To accomplish the needed
work the neighbors were often called in to
help, and hours of iuaustry were followed by
Tbe fidthose of relaxation aud merriment.
dler was on hand to do his part, accompanied
not
his
sable
more often than
assistants;
by
and when the apple-paring and sausage-making were duly accomplished, the "cornsauy”
sal down to rest aud enjoy the strains until
they changed to more invigorating tune*, suggestive of dancing aud frolic. Then Id a trie*
tbe tables were cleared away, egg-nogc and
cider were banded ronnd, aud the blaz ng fire,
as i< reared up tne great chimuey, shed its fit*
ful light upon tbe merry couples who "trode
the measure” and “tipped and toe’d” it over
tbe floor, from which the sand (or the moment
Bow the rafters rang
had been banished.
aga n to the sound of joyfnl voices; whatcnnrtshin and what wooiogs took place m <be fitful
won,
cue eteumg uwn
nn iign i, ana
owt vhsi hearty wishes
sped the revelers on
their way!
was

or

The

Tbe day

w >s

Origin

the Day.
intended by tbe Puri-

of

originally

colonists, nuder Gov. Bradford,

to express
their gratitude for their season’s her
It was eleven months ainoe the little
veBt.
band arrived la Plymouth bay. The Mayflower had returned that spring; they were alone In
the great continent, where Indian tribes were
tan

pabilcly

yetrs are recorded in history os unusually disastrous—disease, death and privations working
Instead of
serious disaster in the little band.
animal thanksgivings, a day of fasting slid
Iu 16:3
prayer was vastly more appropriate.
the abundant, harvest was spoken ot by condelivera
as
heaven-sent
colonists
temporary
We are told
ance from the dread of famine.
ot the day of fasting and prayer appointed for
of the
welcome
and
the
the drought,
joyful
raiu daring the service, changing tbe fast to
thanksgiving. The cnstom thus founded was
continued through the colonial days, and after
the revolution the governors ot the several
New England States continued to appoint an
annual Thanksgiving day. Daring the revolution the national thanksgiving was aunnally
appointed by Congresa. After the adoption of
the constitution Washington recommended a
After colonies were
national thanksgiving.
sent ont into the western reserve, along the
Mississippi, and even farther toward the setting sun. from tbe New England States, the
cnstom of annual thanksgiving by appointment
of the governors became eografted on the territorial off-shoots of New England, and, as the
young Sta es wheeled Into line, the custom beNational thanksgivings
came established.
were appointed by tbe several presidents after
Durmg
after some victory, military or naval.
President Liucoln frequently
the rebellion
of
the
gubernathe
observance
recommended
torial thank-givings, and issued a proclamation for a national thanksgiving in 1883, since
which time each president in turn has issued a
proclamation, and tbe New England custom is
adopted by all, or nearly all, tbe other Statee,
and thanksgiving has been arranged to fall
upon the same day as the president's appointment—the last Thursday In November, in the
majority of cases.
Pumpkin Pie.
[Peck’s Sun.)
These are the days of that glorious instituThe hotel or restaurant
tion, pumpkin pie.
It
pumpkin pie is not the simon pare article.
It may
has too many foreign airsndded to it.
be good, and it may pass for what it is intended, but it can't bold a candle to the pumpkin
pie oar mothers and grandmother: made. Jnst
look at the difference in tbe tijo brands.
The Neaasa of

Mother’s had a nice short crnst, with an edge
about aD inch deep, and in this was a plump
measure of pumpkin “pulp,” mixed with nice
f rssh eggs, milk, and just enongh spice to give
It was a pic< are of a blooming,
it a flivor.
healthy pie. It makes a man’s month water to
Tbe store kiud ol pumpkin pie
think of It.
has a sort of sickly second coasin countenance
and is scarcely over au eighth of an inob thick,
with a crust on the bottom that almost breaks
As for taste, that
a tinner's shears to cut it.
baa to he imagined, as it is a sort of goss-youplease favor between tan berk aud cinnamoD.
Then, again, 100 store pies will be made out of
an ordinary twenty cent pumnkiu.
Each pie
is cut iuto eight pieces about tbe aize of two
aell
for
dve
cents each.
This
linger*, which
brings 40 cents for aj*ie, or $40 for the product
That leaves ttie at' r-keener
of the pumpkin.
$39.80 pr-.fit on tbe puuiDkiu, and a* tbe crust
eighty cents
is thi», with no shortening iu i
ought to cover this cost, having an even $39
A slice of mothers’ pumpon the transection!
kin pie the size of your two bauds, that’s tne
made pie. aud an inch
in
home
cut
regulation
aud a half thick contains more real pie ihau a
a dozen store pies, and there is no danger of
trouble from iudigea-ion alt r eating it. There
should be some actiou taken by the legislatures
this great
the degeuera'iou ot
to prevent
If
American institution—the pumpkin pie.
will
ions
read
in hisfuture
is
done
this
geueia
tory of a dish now so highly prized by pair otie
citizens, aud grieve to ihiuk that the building of the pumpkin pie of their forefathers Isa
lost art.
_

National

Republican

Committee.

Among the minor questions thst ars being
discussed Is aa to who snail tie mads ohsirmsn
of th R pu >llcan National Committee st its
■

meeting iu December. There is ssid to be a
general sentiment among tbe members of the
committee that 't will be wise to make a
cho’ce, which will iw obviously for the intervsl
only and not necessarily to be continued next
year. Seoat >r Fr.e bas been suggested, partly
He would make a good chairOn this ground.
and would doubtless acm -nfor tne uooasion,
but he has uo taste for the
cept t ie in n r.
a
na ional
of
campaign, in
msoagcineol
whio-h h-e prop* r p ace is on the stmup Decre,.,ry t bandlsr has been mem toned, Rat Is not
understood to be making any efforts tor au
election. General Logau has been suggested
bv sever-1 members, but he a-i I positively tobo
day that hs would not take th* pi,
hod n« t time to at mud to its duties—Mr. Liojd
lu N. Y. Tribune,|Not. 27th.
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\Y© do not read

anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are in

cations.

all

indispensable,

cases

not

necessarily

for

publica-

but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
munications that are not used.

tion

com-

The National Festival.
In another column an occasional contributor to the Press considers whether the
quality of the observance of Thanksgiving
day has not changed somewhat since its first
establishment as a Thanksgiving festival.
That it is now celebrated witii less religious
formality is probably true; but the day has
not grown less dear on that accouut. It has
become the great festival of home, and whatever

tends to

strengthen family ties and inreverence for the virtues which are as-

crease

sociated with the pure and happy homes of
the land is, in a largo sense, religious. It
to ennoble character and exalt the
aims of men and wopieu. Creeds and ceremonies change, if God'and right are immuserves

table; but there can be no religion worth
anything as a factor in the elevation of mankind which does not recognize the sacredof homes. The most influential representation of God to human hearts is that of
a Father who regards qs as his children, and
everything which Intensifies and sweetens
the affections of the family relation prepaies
the way for a readier
reception of that Idc a
of the relation of God to men.
As we gather to-day in families to show
ness

by

a

joyful

feast

our

gratitude

less,

forget

either those who

are

home-

those whose homes are dark with
sorrow on accouut of vacant chairs at the
table which a year ago were occupied by
dear odcs, as much loved as auy who reor

main. It may not have been our fortune to
be afflicted by such loss this year, but the
Thanksgiving day will come when we shall
miss the presence of some who are with us

to-day,

and at some other Thanksgiving
ioved ones wi'l meet remembering ns a»

participate with

to

never more

them

our
one

the

iu

celebration of the festival of the family.
The merry-making which is moderated by
tender recollections of friends who are absent is not less comforting to the heart. To
forget is to be selfish and to be selfish is
foreign to the sentiment of the occasion.
The proclamations which summon us as
a

people join
thanksgiving
chiefly of the progress and prosperity
to

in

make men-

tion

v-uicu

luo

nation uaa

feel that whatever

it is won

oujuyeu.

misfortune

has befallen individuals it

or

iu

affliction

has not affected

welfare.

seriously
general
people
our good" fortune and advantages are evithe

It

dent.

is

vanced in the

As a

possible to believe

things

that

we

have ad-

make for

right-

eousness, that the virtues which render citi-

zenship honorable and useful are
spected, and the vices that degrade
character are more condemned,that

more re-

and ruin
the

pub-

lic sentiment is a severer monitor over those
in places of responsibility, and the public

conscience demands stricter fidelity in the
duties of patriotism. The change in any sin-

gle

year may not be accnrately measured,
but in a long and wide survey s distinct genera' trend towards higher popular ideals
may be discovered.
Therefore, to all its readers, the Press
extends congratulations.
May the feast be

abundant, and

whatever else it lacks, want
not the supreme delicacies of any festival,

cheerfulness,
gratitude.

contentment,

charity

and

morning contemporary yesterday

in-

in an article on the tariff which we
are somewhat at a loss to know whether to
regard as a serious effort or as rather thinly

dulged

disguised humor. If it was intended for the
latter it clearly proves that the Argus possesses talent which, if properly
cultivated,
may place it in the fore front of the comic
papers of the country.
Nothing could be
funnier than the picture It draws of what it
publican journals
be its

anent

other

publican
evolved

the tariff, unless it
of the “lying Re-

picture
editors” who,
solely from

it

have
says,
their malignant

all
the
stories
about
the
differences in the Democratic party on this
question. The fact that both these pictures
are entirely the work of the imagination
only strengthens one’s admiration of the Argus artist. Out of the kindly regard which
we cherish for our contemporary we suggest

natures

that

ite.red

in not

making

its

intention

headline or by placing the
article in its humorous column. If some of
its intelligent readers should incline to look
upon it as a serious effort we fear that our
neighbor’s hardly earned character for candor
and veracity would be very unfavorably affected.
either

by

a

Gov. Butler, in an addresB before the New
York Press Club on Tuesday evening, expressed the opinion that the press would be
more influential, if it would discuss great
principles in short paragraphs and leave out
personal abuse. It is doubtless a fact that
many of our newspapers are disfigured by
gross and unjustifiable assaults upon public
men.
But a distinction must be made between personal abuse and personal criticism.
It is just as much the duty of a public journal to call attention to the characters of

public

The people of Providence in Rkqde island
appear to know a good mayor when they
have oue. Day before yesterday Thomas A.

Doyle

elected mayor for the fifteenth
Three years ago, after a service of

was

time.

fourteen years he retired; but it has been
discovered that the municipal business was
not so well conducted by anyone else who
could be selected.
There are saveral matters important to the welfare of the city
which require the attention of a thoroughly
competent official, and there was a demand
that Mayor Doyle should undertake the
work. His majority was larger by 700 than
he ever received before. Let the croakers
who are forever reminding us that republics

ungrateful

are

make a note of this incident.

who are candidates for official
stations as it isvto discuss great principles.
men

Every journal of Massachusetts would have
fallen short of its duty if in the recent camit had not pointed out the demagogical character of the Democratic caudidate.

paign

If Gov. Butler means by personal abuse
such strictures on his character and career
as the Republican journals of Massachusetts
indulged in, the press ought not to heed his
suggestion. If on the other hand he means

»Y personal anuse sucn assaults as lie made
upon the character of ex-insurance Com-

missioner Clarke and Col. Codman, his position is the correct one.

yourself 1
The colored

men

Reformer,

reform

of Boston have started

a

political organization to be known as the
Sumner National Independents.
In an appeal to the public which they have just issued, they say that the primary aim of the
organization is to secure proper respect and
due consideration for all citizens,
regardless
of color, race, nativity or faith, and to favor
such policies as shall tend to make hotter
the condition of the people generally. After
stating the purpose of the organization the
address goes on to say that the
organization
is willing to be true and devoted to
any
existing party that will manifest due consideration for the colored man. The aim of
the organization is a good one, bu we fear
that its proclamation that it is ready to receive bids for its support will tend to lower
it in the public estimation. Political organizations which sland in the market place
seeking for a purchaser are not apt to command respect.
The dangers incident to electric light
wires were strikingly illustrated in New
Tork Tuesday evening. A runaway horse
on Fifth Avenue broke down one of the
electric lamps on that thoroughfare.
Soon
after a passii g horse stepped upon one of
the
connecting wires. There was a flash of
light, a report like a pistol and the horse
fell dead and at the same instant all the
lights on the Avenue went out. Evidently
electric light wires are too dangerous to be
allowed above ground.

Evidently Mr. Keifer has not heeded the
advice of Mr. William Walter Phelps. He
is quoted as saying that he expects to have
no trouble in securing a renomination for
the Speakership. He is also quoted aB saying that not having made himself a candidate he cannot withdraw.
The American hog has been reinstated iq
France. This will make him more unpopular than ever in Germany*

nlSCELLANEOCI.

N ewPublication s.
Akius the Libyan.
age of sectarian bitterness and strife is past

The

and the age of Christian
on the world.
There

philanthropy
has

been

a

temper among Christians.

taate and

dawning
change of

is

For ages,

theologians held their ground and succeeded
in
arraying the forces of Christendom against
each other. In this way, the strength of the
Church

exhausted

was

OIL BERT’S

Are Indigestion and Constipation.
Their primary symptoms are among the
most distressing of minor human ailments,
and a host of diseases, speedily resultant
from them, mutually aggravate each other
and assail at once the whole machinery
of life. Nausea, Foul Breath, Sour

MILLETT

Dizziness,
Headaches,
Fever, Jaundice, Dyspepsia,
Kidney Diseases, Piles, Rheumatism,
Neuralgia, Dropsy, and various Skin
Disorders, are among the symptoms
and maladies caused bv derangement or
Stomach,

nov27

FUR TRIMMINGS OF ALL KINDS.

Thorough Purgative

We ask your

in

unfruitful

controver-

had it

been

for

Protestantism

If

the

ians

beginning to see, that it is the truths in
which they agree that constitute the
glory of all
churches, not those about which they differ. Instead
of long, subtle, metaphysical
the
are

creeds,
simple
statements of “the Apostles’ Creed*’ are again preferred to the complicated and inferential definitions of later and longer confessions.
In a word.
Btuumsuc

uiviuity

is now

at

a

discount,

and fast

falling into neglect and merited contempt. This being so, we cannot commend even aa able effort tc
revive interest, either in the old
controversies,or the
persons who waged them, which seems to be the mu
tive of what

we

may call

FUR.

Pill.

For Ladies and

Accomplish

this restorativo work better
than any other medicine. They are
searching and thorough, yet mild, in their
action. They 'do not gripe the
it, and do not induce a costive reas
is
the effect of other cathartics.
action,

ecclesiastical novel

an

en-

Stive

offered lower than

Withal, they possess special properties,
diuretic, hepatic and tonic, of the highest

Absolutely Cure

oct20___

mend the
turn to
for the

present disposition of Christians to re
simpler symbols such aa all admit suffice!

whole Church three hundred years, tho pe
riod of its greatest internal purity and external tri
umphs. We must also agree with those who prefei
facts to fiction, and to study such a period as tin
age of Arius in historians who are too scrupuloui
to freely mingle their fancies with the facts of histo
ry. In the progress of the Arian controversy bott
parties doubtless placed too much rolistnce on tin
“arm of flesh” the imperial favor. That Arius wai
free from blame in this particular is
argued witl
pertinacity by the author, but in this he differs from
most historians.

history of Greece is an inexhaustible subject
of inquiry and interest. The most careful
investl
gators and the most eloquent pens have been de
voted to the elucidation of this
history, and yel
there are phases of Grecian history as iresh
to-daj
as they are
far-reaching in their bearings on
questions of present interest.

back to

One serious draw-

right understanding and adequate treat
ment of the political development of the Grecian
communities, has been the party bias of the writers
Thus Gillies and Milford are both
unmitigated
torles who succeeded in perverting the true
reading
of Greek history for several generations of
English
people. TWWBSn
a

and
and reversed the

errors

rjrot-

i,„„„

vu«

decision's of those earliei
writers, but their works are cumbered by too mucl
learning. Long and profound dissertations maj
engage the attention of a few scholars, but cannol
awaken the interest of the masses. A few
populai
works were much needed to
bring the subject with
in the range of average sympathies. Goldsmith
succeeded in this as to style and charm of narrative
but he is superficial and of no
authority. Smith's
School History of Greece is far
preferable, and this
new work is a valuable contribution of
the same
kind. Another book which will do
excellent service
in the same line is that entitled “Mosaics of
Grecian
History,” by Marcius Wilson and Robert Pierport
Wilson.
The history is well outlined and the
poetic feature of the literary element displays goo!
taste and judicious selection. We therefore wel
come it as deserving ncnorable mention
among the
many valuable works designed to elucidate the
many-sided civilization of ancient Greece.
Any

new

volume

COMING

i,s

If I NANCIV AIL*

J. B. Brown & Sons*,

and win him

many

new ones.

Convinced that

Street,

Central.7*.
-----Central
£■,
and Kenuebec
ft*
Portland and OgdeoMbarg
Os,
..
City of Portland
e*
aud other first-class bonds and stocks.

Androitcoggiu

in

danger of

he has

aiumes m

ptani me are tue fashion or the honr,
and a good fashion too. To trace the
development
of life from the minute cell, the physical basis ol

all that lives and grows, is a study as, fascinating as
it is fruitful. In the volume entitled “The Wonders
of Plant Life under the Microscope,” the
author,
Sophie Bleddoe Herriok, aims to give the more important types in a popular style easily comprehended by the youthful student.
The author avoids
technicalities as far as possible, and is very clear as
well as comprehensi ve. Special attention is given to
the examination of insectivorous plants, which cannot fail to interest all who wish to follow out and
carry forward Darwin’s speculations in this direction. Fungi and lichens, liverworts and
mosses,
ferns and pitcher plants, are all made to pass in review, and the latest principles of organization are
applied to their investigation. One chapter is devoted to the use of the microscope among flowers,
from which many beautiful results are obtained.
Each chapter is an independent essay, and the whole
work is on an elevated plane free from materialistic
and atheistic tendencies.

ble rates.
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New
York: Harper & Brothers. (Loring, Short & Harness

Mosaics of Grecian History. The Historical
Narrative wi*h numerous illustrative Poetic and
Prose selections. By Marclus Willson and Robert
Pierpont Willson. New York: Harper & Brothers.
(Loring, Short & Harmon.)

Short,

&

Libyan. An Idvl of the Primitive
New York:
D. Appleton & Co. (Loring,

the

t56 Brackett
PORTLAND
octl7

S. C.

St.,

MAINE.
d3m*

ANDREWS^

Counsellor and Attorney at

Law,

188 MIDDLE
Canal Bank

STREET,
Building,
PORTLAND, ME. dom

nov24

TELEPHONE 11*.

WOT.

Has

remove

l to the

corner

of Preble and

eodtf

Hy23_

E O 3ST 13 B

is

selling Buck, Castor, Oil
Buck, Bog Skin, Kid, Calf
and Horse Hide (Roves
from 50 cents up.

St Louis

COE
exchanges

6s

ME.

Silk

Hats for

S.

186 Middle Sti eet.
eodtf

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

Broker,

MO. 194 MIDDLE STREET,
3 Doors West Canal TTat’l Sank.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

r$3.00

...

Portland Water Co.,
Railroad Equipment Co.,
St. Paul & No. Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. R. R.)
Maine Central R. R.

6s
7s
7g

Cleveland, Ohio,
o

nuuuDun;

a

BY

umiiTiui

muuuun,

Corner Exchange & middle Sis.
augleodtf

LARGE
FINE
WOLF

ROBES.
Such as are seldom seen.
These are extra nice goo s, heavy lined and trimmed.
We also have Robes $6.00, $7.00, $7.50
$8.00 and upwards.

LARGE
BUFFALO
BLANKETS

for horses; large stock; 80c and
upward.

GENTS’
GLOVES

Zinc, Leather, Canand
the famous Exvass,
celsior Wood Trunks, the
strongest made, and is sole
agent in Portland.

COE,
THE HATTER,
eodtf

bot24

No. 03

WANTED
Long,

YOUR
Slim, Narrow Feet.

YOUR
Long, Slim Boots perfectly
fitted with narrow Rubbers and Overshoes
MEN’S
Marrow Buckle Arctics.

MEN*
Marrow

Congre

‘Arctics.

this

in

season

same {foods been
colors, at $1.50 per ynrd;
for $2,50. Cali early while we have the variety.

51fl

LITTLE,

nov27

An invaluable and palatable tonic in all
and debility.

MEN’S
Heavy, Double-Sole, Wescott, Calf
Hand Pegged Boots, the best bool
on earth for the money.
B., C., D.
IE and F,; Sizes 6 to 18.

MEN’S
Boys’ and Youths’ Kip Boots.

MEN’S
and Youths’ Rubber Boots.

Tffi1

season.

Juvenile session in the morning from 10 to 12t
afternot'ii. from 2 to 4.30, with music; evening,
7.45 to 10.16, rxtra music by Chandler.
Admission; morning, children under 14 years, 16
cts, including skates; afternoon and evening, 25
cts. Skate checks, li e.
«. n. WHITNEY, Manager.
nov22dtf

PORTLAND

casos

of weak

digestion

SOCIETY OF ART.
in exhibition of

Genuine ONLY with

CAUTION.

fac-simile of Baron Liebig’s Signa-

LOCAL A RT
will be apcn at the Rooms of
SATURDAY. Dec.
from lO a. m. to 9 p.

__

Parish Church
given
cessive Saturday afternoons at 2Va
WILL
it
next
Saturdav
be

CITY

place on our counters ToDay fifty pieces 20 and 2t inch Colprice

of

GYPSY BAND.
13 Gypsies in brilliant national Costumes assisted
by Miss E ls Cleveland Eentiereen, Contralto;
Harvey Murray, Accompanist.

aired.

sueli

opportunity will

greatest and best

pass ClarkeV Harmonic School for the Organ. $3,00.

E. P.

SINGEfi,

Part 1.

ANDREWS.

PRICE 36 cts.
Teachers of the common method of note singing
will find in this book a large and very useful quantity of syllable practice. A note reader can learn in
16 minutes to sing d, r, rtk,f. s, l. t% and all the rest,
and it need not be iu the way of a regular course.
Tonic-Sol-Faists will find this “singer” equal to any

other.

by

sho^d b°
'They Regulate-the

occur

Chairman

Bridges.

SHO DEALER
421 CONGRESS ST.

Notice.
ecdtf

ALL
V

P. O. Box 1638.

22,1883.

nov23dtd

db

to

H
•

Oo-

Have the following celebrated instruments for sale.
BACON HA NOS, « STABL.ISHED
1789
“
EINDCfflAN At SONS
1821
“
HAKDNIAN
1812
Also other eminent makers.
PRESCOTT ORGAN, ESTABLISHED
1836

0

ft

jaj\TMOIJMOBME!KrT„
We employ no bogus manufacturer, nor resort to artful dodges to give a false
impression. We hart* no shrsters nor detective to watch the rooms of a competitor
and dog tteir customers. We pay no commi»sions to tom, Dick aud Harry to lead
an unsospecting public to he slaughtered. b»t do a squ ire and honest business br
selling the BEST INSTRUMENTS AT LOWEST PRICES.

CALL

to

EXAMINE.

AND

NEW WAREROOMS { “"lock ! COR’ CONGRESS & PEARL STS
hoy 17

eoitf

10 PER

DISCOUNT.

Owing

to the

success

Ornaments,

Corsets and

attending

onr

..

Faces, Buttons,

Hosiery.

between

A Pure

Xj£}AX>£II .« I
Havana

<Jtf

Copartnership Notice.

Cigar

the undersigned, having bought the stock of
McMAIN, of the firm of McMain & Weston,
• would call the
the late James Bailey, have this
attention of buyers and smokers
day firmed
a co-partnership for the
to the New Cigar which they are
purpose t f continuing the
introducing to this busiuessof
market, it is a pure
Carriage and Saddlery Hard wa, e under
cigar, free f<om flavoring or
the name of JaJIEd BAILS* Si CO.
coloring of the stock, and absolutely free from poi
sou ot any kind.
It is a first-ciasB, clean, and guarJ. W. BAILEY,
anteed to be of the best Havana. Call for I. N.
Weston s
hand made. Also, in
Nov. 27,1883.
a
brand
connection,
called (*C7upi«i” a FiveOent
Cigar. Smokers who value their health should try
The accounts of the late James Bailee will be rettbe ‘‘Leader,” and note the difference between the I
JAMES \V.
Adin'r,
pure and the Imitation. Address
Nov. -7, 1883,
nov28dlw
RIcMAIHf & WESTON, Westfield, iflnas
For sale by Geo. C.Frye. Timmons & Hawes, H. P.
WE LEARN THAT
S.Qotiid, B. W. Jones, T. F. B Percy, Falmouth 11ctel, E. Dana. Jr., and J. B. Totten.
seplld3m

WE,

£ J.' CARNEy!'

“lender,>*strictly

»R.

FOR

of

II.

A.

LAMB,

this city who has had such unboundod success

®“®c“,,|f

permanent cures m the severest forms
*
°* t*ry« pela» aud all forms of scrofula
of the Skin, has not
now, nor never has bad. any
specialty In the practice of medicine.

nov7

MAINE

Alfred Staples,.176 Neal Street.
H P. S Gould,.387 Congress
rhos. Edwards, (Berlin Mills Co ) 117 Franklin St
H. B Brown. (Artist,)
4(>0 Danforrh Street.
B. B. Farnsworth.367 Spring Street.
Charles Goodridge,.
....

aad^hisc-tses
dim

Deering

(5'.IRert.

Y.E.

4
W.B/,
G.

Canton Steam Mills Co.
Gilbert.Canton St am Mills Co.
.Alfrod. Me.

Spring.Fryeburg, Me.
Spring,.-.Fryeburg, Me.
Murry,..,.Pemhrok-, Me.
Cumberlar d St.
Str. et.
?* JI° en.Lincoln
Pln<>
Street,
w'4 ~MrTy..144
Streit.
Deering
II'
ZhlXU>r..
p W
J- b.
B. B.
p- O. Johnston.469

McKenney.152 St ring Street.
Mrs. David Keazer .S3 State Street.
Aenas I hompson, Jr..
.124 Pearl Street.

£• b

C. h.

... .28o Brackett
Street.
Barrett...... .,5 Deering Street.

Ludwig. 604 Congress
H.r„«‘>r;luer
1 Bla-ketone.Canal
Bank.

Street.

,el*a__dtf
FISTULA AND PILES

BAILEY,

*1“*^.,,

Cement Drain Pipe Works.
sale, one of the best paying business in the
«ity, and is now doing a go d business. SatisJ®®tory reasons giving for selling out. Call in J. L.
SMITH, comer of Cumberland and Preble streets,
novldtf
Fortlimd, Me*

84 Market Square,

Sidney Thaxter,.74 Deering Street.
Joseph Russell,.31 Hlgu street.
Addison Libby.64 Clark Street.

Oals. and. Green.

TF.

0. AMES.

J. S L'bby.160 Park Street.
J. F. Clark...14 Mellon Street.
O. K. Gerrish,.212 state Street.
Samuel Rolfe.98 State Street.
Wm. G. Hart,... .2*8 State street.

FRANK GOIM^f Congress St.
110V14

W.

OF

TO THE PUBLIC, •
If In want of > new furnace I beg to direot
your
attention to the Kohler Hot Air Furnace,
its superiority ove" all others I will demonstrate if you
will eall at my store. Tho following well known
persons have the Kohler:
W.T. Sargent,.148 SpringStreet.
J. F. 'herry.4*7 Congress Street.
C. 0. Eaton,.23 Pine Street.

spring's discount sale I shall
commence this morning and give a
discount of lO per cent from the regular prices on Fringes, Passcmentres,

OFFICE

'PORTLAND,

__

WTLB9B/8 COMPOUHD OF

persons are cautioned against trusting my
wife. Mattie A. Boyd, ow known by name of
Mattie Wilcox, on my account, rb I shall pay no
bills'd her contracting after this date.
SIMON BOYD.
nov27d3V
LMtport, Noy. 26,1883.

obtained from
EDWARD B. WINSLOW,
Committee on Streets, Sidewalks and

n

ORGANS.

£S. B. Robinson

•'TH32

To fonnaniptive».-Many have been hnj*
their testimony in favor of the use of
pv to give
^
Wilbor*8 Pure Cod-Liver Oil and Lime.” Experience has proved it to be a valuable remedy for Consumption, Asthma. Diphtheria, and all diseases of
the Throat and Lungs. Manufactured only by A.
li. Wilbor, Chemist, Boston. Sold by all drugnov24eod<&wlm
gists.
:

streets.

*

dtf

PIANOS.

Circulation of
the ENTIRE BODY.__
Pf^Prevent Cold Feet'll?
anaaU troubles arising from imperfect circulation,

ANDJEJME^j

on

ft

I

^OIL

the committee

o

EZ3JZ3 V

0019___d&w3m

ADVERTISEMENTS.

formation may be

uoy2B

one

all kindred
euro RHEUMATISM of the feet and
troubles, absolutely prevent Coughs akd Colds.
Insoles for Ladies are very thin. Made to fit any
shoe. Sold by Druggists and shoe dealers or sent
hv mail post-paid. Price 50 cts. per pair.
CO.,
*W1LS0NIA MAGNETIC APPLIANCE
826 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

sale.

The right is reserved to rejeet any or all bids.
Proposals to be addressed to, and any lurther in-

EASTMAN BROS. & BANCROFT.

(SptraMrJ
Without1^®'

r°

on

SEALED

November

nov22TSTAwtf

V

>w

nov29d~lw

M C. R. R.

City of Portland.

again.

ORGAN.

the book for beatnners, teaches light, and sacred
music, and is highly commended by successful,
practical teachers. As a grand book for beginners
and advanced students, covering tte entire ground,
and furnishing a large quantity of delighttul organ
music, we commend the Emt ^on He>liod tor
Bred drg in. $2.60, by Hmersou and Mathews;
and for Voluntary and general advanced practice on
the Church Organ, Reed or Pipe, nothing can sur-

on

Proposals far Cranile Paring Blocks.
PROPOSALS will be received by the
undersigned until Friday, Nov. 30, at 12o’olo«k
noon for furnishing the
City of Portland, with
eight tbonsaml square yards of granite Davtng
blcks of the following dimensions: Length. 8 to 12
inches; width 3V4 to 4Vi iDohes; depth 7 to 9
inches. Said blocks to be delivered
during the
winter or early spring, either by water conveyance
or by the cars of any railroad which
may be named

*

$3.26, or in three parts, $1.50>eaeh, has been thoroughly tested iD the great Conservatory, and its

Halt fare

CITV

Norwegian Cough Remedy.
dtf

Grand Concerts by the great musical sensation
ARCHDUKE JOSEPH’S

HUNGARIAN

unparaleled

Iflany of these Silks have never before been offered for less than $1.25
per yard, and we positively assert
that no such Bargain in Silks has
ever been shown by us.
The lot
full
a
assortment
of
comprises
shades, but none of them can be duplicated by us at this price, and all
who think of buying a Colored Silk
should not fail to call on ns at once,

CELEBRATED

suc-

o’clock.

HALL.

Resereed seats 69 and 75 cents—n

as no

on

Tuesday Evening. Dec. 4. and (in
the Siorkbridge Course) Wednesday Evening, Dec. 5,

We shall

the

in First

and
g
Subjects
Lecturers will be announced in the morning papers.
Course rickets $ 1.00. Fsr sale at Marrett’s dry
goods store, aud at T. L. Merrill’s hardware store.
nov21
d2w
connnen<

Two

at

dtf

A COURSE OF TEN LECTURES

COLORED DRESS SILK SALE

and

A full line of the Preparations
of Messrs. W. H. Hchicffelin & Co.,
of New York, and Messrs. Parke,
Davis & Co., of Chicago, will be
kept for use in prescriptions and
for genera! sale. Also a complete
stock of the Pharmaceutical Co.
goods kepi on band.

THE SOL-FA

Hours

1st.
m.

dot15

EASTIAS BROS, k RJSfflOET.

ored Dress Silks

the

Society, No. 507 1-2 Congress St.,
from WEONE«D4Y, Nov. 14th to

England.__8titute8 being

TO SUIT VARIOUS TASTES.

^

Sign of Gold Boot.
TELEPROMF 508.
Mo.

St.
Congress
J3t

Is a success and a boon for which Nations should feel grateful.” ^ure |n Blue Jnk acr08S Label. This
—See Medical Pr?*g, Lancet, British Medical Journal, dtc.
CftUtlOU 18 HOCOSSary OWing tO
To be had of all Storekeepers, Grocers, and Chemists.
Sole Agents for the United States (Wholesale only) C. David A Co., Various cheap and il fenor SUb9, Fenchurch Afenue, London,
in the Market.

GOOD CIGARS

FOR

Bloek, Middle Street,)

Bros.’

On and after Monday, Not. 26th,
the rink will be open every afternoon and evening for
the remainder of the

all

last

Double Sole HandSewed, morocco Leg, Calf Boots,
all widths 1'r- m the nsirrowest to
the widest, all sizes and half sizes

uo?24

sold

FINEST AND CHEAPEST MEATFLAVOURING STOCK FOR SOUPS,
MADE DISHES & SAUCES.

FARICY GOODS

240

Foreigsi

(Stonr

EXTRACT
OF MEAT

We hope by diligent attention
to the wants of the public to se.
cure a share of patronage.
Careful, competent and experienced Clerks attend the prescription department.

pairs [lien’s

Boys’

MM Roller Skating Rink,

COMPANY’S

liebig

ones.

of the

—

THASSS.GIVING DAY, 3 SESSIONS:

PARKING TON RLOCK,

as one

IN

ARMY & NAVY HALL,
corner Congfess and Brown streets.
There will be
oov29dlt
dancing in the evening.

~

MIS LETT &

—

Friday Afternoon and Evening,
Nov. 30th,

Square.
dtf

eodtf

!PTTBE COD LIVED!

Siriggs,

FMent*

Velvets,

LADIES

THE

will hold a Fair for a Free Bed in the
Maine
General Hospital

will .ell, TliisIUorning nt 8 o’clock, 25 pieces Pure Silk Face Lyon’s

! No. 441 Congress St.,

fame is established
instructors.

OP

Fir,ST PARISH AND PARK ST. CHURCHES

VELVETS.
MILLETT &T LITTLE

OLIVER DITSON & 00., BostOL.

—

w

Tickets for sale by the members and at the usual
Sale of reserved seats will commence at the
f!arl«ts’ Arm irv WodiiAiuliv AVAnimr At 7 SO n’eloek
afterwards at H. P. S. Goold’s. Each purchaser
limited to 9 seats. Doors open at 7: Band Concert
at 7.30; Drill at 8.30; Dancing at 9.
nov20dtd

places.

ADMISSION 25 CENTS.

to his friends and the
ic generally, that he has reed from No. 437 Commercial
cs-.eet, near the corner of Park
Street, to the handsome and commodious store

THE

BALL,
TO

GRIMMEH’S ORCHESTRA—10 Pieces.

—

junces

By

eodtf

fJSX ™^reMlBg

Market

Congress Street,

FOR PIAidT
New England Conservatory Method

THE OOI.D HAT.

Exchange 8t, Portland,

PORTLAND, IDLE.

PERFUMERY,

CADETS

Mnsic by Chandler’s Full Military
Band—25 Pieces,

FERRIS,

novlS

THE HATTER, 237 MIDDLE NT.

Qtr

J. F.

AGENT FOR

197 Middle St.

MERE'S

—

470
nov2

PETER EJEEfliT

and
Men’s Cloth
and Scotch Caps.

A large, fine stock—a regular wholesale
stock to select a single pair from. Goods
sent C. 0. D. or by mall.

Herbert €h.

under

UNION,

CAPT. N. D. WINSLOW.

ALLEN & COMPANY,

REMOVAL,

Marrow l.ow Overshoes.

Extra Dark Whole Skins.

noT20__

PORTLAND

TWO HUIlS.

Where he will be happy to meet
his old customers and many new

MEN’

ROBES.

SION OF

.

^

THE \0UNG

dlawTh

IN THE

sells

As
As
As
Cs
Cs
6s

•

SALE

_

—

Thursday Evening, Dec. 6.

—

GENTLEMEN’S FURNISHING DEPARTMENT.

ness.

Boys’

FOR

Non-Forfeitable

dividual insurer.
1 n the hands of active, energetic, industrioni
agents, therefore, it cannot fail to De productive o
a large and profitable business.
»be Company is ready to negotiate with, and wil
make libe<al contracts for good territory with
agent9 who will energetically Push f jr Bum

nov8

has an immense stock of
Semi-Stiff Hats, all new
styles, and sells a good one
for $1.00.
AH fine hats
marked down 50 cents.

SUM k HURT

li/nnnnnnu

-fob

THE

1870 CITY IIAJLL 1883

O O

I

.

Gs
7s
6s

Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.
Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
St. Paul & No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
Car Trust and Equipment Bonds and U.
Securities, for sale by

Gardiner, He.,
Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

-

egant in workmanship and finish, and offered at a price from 30 to 40 pt*r cent less than
same goods were ever shown in Portland.

Residence,

plan is fully and clearly described in th«
Company’s publications, which will be ftirnishec
upou application to the h -me office, or any of in
ag ncies. It will be'found, upon examination tba
it possesses especially advantageous features, ant
covers all desirable forms of insurance, being partic
ularly adapted to meet the precise wants of the in

COE

Portland Water Co., 1st mortgage,
6s
Lewiston
48
Cincinnati
6s and 7s

&

Kenne-

up.

eodtf

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

bec street, directly opposite the Portland and Rocb*
ester Depot.
au4dtf

Robes

Waltz.

Fourteenth Annual

_____

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities and Products bought and sold on commission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange.
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N, Y. Bbanches ) 963 Broadway, cor. 23d St.
connected by Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
J
Private wires) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard St.

BURRO WES,

BUILDER,

$4,50

COE

HENRY CLEWS & CO..

ootl

3» 3- O

—

an endowment at 86,
issued at regulai
I'he reserve dividend period is 15 or 2<
years. At the expiration of this per od, provided
all the premiums have been regularly (paid, the insured may have either of the following options:—
He may withdraw in cash the entire reserve on hif
policy with his share of the surplus reserved to the
policies issued upon the same plan during the re
seive-divideud period.
He may continue to pay his premiums, and receivt
in oash the amount of surplus which has been credit
ed to his policy.
He may, if insurable, convert the cash value of tht
policy into fully paid up insurance.
H may convert this value into a life-annuity.
He may convert the surplus apportioned to his pol
icy into an annuity to be applied to the payment ol
bis future premiums.
He may receive the amount of the policy whenevei
the reserve on policy and accumulated dividend!
equals that sum.
The reaerve-d'vfdend policies are entitled to tb<
benefits of the Maine Non-Forfeiture Law.
The>
contaiu no restrictions whatever upon travel and res
tdence. After three years, they are unrestricted ii
respect to occupation, and ine ntestable. They ar<
entitled to no dividends in case of lapse or deatl
prior to the expiration of the reserve-dividend pe

•

oc31_

Banker and

l

OF—

This

CO.,

BANKERS.
32 Exchange Street.

1‘OBTLAiVn,

VALUE

riod.

3888.
1891
1900.
1897.
1912.
1391.
1896.

Harmon.)

BUSINESS t'ARDM.

from

1907.
««

II. M. PA YSON &

mon.)

Arius

n

ii

»ug2_

Buffalo

selling

(3b. due 1887.

Portland & Ogdeasburg
6s.
Bath Municipal
5s.
Maine Cential Consol
Ps.
6b.
Androscoggin & Kennebec
Leeds & Farmington
6s.
6 shares Canal National Bank stock
•*
“
80
1st
Lewiston
40
Shoe and Leather National Bank, Auburn
Also Safe investments yielding 6 percent, interest for sale by

Books Received.

Church.

is

eodtf

oct26_

The Wonders of Plant Life Under the Microscope. By Sophie Bleddoe Herrick.
New
York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons. (Loring, Short & Har-

mon.)

COE

Quadrille.

for the benefit of the relief
fund. Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies 75 cents. Waltzing and the
polka from 8 to 9 p. m. Music by Chandler.
nov22dtd

price we will positively show any
gentleman a line of goods correct in style, el-

The Uniou Mutual Reserve-Dividend Plan

selling large square Horse
Blankets for $1.7 5 up.

Waltz.
Galop.

HAIR DRESSERS’

At this

THE MINE NON-FORFEITURE LAW,

from

BY

—

toll AKAJJ

Men’s Extra Quality FANCY UNDERWEAR, at the

This is

Maine
M *ine

**

—

rates.

is

Offer tor f-ale

Policies

All

Quadrille.

Qrand Ball
rTTAl?A WFV
Vli
L&VjV

Purely Diurnal.

Restrictions Upon Travel,
or Occupation.

Polka

14.
15.

City Hall, Thanksgiring Sight,Sot. 29.

MAINE.

Thirty-four Tears Ol

No

COE

out

youth
imbibing ikeptical notions,
prepared a work adapted to them entitled
"God and the Future Life," in which he tra
verses the arguments relied on
by unbelievers, and
succeeds in showing how shallow
they are, and demonstrates that faith in spiritual verities is both
and
reasonable. He has the advantage o!
necessary
thinking and speaking as a iayman using the lanol
common
guage
life, and drawing his illustrations
from the same source. The being qf
God, the future life, the soul’s immortality, the relation of the
reason to faith, the harmony of science and
religion, and the conduct of our present life; these ore
the themes on which the author expatiates with evident sincerity and from the standpoint of modern
thought in its highest moods. We cordially com.
mend the volume to all parents and teachers to
whom is committed the education of the
rising generation.
are

selling Wolf Robes
$6 up to $15.

BANKERS,

Portland.Gs.
Portland Wator Co.
6b.

Portland Fancy.
Waltz.

(Coquette).

13-

18.
17.
J 8.

Galop.

eod3m

JOHN E. BeWITT, President.

COE

Druggists.

Portland

Walt*.
Quadrille (Polka).
Quadrille.

9.
10.

re-

FOUR PIECES

Incontestable Policies.

& Co., Lowell, Mass.

Middle

5.
8.
7.
8.

Quadrille (Waltz).

12.

Quadrille (Waltz).
Lancers.

Assets Over Six DVillion Dollars.

'.r.’-TT^S

Guarda).

Quadrille.

4.

OOWrLIMENTABY

LIFE MH GOHPAKY,

[Analytical Chemists]

318

2!

DRILL AND

IS

'"v.

all

As a result of one of our
cent transactions,
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these pages, he is described as the last of apostolic witnesses for pure
Gospel truth. Without sustaining that view of hh
character or career we can, and cordially do, com

believe.

see or

Children,
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All diseases proceeding from disorder
of the digestive and assimilatory organs.
The prompt use of Ayer’s Pills to
correct the first indications of costiveness, averts the serious illnesses whicli
neglect of that condition would inevitably
induce. All irregularities in the action of
the bowels
looseness as well as constipation— are beneficially controlled by
Ayer’s Pills, and for the stimulation
of digestive organs weakened by longcontinued dyspepsia, one or two of
Ayer’s Pills daily, after dinner, will do
more good than anything else.
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brilliant man and subtle thinker, but that he mo
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martyr to the creeds of primitive Christianity, w<
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mings; among which you will find Black aud Silver Grey Coney, Black
Coney, (White Pointed,) Silver Grey Fox, Blue Fox, Black'Beaver,
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strengthened.

reformers

had laid to heart the lessons furnished by the perse
cuting spirit and dogmatic obatinacy of the Medieval
Church. But they failed to discern the signs of the
new times, and went on in the old ruts of
dogmatic
definition. Scholastic theology reigned in the re*
formed churchea for three hundred years, but for
the past fifty years has steadily declined.
Christ-

inspection

Have

Children’s Garments, which include all the latest Furs used for trim-

medicine is the first necessity for cure.
Then the cathartic effect must be maintained, in a mild degree, just sufficient
to prevent a recurrence of costiveness,
and at the same time the liver, kidneys
and stomach must be stimulated and

Ayer’s
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offer This Morning, at 8 o’clock. 15 dozeu Opera 8 Button real Kid G’oves at 82
cents per pair, been selling for $1.25. Just what is needed for the Thanksgiving
Ball. This is a great sacrifice, but is made to close them ont.

Bilious

sies and the

progress of Christianity arrested. The
thin edge of the wedge was entered at the Council
of Nice and was driven home by edicts of successive
councils, till the dccroes of Trent effected a formal
separation between the old and the new.
Happy
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Twin Foes to Life

—

The

Our

plain,

ments were started.

for the boun-

ces of the year, we do well to he merry as
we may In all innocent ways.
And yet we
may not

The report of the capture of Khartoum by
the False Prophet turns out to have been
premature. Its capture however, Is among
the probabilities. El Obeid where General
Hicks’ army was annihilated is about two
hundred and fifty miles south of Khartoum.
The battle at El Obeid took. place on the
fifth instant.
Even with slow marching
El Mahdi should have arrived at Khatoum
long before this. The town was very feebly
garrisoned and, the inhabitants rips for revolt. It is hardly among possibilities that
the reinforcements sent thither could have
arrived in Beason to be of any avail unless
the False Prophet was exceedingly dilatory
in his movements, as Khartoum which is at
the junction of the Blue and White Niles is
about four hundred miles distant from
Suakim, the pqint from which reinforce-
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“Maybe I had, wife,” he replied, gathering up the rein* and mounting the creaking
seat.
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“Run, Faith, for Reuben’s yarn mittens;
they’re under the lounge in the back room
—hurry, child!”

Thanksgiving.
Once

Faith ran out, her pretty curls blown all
about her face, and climpiug up on ibe
wheel, held the reins until the old man drew
the mittens on.
“Hurry back, Reuben,” called Lisbeth.
“I don’t want my Thanksgiving diuner to
spile with waitin’.”

the liberal year laughs out
O'er richer store? than gem? «>r gold;
Once more with harvest song and shout
Is Nature’s bloodless triumph told.
more

Our

common mother rests and fines,
Like Kuth among her garnered

sheaves;

“Aye,

Her lap is full ot goodly things,
Her brow is bright with autumn leaves.
God gives us with

oar rugged soil
’lhe power to make it Eden fair,
And richer fruit* to crown our toil

Than summer-wedded Islands bear.
Thank Heaven, Instead that Freedom’s
Can change a rocky soil to gold—
That brave and generous lives can warm
A clime with northern ices cold.

arm

And let these altars wreathed with flowers
And piled with fruit, awake again

ThanksgivingThe

j

S

early

for the golden hours,
and the latter rain!

—John G, Whittier.

Ere the last streaks of sunset die
And song of thrush and blackbird cease,
And whilet from valle.v streams arise
White mist? and shadows in iresh wreath;
Ob, husbaudman, review again
Thy corn stacks built up in the sun,
That, as fresh plumage to the bird,
Are warmth and beauty to thine home;
Then, think who gave the shower and breeze,
The evening dews and ripening heat,
The cheerful reaper a full t me
To bend the sickle through the fields
And lead their treasure to the fold;
Ob, husbandman, review again
3 by corn stacks built up by the
sun;
Sing unto God the evening hymn
And thankful say, “This He bath done.”

—Sunday Magazine.
O, thanks to God! Whose love abides
And scatters bounties everywhere;
Who in the heart o1 nature hides
The germ of his unfailing care.
More fragrant than the meadows breath
The incense of our souls should rise.
From Life’s rude altars wreathed by Faith
With borrowed bloom from Para ise
—Helen MeEwen Kimball.

Lisbeth Brown’s Thanksgiving
Dinner.
Simeon Brown stood in the doorway of
his father’s kitchen in the early dawn of a
fair May morning, Mb face shorn of a'l its
wonted joyousness, like an autumnal forest
when the leaves have gone down behind the
bleak, gray hills.
“I’ve got to go, mother,” he said at last,
addressing a middle-aged woman, who stood
folding a small parcel before the cleanlyscoured dreBser, “and I may as well go at
once- come, Bay good-by el’
“Yes, you’ve got to go, an’ it’ll break
your poor old mother’s heart, Simeon, an’
bring down her gray hairs in sorrow to the
grave," she auswered, in a petment, grieving voice, as she put down the parcel, and

and stood beside him.
“No, mother, no—don’t talk so,” he said,
soothingly, “you known I’m obliged to go—
it’ll be the best for us all—we can’t get on if
we stay here !’•’
“Yes, we can, Simeon—yes we can, but
you’ve got above your old home, an’ your
old mother, an’ now—”
came

“Lisbeth!”
The voice of her husband silenced her
querulous complaining, but she put her

p.

apron to her eyes, and rocked himself to
and fro in the abandonment of despair.
“I shan’t oe gone long,” continued Simeon, his voice trembling, in, spite of all bis
efforts to steady it, “not more than two
years at the farthest, aud then we’ll all go,
and have a nice little home together, and
you shall call your laBtdays your best ones.”
Her face brightened up a little, but she
asked, half in hope, half in fear:—
“But if you fail, Simeon—if you fail,
what then?”
A sudden shadow dashed out the sunlight
from his brave, young face, but it returned
again in au instant, aud bis broad chest expanded, and the muscular cords in bis
bronzed wrists worked visibly as be replied:
“I shall not fail, mother!”
His strong faith somewhat reassured her,
and she looked up almost cheerfully.
“Well, maybe you won’t Simeon—I hope
any rate—you always was a good boy,
an’ I trust the Lord’ll help you.”
“I trust so, mother. The sun’s most up;
I must be off; take care of yourself while
so at

I’m gone; good-bye!”

“Good-bye, Simeon, good-bye, my good
boy—that never gave his old mother a cross

or caused her a
moment’s trouble in
his life—God bless you!”
He held her in his arms for a moment,
and then turned to his father.
“Good-bye, father; do the best you can
until I return!”

word

“Here, Simeon, stop

^

a

moment!” called

his mother as he turned toward the door,
“I d ’most forgot ’em an’ I made ’em on
purpose for you—some o’ the seed cakes
you always liked so well; think of your old
mother when you eat ’em.”
Simeon dropped the little package into his
pocket, drew his hat over his eyes aud

stepped

out.

Faith Hunter, his foster sister,

await-

was

him in the yard.
"I’m going down a lfltle piece with you,
Simeon,” she said, “so you needn’t bid me

ing

good-bye.”

He drew her hand through his arm and
they walked on, side by side, down the winding pathway, the dewy pastures and browsing kine around them, and overhead the
crystal heavens, emblazoned with the saffron
dawn-tints of the opening day, she wailing
for him to speak first, and he irresolute as
to what he should say.
There was in his heart a great tide of
feeling, which had been steadily deepening
and gaining strength ever since a winter’s
night sixteen years before, when his mother
came boms from the death bed of a fi iendless widow, bringing with her a little, helpless b„be, aud told him that she was to be,
from henceforth and forever, his sister.
And she had been, and even more than a
sister, perhaps, if such a thing be possible.
Side by side they troi the flowery paths of
childhood, sharing every pleasure aud pain
aud joy and sorrow, almost the same existence; haud-in-haud they entered upon an
untried road of youthful anticipation; but
now they were about to separate, aud all
the mighty love which had grown up in the
youth’s heart, and strengthened with his
strength, was struggling fiercely for escape,
No matter
but he resolutely kept it back.
if that timid little girl at his side was dearer
to him than all the rest of the world, than
his own life even, he must not speak it to
her then. She was nothiug but a child, aud
he had no home, no inducement—nothing
but his strong bands and brave young heart
to offer her. Yet how could he leave her,
how could he go away without some slight
assurance that he would not be quite forgot en?
His love was great and strong, arid entwined itself about its object with an unyielding clasp that could not be tor. away
without almost uprooting life itself; he
knew and fell it, aud tremoled at the bare
possibility of being forgotten.
“Faith,” he said at last, making an effort
to steady his voice, “do you know that I am
sorrier to leave you than anyone else, not
even mother excepted?”
“Are you, Simeon?” she asked innocently, unbftirg her trustful eyes to his face.
“Yes I am, Faith, aud I want to know if
you’ll forget me when I’m gone away?”
“Why, how could I, Simeoi when you’ve
Deeu so nova ana Kina to mev
no, mucea.
I shall never forget you!”
to
see
will
be
ma»when I
“And you
glad

back, Faith?”
“Why, to be sure, Simeon; what

come

makes

you ask?”
“Because I want to know—you’re

sure

be

glad?”
you’ll
“Very sure, Simeon.”
“Very well. I shall be back
I shall

so, and

expect

in a year or
you to keep your

“I shall keep it—and you’ve given me
many little things that I want to give you
something, and I’ve nothing else but this
—It’i my little Bible. I want you to take
it, Simeon, and think of me when you read
so

it.”
His strong hand trembled

as he unfolded
It war a pretty, delicate
the little package.
thiug, dain ily bound in morocco, with a
silver clasp, inscribed with the simple word
“Faith.” His eyes Aged with tears as he

looked atiu
“I don’t know how to thank you for this,

it almost seems like carrying
you with me, since it's got your name on iu
I’ll read it every day, and always keep it
here, Faith,” he said tremulously, dropping
it In his breast pocket, and buttoning up his
coat, as if he wanted it close to bis heart.
By this lime they had leached the gate—
the old red gate upon which they had
swung together a thousand times in their
happy childhood.
“I must go back now, Simeon,” said
Faith, struggling hard to keep back her
tears, “Aunt Lisbelh will want me to help
about milking—good-bye!”
“Good-bye, Faith; take care of yourself
and of mother!”
He tore bis hand from her lingering clasp,
threw bis knapsack across bis shoulders,
the old red gate closed with a riuging clang,
and Faith turned tearfully homeward.

Faith—why,

*

«

*

*

tossed and
A chill November wind
whirled the dry elm leaves on the common
Reuben
Brown’s
of
front
in
cottage, and
blew the thin gray locks about his forehead
as he stood iu the yard harness ng up the
old-fashioned bonnet-topped buggy.
“Hadu’. you bettor have your yarn mittens Reuben?” called bis wife from the
“The air’s biliu’
we'll have snow before night;
the way the wind blow*.”

door-way.

Faith said, “Yes, ma’am,” very quietly;
aud the happy woman went on:
“Poor Simu.ie, it’s been many a day siuce
his old mother cooked a dinner for him—
an’ be used to say, ‘I never saw any one
cook things aB nice as you do.’
How lucky
it was, Faith, that, you made that raisin
cake yesterday. He always liked it, I remember, when he was almost a baby. I
cau see him now, with bis brown curis all a
dancin’ round his rosy lace.
He used to
catch bold of my dress an’ say, ‘Mother, won’t
you have raisin cake Thanksgiving day?’
Bless his dear heart!
The best boy that
ever lived!
Never gave his old mother a
cross word, or caused
her a moment’s
trouble in his life! I know he’ll
enjoy his
dinner. Chop up them apples, Faith, an’
we’ll have the pies in no time.”
Faith did as she was bidden, tripping
round with a deft and quiet handiness that
made her sweet face ail ;he more attractive,
and hy 12 o’clock the huge turkey and the
great sirloin of oeef were nicely browning,
and tbe mince pies and the mammoth loaf
of bread were fairly done.
“Getliu’ on finely, Faith,” said Lisbeth,
stirring aud seasoning a bowl of gravy. “We
shall have dinner in good time. You may set
the table now, and then go and dress
yourself. What’ll you wear? Your new merino
gown, won’t you?”
“I dou’t know, ma’am” said Faith, blushing and averting her fad-.
“I would if I was you.
It’s the prettiest
dreBS you've got, an’ Simeon always liked to
see ub dressed well.
I shall pul on my
uiuwu uicss ivcuubii
uougui wueu ne weui
down to sell hig wheat last fall, an’ that
dove si.k shawl the deacon’s wife gave me,
and my new cap that Miss Stebbs made.
An’ you wear your blue merino, Faith, and
the gold chain that Sirneou gave you;
l
know it’ll please him.”
Faith did not reply, but a happy light lay
in her soft blue eyes as she tripped out to
set the table.
•*

*

*

cold,
I

now

can

an’

tell by

*

c

Two o’clock found everything ready—the
old walnut table covered with the finest linen, and the brightest and prettiest of every
thiug that the coitage afforded spread out in
ibe centre of the best room; the sirloin of
beef smoking at one end, the huge turkey
at the other; and the mammoth loaf, rising,
mountain-like, amid a profusion of beriy
brown pies and cakes; while the sideboard
groaned beneath heaps of yel'ow apples, and
stone pitchers of sparkling cider.
In the doorway, uie>-ly robed in her brown
dress and dove silk shawl, her dark hair
(just beginning to be streaked with silver)
put smoothly back beneath her best lacj cap
stood Lisorth, her face all agio* with anxious expectation. Faith flitted hither and
thither, shaking out the folus of a curtain
or re-arranging a branch of
evergreen, looking quite pretty lu her olue merino, the neck
and sleeves edged with a fringe of misty
lace, a'd her auburn curls 8t earniug over
her shou'ders like waves of suushiue.
It
might ha^e beeu a consciousness of her own
fresh loveliness that brought the rose flush
to her cheeks, and made her pause ouce in
a while before the little oval
mirror, to assure herself that Simeon’s gold chain was
ah right, with the clasp just in front.
It
might have been something else; he that as
it may, Faith was not to blame, for that
which we often term maiden vanity deserves
a far holier name.
Two o’clock passed, and at last the old
corner clock struck three; still they had not
come.

‘•Whktgau detain ’em so long?” Baid Lisbeth giving the tire a vigorous stir, and
moving Reuben’s coat and slippers a little
nearer
“The dinner’ll all be spiled, and
they’ll have an.awful ride. The »now’s beginning to fall now, an’ it’ll be a dreadful
storm, I know by the sound o’ the wind; it
roarpd jest this way—kind o’ mournful like,
jest before the great snow storm, when the
hen-house roof fell in and smashed ail my
poor chickens. Dear me! how fast it falls!
I do wish I’d a’ thought to send Simeon that
yarn tippet, he always was subject to sore
throatB, and this’ll be sure to give him one
Where’s his slippers, Faith—the new ones
you worked for him? Why don’t you put
'em to warm?
He’ll waut ’em when he
gets hers.”
Faith brought out the slippers—pretty
black velvet ones, fl iwered with gold braid
—and put them beneath the chair in Simeon's favorite corner.
“Now, put dowu some apples to roast, to
heat ’em a mug o’ cider an’ see that the
gravy’s warm. Surely they’ll be here soon.”
Faith did this also, and then brought out
her little work basket, and sat dowu before
the glowing hickory fire, making a great effort to appear cairn. But it was in vain;
her fingsrs would tremble and flutter, and
her cottons tangle in a most amazing manner
Four o’clock came. The snow descended
in truck, heavy showers, and a cold easterly
wind whistled round the corners, leaving
the frozen ground bare in some places, a'd
in others piling up the white drifts in great
freezing masses. The chickens sought their
nightly roost, the cattle flocked to the barnyard, aud the pony came to the bars and
whinnied for admittance. Still they did
not come.

The Thanksgiving dinner grew cold upon
the table, and Lisbeih stood in the doorway
until the white flakes lay thickly on her garments.

“.Somethin’s the matter, Faith,” she said
uneasily; “I know there is; they wouldn’t
stay this long if there wasn’t.”
“The boat may have beeu delayed,” sug-

gested Faith.
“Yes, or the buggy broke down. Reuben
said one of the Hnch-pins was loose.
Dear
me! it’s too bad! The Thaksgiviu’ dinner’ll'
be spiled after all our Axin’.”
*****

Another half hour went by. The wind
to a shrill blast, and the snow came
down in smothering torrents. The, gray
rose

gloomof twilight began to settle dowu when
dimly visible to the eyes of the weary watchers appeared the sombre, bonnet-shaped top
of the old-tash'Oued buggy.
“Here they come, Faith ! here they come!”
ciied Lisbeth, springing down the steps.
sjbii

iiuc

’em.

me,

Poor

froze!”

aiiu

ici o

Simoon,

tan

uwwu

I know

IlictJi

tu

he’s

nearly

Faith sprang up, and in her excited haste
overturned her work basket, sending its contents in promiscuous flight over the smoothly-waxed floor, burned her fingers wi h the
poker, .came well-nigh scorching her new
merino dress, and at last, flushed and trem-

ulous,

ran out to

join Lisbeih.

The old buggy came on with a slow uncertain motion, and alter several tedious
moments paused at the little gate.
Lisbeth pressed forward, closely followed
by Faith; but no eager face looked out to
welcome them.

“Where's

Simeon—where’s

cried the fond

promise.”

*

aye, wife.”

Old Dobbin pricketl up hie ears and started forward; the old-fashioned buggy went
creaking down the lane, aud was soon lost
to sight behind the swaying elm boughs.
"Now, Faith," said Lisbeth, tucking up
her sleeves, aud tying on her ample linen
apron, “if ever we were spry in our lives,
let’s be this morning.
They’ll be home by
two o’clock, and it’s most
ten, now; an’
there's beef to roast, an’ tbe ininde pies to
bake—an’ goodness me, I wonder if the
bread’s riz!
Yes, indeed, just as light as a
feather! It’s just the nicest thing in the
world for Simeon to get home on Thanksgiving day, ain’t it, Faith?”

mother.

boy?”

my

“O, Faith, he

has

come! Reuben, where’s Simeon?”
Bui Reuben did not answer, or even make
the slightest
movement.
With his face
while and stony, his hands dangling helplessly beside him, be sat in ihe remotest corner, staring out upon them with a vacant,

noi

unmeaning

“He’s goue!—he’ll never come home any
more! never, never!” said the old fnan incoherently, groping with his bauds in the
pockets of bis coai.

“Gone, Simeon,

gone! My boy

never

coming home any more! What do you
mean, Reuben?”
“Here it is,” he continued in the same
wanderiug tone. “Here it all is. He’ll
never come home any more.”
Faith grasped the paper from his shivering hand, and following his pointing finger,
read in the deepening twilight:
“By telegraph from S-• The steamer
lett this wharf at 6
Oceau yu> eu, that
o’clock ttiia morning, took fire on the passage.
Although prompt and vigorons efforts
were made to rescue the passengers, owing
to the suddenness of the catastrophe only
two were saved.”
“Simeon was one of them; he was one of
the two'” she said, her face blanching, and
her lips growing rigid.
“No, no—I’ve seen ’em both; he’ll never
come home any more!”
“What is it?” cried Lisbeth, still unconscious of the dreadful truth, her voice dropping down to a tone of piteous entreaty,
“where is Simeon—where’s my boy? tell me
he’s not dead, and I can bear anything
else.”
But Reuben did not answer, but the tears
rolled over his wrinxlsd face, and It was
4
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This was their TjianksgiviDg day, begun
in hope and joyous anticipation, but ended
in the verv blackness of utter despair.
‘‘Oh, I can't stand it,” sobb6d Lisbeth;
‘‘I can’t, I can’t; it’s cruel—wicked—wrong.
He was all I haj—my only
child—my darling. precious boy, that never gave his old
mother a croBS word or caused her a moment’s trouble in his life; my baby that
used to sleep on my bosom, and lay his little
head against my cheek—an’ now he’s iu the
river—iu the cold, black water, and we’re
here, living, thinking,; breathing, by the
warm fire.
Oh, I can’t stand it, I can’t; I
wish I could die, and end my misery!”
Reuben was too deeply affected by this
sudden outgush of a mother’s grief to speak
a single word of
comfort, and his own
heart was too deeply wounded.
For a few
mornems the three "sat side by side in sorrowful silence; then the old man rose up,
and taking down the family B'ble,
opened
it, and read: “Come unto me all ye that labor aud are heavy ladeu, aud I will give you
rest.”
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iog and irritation of the scalp.
Th« superiority of Bui uett’s Flavoring Extracts consists in their perfect purity and
strength.
“Dnar me,” said a good lady on Fifth avenue the other evening, “how this cr^ze
for
china is growing! Here’j a New York club
that is paying §3,000 for a pitcher.”
Giles Liniment lodidide Ammonia Cores
neuralgia, face ache, rbeumaiism, gout, frosted

feet, chilblains,

sore

throat, erysipelas, bruises,

and wounds of every nature io man or animal
The remarkable cures this remedy his effected
classes it as one of the most important and
valuable remedieg eves discovered for the reSold by W. F. Phillips.
lief and cure of paiu.
She

was

sweetly

a

housekeeper,

as one

inexperienced

may

mark when

young

gi her f*om h«r

re-

some on** sug«e>ted that she should
purchase spring matrasses.
“Yes” she replied, “if they are in season we’d better have
some

Jelly Roll.—One cup sugar, two eggs, one
tablespoon butter, one cup milk, two teaspoons
Congress Yea*t Powder, two and one-half cups
flour.
m*RKiAGie».

Omaha

preferred.

Northern Pactlc prefe e»t..
Northern Pacific common.
Louis & Nash.,,,
Central Pacific.
Texas Pacific.

O KATUN.
In this
Gaanuit

city, Nov. 28, Mr*. Ma y E., wife of John

[Funeral on Friday afternoon at 2Va o’clock, at
Iso. 112 Federal street.
Burial at onvenience of
the tamdy.
In this city Nov. 27, Mrs. Margaret Stakes, wife
of Thomas Stakes, aged 60 years. [Bangor papers
copy.
In this city, Nov. 28, Margret, wife of Thomas
Donley, aged 30 years 8 days. [Halifax papers
oonv.]

LN<

tice of funeral hereafter.]
In this city, Nuv. 28. James H. McGuntgle, aged
40 years.
[Hunetal this Thursday afternoon, at 2Vii o’clock,
ai No 98 Federal street.
In Deeriutf, Nov. 28, Levi S. Brown, aged 64
years 6 months.
[Funerai service Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
his late residence, Pleasant street, Deeiiug.

«

35%
96 %

New York

DO.nEMTII

..

Chicago

& Alton

Chicago,

Burr &

Boston

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 27th, schs Mavy E Long.
Orne, Cb**verie, NS w H Allison, Kennison, New

York. .i Whiiebouse, Farnham, Poitland.
NEW YORK-Ar 26ih schs Mollie Porter Nickerson, Booth bay; Georgieita, Woodward, Ellsworth;
Eva L Leonard, G< okins, Gardiner, J L Newton

.133
1 A CZ.

Stover, *«ueiou.
Ar 27th, schs Empress. Idaho, Nautilus, and Red
Jacket, from Rockland. John Douglas. Bangor; E
M Cook, and a W Mils, Providence. Th» er Kimball. do; Lexington, sand River, NS; Coebec », Hallowell. Fannie Butler Bangor; Cabot, alais Cz»r.
Wn-casset; KG Knight. Rockland; A Hayford, fm
Belfast M L Newton, Eastport; Charlie & Willie,
Yinalbaveu; C H Trickey, do.
Cld 27th, barque Anui« Reed, Crowell, Valparaiso
schs Annie BILs O’Donnell, Savannah; M
Dyer.
Bradiev. Blueflehls, Nic.
also old 27th, barque Ella, Matthews, Amboy, to

Quincy...1 ?4%

Erie. 29
Erie pref. 77%
Illinois Central.
133%
Lake Sbore.
100
Michigan Central. 89%
New Jersey Central.
83
Northwestern
.124%
....

..

,,

Northwestern pref.14n%
New Y<*rk Central.116%
Rock Island.120%
St. Paul. 97%
St. Paul pref
..117
Union Pacific Stock.
87%
Western Union Tel
78%

load foi Portland.
Sid 27tb, barque Kdward Kidder, for Melbourne;
John K Stanhope, for Kio Janeiro, Mary o Hale,
for Vera Cruz.
Passed the Gate 27th, schs Mott-Haven fm New
York for Calais; Flora ning, from Weehawken for

BoMtoa Market*

Boston. Nov. 28 —The following were to-day's
quotations o Butter, Cheese, Eggs, &c:
Butter We quote We tern creameries at 32(5
36c for choice, 2 2(5,8'>c tor fair and good. Northern
creameries at 32,5) 6o for cnolce, 22(ft30c tor fair
and good; New York n Vermont dairies 24a30<
ib for choice, 18@23o for fair and good. Weitem
dairy at 20(5)21o and Western ladle packed 16@17o
^ lb market is firm.
Cheese firm at i 2,5)12% c for choice, 10(5)11 %
for fair and good; «@9c for common.
Eggs have l>een selling at 3 (c$32c for '’astern, 29

Eastport.

PERTH AM BOY-Ar 26th. schs Maggie M RivRivers, aud Fred Grav, Wallace, N» w York,
Deubaro, Him-kley; Elva r Pettiugill Do. ge;
Abigail Haynes Oliver; James Barrett, Percy, and
Jed Frye, Langley, New Yiuk.
Sid 26th, schs Oregon McMahon. Gardiner; Lucy
Wentworth for Newburyport Koret. for Saco.
s'lONINGTON—Ar 26th, sch W illiam E Barnes,

o for New Vork ami Vermont,29@30c for Nova
Scotia and P E Island and 2H@2 for Western.
Potatoes—Aroostook Rose at 6"@sfic t* bush.
Eastern Rose 60@- c, Northern Rose 46@50c, Eastern Prolifics 62(a)65c; receipts large
are
low.

*■

DouieMtic Marked.
1 By

Telegraph.)
York, Nov. 28. Flour market—receipts
28,198 bbls; exports 4831 bbls; more active and a
shade stronger export demand moderate with fair
inquiry from jobbers; sales 19.900 bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 30(5)3 10; Superfine
Western and State at 2 80@3 40; common to good
extra Western and State 3 45(5)4 10; good to choice
do at 4 16@6 76; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25(5)6 60; fancy do 6 60@6 76;
common to good extra Ohio at 3 66@6 70; com mo

to choice extra St. Louis at 3 605)6 76: Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 6oi®6 60: e.hoic
to double extra do 6 8()@7 00, including 4200 bbls
City Mill extra 6 3o@5 60 1400 bbls No 2 at 2 305
3 t»»; 1700 bbls Superfine at 2 8o^a3 40: 400 bbls
low extra at 3 45 53 90: 4100 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at b 66(5)6 76; 4,700 bbls Minnesota extra at
3 60a7 00;Southern floa steady:common to fair at
3 75@4 90; good to choice 5 00a6 6O. Wheatreceipts 71.500 bush: exports 78,0* 0 bush; spot
lots rather weak, but prices without important
change, option* opened %@% lower, afterwards
recovered fiom decline, later weaker and declined
closing at bottom rates speculative trade
fairly active aud very moderate inquiry from shippers; sales 6 632*00(7 bush tutures, 141,000 bush on
spot; No 2 Mil. at 1 09; No 4 Red 90c; No 3 Red at
1 04%@1 043; No 2 Red at 1 13 a 1 13VS in elev.
1 ;2% afloat; No 1 Red State 1 18%; No 1 White
do at 1 17% No 2 White at 1 04. Rye firm. 4 «ra
—spot lots vfc@i % lower, afterwards reacted % w
1V4 c, clo ing weak again at a trifle above lowest
po'nts; trade less active, receipts 133,100 bush; exports 93,069 bush, -ales 2,40 *,000 bush futures,
183,000 on spot, No 3 at 68%@o9V4c; No t at
62% <§63c elev, 63% 5640 afloat, No 2 for November 3c December 62%@63%c, closing at
6<2%c;
cash % «<v2c higher;
January cioced 63%c
options opened shade better,afterwards declined %
u3/8i dosing weak; trade moderate; receipt* 132,000 buRh. sales 980,000 bush futures 164,000 on
spot; No 3 at 36c; White at 37%c No 2 at 37% a
37%c. Whit* at 38%@38%o; No 1 at 37%c; do
White 41c; No 2 Chicag 30%c; Mixed Western at
36ft38c; White 38<a)43c; Waite State 41(5)41 %c.
ttugar is lower; refining 6%@6%c refined about
steady; C6%@6%; ExCat 6%@6%; Whited©
6%&7c; off A at 7%£,7%c standard \ 7% 5?%;
powdered 8%@8%c; granulated at 8@8%c Confectioners A 7%: cut loaf and crushed at, 9 a9%c;
Cubes 8%.
Molasses dull.
Feirolt-uiu—uuiieu
at 1 1*'%.
Tallow firmer
sales 86,0U0 ftj(7 316@7%c. Pork is stronger; sales 676 bbls mess
spot at 13 50@ 14 2:1 >u bbls clear back 16 i»0(5)
16 60; 175 Western family mess at 14 76 a. 16 20.
■ a»d 1« @18
oints higher and less active, closing
wefck; 220 tes city steam at 1 40; 260 refined for
con inent 9 005,9 06 S A at 9 2 (5) » 35.
Ouitcr
firm State I8<5)3«c Western I 0.588c Elgin CreamState y;o>
ery at 36540c. Cheese
ldc; Western flat 10^.11%.
s‘m 4%d,
Freights to iverpool quiet; Wheat
Chicago, Nov 2h.—Flour dull. Wheat regular
closed @L%e lower than ye*-terday; November <>t
97%,598%c. December at 97% 599o January at
98% a 99% c February 99%c a 1 00 % c No 2 Chi
«
ago Spring at *7% @9 %c No 3 at 81V2@83e;
N*> 2 Red Winter at 99%cal 01. torn unseitied;
e.losed % « L< c biguer than yesterday; cash at 64 1
@@ >6; \ovem er at 53 @.»r© December at 62%
64%c; January at 62%5660; February at 5.*15
64%c. Oats generally higher; ash at 30%c; November and December at 80% @3* >%c; January at
31c. Rye steady 68c. Barley higher at 64c.
Pork
irregular; ca«h 12 87 %(ftL3 00 lor old and 13 8 %
a 14
for new; November and December closed
12 76^12 80;
at 13 605.3 62
; Februarv 1
77 Va 13 80. Lard steadv: cash ami Vovum.
ber at a 2o@8 30; December at 8 22% a 8 26 January at 8 42Va®8 46. February at 8 62%®8 6 ..
Bulk Beat- in fair demand; shouldeis at 6 76 abort
riba at 7 06; -hor! clear 7 40.
Keoeini*—F mi 31 ooo bis wheat 176.000 buah,
corn 249 o 0 buah, oste 178,000 bu.rye 31,000 bus.
uar «y 101 OuO oubu
Hhipijen —Flour 17.000 bbis, wheat 6' 000 bu,
corn 10:,000 bush eats 02,00.i bu, rye 3,700 bush,
barlev 8. <"1 busb.
At thee rwing call of the Board this afternoon
Whea* advanced vsc »or November, declined % c
for liecembei an Vsc for Januai y. (lorn advanced
Vic f r Nnveniber, Vsc for December and He lor
Jan uarv| declined H for Februarye. Oats declined
Vs tor December and advanced Hc for -lauuary
Pork declined 10 for January and 7 V20
February.
Uar 1 declined 60 for December, 2 Vsc lor
February.
ST. L->tns,Nov. ;8. Flour steady
Wheat lower;
No 2 Red Fail at 1 01% @1 02
for cash. 1 02 bid
November; 1 02<%@l 02V* for December;! i'4%@
1 Of 02 lor January, 1 Oo Vs ia 1 00% for February;
No 3 at 96
(BO-IV* c. Pork quie ; Jobbing 13 60.
Reoeipts-Fiour 7,000 bbis, whea. 63.000 bush,
oorn < 0 000 bush, oats 0,000 bush, rye 00.000 nu.
barley 00.00O bush.
Shipments—Flour 16,000 bbis, wheat 9,000 bu,
oorn 00,000 bush, oats 0,000 bash, rye 00 000 bu.
barley 0,00< > bush.

grades-

XX Spring.. 6 00®8

091 3Atff,

car

I9t»..42g43

aa| I |a«-*

York..Hamburg... .Nov 29
Manitoban.Portland ...Glasgow.d6c 1
Brltamc... .New York .1 v*>rpool....Deo 1
Oevouia.New
.Deo 1
Uonau.New York..Bremen.Dee 1
Wyoming.New York..Liverpool... .Dec 4
Servia.New York..Liverpool.... Deo 4
Necker.New York Bremen.Dae 6
StUermain.New York. Havre.Deo 6
Sardinian.Portland
Liverpool.... Dec 6
Sarnia....Portland... Liverpool_Deo 8
Republic

.........

New York.. Liverpool.

.Deo

8

relief

and

Steamers leave Franklin Wharr. on
Wednesday,
and Saturdays at 6 p. m„ R turning leave Pier 38
East River, New York, on
Wednesdays and Satnr
J. B. COYLE, JR., Gen’l Ag’t.
nay. at 4p.m.

e«p21_dtf

DOMINION

LINE.

The steamers of this Line will
*run Jur i.g the winter season
tortiightlv between this Dortand
Ihe vessels are
,lF^?^*'.*,?*,l'lTOrF0<l1'
Clyde built, full powered ai d have superior accom-

ftmmmmm

_

modation for babin and steerage passengers.
Prepaid tic«ets are issued at reduced ti e to those desirous of Irlnging out their friends. Dates'of sailing trom Por land lo Liverpool, direct:

l.ivn

Livespoo1 |
I Fiora
Vi*. Halifax
|

STEAMER.

THUKSDAY,
*‘16

I

THCRSDAy!

22

...

Nov 23
Dec 8
13

STEAMER,

j

Fi om

,,

Manitoban...

SCANUI

j

Glasgow,

/rir rmi n*
'/M *

x

“idcTER5
1 **
I

¥.,

N.

avian

Waldensian..

On

I

Nov. 14
“28
Dec. 12

or

about-

“16
29

I

apply to LEVE S ALDEN,'General
Passen.er Agents 16 Slate St. Bo-ton, and E. A.
WALDR IN, 40 Exchange St.. T. P.
McGoWAN,
439 C
Higroon Ht-.,

A. ALLAN.

nov24

or

{■ >r

jnx IVULUO

(polnUa

or

.!

u

An

Agents, No. 1 India St., Por land.
dtf

Trnin* arrive

a*

Portland

an

:

10o0p. m.—Express
Ogdensburg &o.

from

Montreal, Burlington,

J. Him I/I'OIV, Superintendent.
< HA8. CV. FOVE, O. T. A.
oct2
dtf

WOLFE’S

SCHNAPPS.
a

general beverage and necessary

vegetable decomposition

or

other eanses,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper Ac, the

as

Aromatic Schnapps is superior to ever)
A public

saltr of over 30 vears duration in ever)

From

m.

a

sale uneqnale<

any ether alcoholic distillation have

For sale by all Druggist

and Grocers,

at

10

A
Whar*

Pa<uport, -vie., Cutnls, 71c., Nt,
l<»hn, ». B., HaIHut, «. S., Ac.
SPUING
THREE

ABKANOEnERl'S,

IRIPSTPER

WEEK.

ON

T~liitt,K

V

turn Amt, MONOAV, MAY 14th « tenni
ers
of
this
I, ini
will

-v -9$
-—All iw—■ I,raw (tnilroaal
U’bnrt,
oot of St»t* street, every
Monday, Wednesday
.nd Friday it 8 p. in., for
Gastpon a,id -t
ichn, with connections for Calais, Robbiuston, 8t
iudrews, Pembroke Moulton 'vooxstoek Grand

Kenan, Campobelle, Dig by, Annapolis, Yarmouth
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newoantle, #-iherst
lotou, Shodiac, Bathurst, Dalheusie, Char
ottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand
Fall*, and other
-t'-ations on the New Brunswick and
Canada, J ntt*r“"ilontal. Vyin.iaoi- and Annannlla VCasf.rvi /V-wt—
Rail

Ro«vJs, ami Stage Ron tee.
"Freight received ap to 4 p. m. and any ib*
formation regarding the asm*
may be bad at the
oflltie of the Freight Agent.. Railroad Wharf.
if *>■ CfYcnlaie
arltl Cxoursloi
Routes, Tlcaeu
Stake R'K>!ng and (V»rthei information apph *
□omiMny’s Office, 4«
«t.
Ixchftiigt
T O. JiS SKV President, and tier**** r'
TOM"1
<ht
««•»

H
steamers I
FARE SI.OO.
The elegant, new steamer FREMONT and favorite
steamer
FOREST CITY will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHaRK, Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.
iiid TN DIA WHARF, Boston, at 6 o’clock p. m

(Sundays excepted).

P;i88eu*«rs by this line

cure a comfortable
oense and inconvenience
it

are

night’s

reminded that they
rest

of

and avoid the

se
ex

18 BEAVER

Rail and Sound L<ine# for sale.
Freight taken as usual.
J It. « (lYLE.Jr., Groeral

STREET,

'I’lHI* is t »give notice. That on the twentieth day
of November, A D 1883, a Warrant in InsolI
vency was i;«su d by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
ihe Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumber
land, axaiust the estate of said

DUNCAN MOKRISON, of Westbrook,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition of said debtor, which petition was tiled on the
twentieth day ofJNov<-mber, A D. ■ 883vto which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payu eut of any debts to or by said debtor
and thr transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a m> etiug of the oreditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of bis estate, will be hell at a Court of Insolvency
t/» b* holden at Probate Court
Room in said
Portland, on the third day ot December, A. D.
18*3, at «en o’clock in the forenoon
Given under my hand the date tirst above written.
H. R.

SARGENT,

Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County ol Cumberland.
no22&29

In ln-olvency.
State of Maine.

November 21, A. D. 1883.
WILLIAM FISHER, Insolvent Debtor.
’flIHlS is to give notice that on the twenty-first day
1. of November, A.D. 1883, a Warrant iu Insolvency was isMied by Henry C Peabody, Judge of
in

c

se

of

the Court of

Insolvency for

said

County of

Cumber

’and, against the estate of said
WILLIAM FISHER, of Portland,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition of
said debtor, which petition w*s tiled on the twentyfirst day of November, A. D. 1883, to which date
interest on claims is to be computed.
That the nayraent of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a court of insolvency to
be holden at Probate Court room, in said Portlaud,
on the
third day of December, A. D. 1883,
at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written

Deputy Sheriff,

vency for said
n- v22&29

H. It. SARGENT,
Messenger of the Court
of
Cumberland,
County

as

of

Insol-

Agent.

dtf

Zealaid

aai

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly foi
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zeal as d
inn Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and fnrthet
nformatlon, apply to or address the General Eas
tern Agents,
C. V. BABTI.ETT A CO.,
113 Scale Street, Cor. Broad Nt, Boston
or
W D- ''ITTLK &
00.,
VOX..
feb8dtf
81
St., Portland.

f*

Exchange

TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
x.

Bridgton—Leave

u.

7.46

.Sandy Creek,

Ingall’a Hoad,

(Perley’a Mill*,)
Sebago (William's,)
Rankin'*,
E»*t Denmark

8.1 3

*8.07
tS.13

*3 17
*3.28

*8.17

*3.27
*3.66

t8 4S

1000

8.26
10.00

P. K.
3.00

4.46
t4.6*
t5.16
*5.22
t6.26
6.46
6.60

110.17
tl0.41

(Parley’s Mill*,)

r. ■.
3.66

7.62

110.47
flO.J8
11,08
11.16

oct2dtf

On and after Monday, Oct. 15,

1888,

HI»HU(;lKTRll>»Wlld

1.24 72
POBTL4.7D for BOSTON
6.16, 8 46 a. m.. 1.00 and S 30
at 10.46.
m., arriving at Reeton
-“-a. m.. 1.15, 6.10. and 7.16 p. m.
BOSTON HOB PORTLAND at 0.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
tt
8.06
and
1.00.
6.00.
11.00
m.
r»
PORT* AND FOR At?A KBOKO BEACH
AND PINE POINT at 6.16, 8.46. a. m., 8.00.
5.45 pm. (See note.) FOR OI.D ORCHARD
it 6.16, 8.46 a. m.. 1.00, 3.00, 6.45 p.m. (See note)
FOR AAFOAND HIDDEVORD at 6.16,
4.46 a. m l.» 0, 3 00, 3 30 and 5.45 p. m. FOR
KKNNBBUNH at6.15. 8 46 a.m., 1.00,3.00
ind 6.46 p.m. FOR WKLLN at 6.16,8.46 a.
m. and 3 00 p.m.
(See note) FOR NORTH
B1 RWICR AND DOVER, at 6.16, 8.46 a.
3.00
and
3.80
1.00.
dq.,
p. m. FOR AALlttON
FAIiLM and ORK AT FAl.f*M. at 6.16, 8.45
». m., 1 00 and 3.00 p. m.
FOR NKW3SARK FT at 6.16, H.46 a.m., 3.30' p.m. FOR li XV
H
a
ER
111
LI
a.
LA WRKNCK
KTER,
AND LOWELL at 6.15, 8.46 a. m., 1.00
»nd 3 30 p, m. FOB ROCH EATER FAROI NOTON. N. XI., AND ALTON BA1 .at
4.46a m., 1.00 and 3 30 p. m.
FOR MAN( IIFMTFK AND CONCORD, N. U.. (via
Mew Market Jet.) at 6 16 a.m., 3.3o p.m., (via
Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
HORN INI* TM AINA FOR PORTLAND
LEAVE HENNKBfTNR at 7 26, a< d DO*
VFR at 8.00* A HR I VINO a* PORTLAN D
it 8.30 and 10.06.
Noth The 3.30 p. m. train from Portland totil
tot stop at Scarborough, Pine Point, Old Orchard or
Wells, and tbe 1.00
p. in. train will stop at Scatbor>ugh. Pine Point ana Wells only to take passengers
for Boston.
♦
Change at Dover and take next train following.
83T" he 1.00 p.m. train from Portland connects with Mound Linr A tea mors for New
York and all Kail Lines for the West, and the 3.80
[>. m.. train with all Rail Live* for New Fork
ind th« South and West.
Parlor Car* on all through
trains.
Seats
'©cured In
advance at Depot Tloket Office.
_

SI’NDAI TRAIN A.

BOMTON and WAY
BOMTON

m.

I)a. E. C. W.skt's Nnvs and Brain Treatment, a giiAianttf-.d spec-to lor Hysteria, D!zzit»e*c
Convulsions, F:ts, Nervous Ncura'gia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the u^eofaLoho*
or tobacco,
Wakotu’ness, Mental Depression, Softof thi Brainrestiltirg m Insamty&nd leading
ening
to misery, decay and death, Premature Oil Age,
rmpotenev, Weakness in cither sex, Involuntary
Lossrs and S[»crm3torrhccac ui*«H by over-exeriim
of the brai self abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contain o e m •: th’s treatment. $1. a box r
6boxes for$3.< 0; sent by rn .il prepaid on recent of
nrice. We guarantee 0 boxes to cure any
case.# W*; h
each order received for 6 boxes accompanied wit h $3.
we will send the purchaser our wriiten guarantee
to refund the me- +t if th*» treatment does not effect
West & Co., Proprietors, issue guara cure. J.
antees through H. H. II.tY & CO.. Druggists,only
iwent«.

Portland.Me.junction Middle an

FOR

MfUkJ*.__
running between Portland and Bangor,
dockland, Mt. Desert, Maoblas, Eastpori, Calais.
St John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland A Ogden burg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshneats. First class Dining Kooms at Portland,
I'ransfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of H. 1*. tV ill lam* .Ticket
vgent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at fTniwa
rickel Oflice, 40 Exohange St.
J. T. FUR BEK, Gen. 8opi,
8 .H. STEVEN3, Gen. Agent. Portland,

dtf

Rumford Fails & BucKtleld
Pall Arrangement In Effect Oct. 15, ’88.
Connections via Grand Trunk Rail
way leave Portland for Buckheld and
anton, 7.40 a. m., 1.8i> i.. m.
Leave J anion for Portland 4.15 and

0.46

In Insolvency.
Court of Insolvency for the County of Cumberland.
State of Maine.
Nov. 21st, A. D. 1883.
In case of nUNCAN M‘>RRISON, Insolvent Debtor.

JAPAN, CHINA,
New

-Stage connection at Bridgton lor North Bridgton.
Ttarrieon and Waterford.
VVTl. *-. V-KKKV,
Pre-idem a.
J. A. BkNNETT,1
Gea. Pan. agt.

_dii^

MAIL 8. 8. CO.
5 CALIFOf^i A

Isiandi,

image Railroad la
the World.

NEW YORK.

arriving In Boston late

night.
Sag^Ttckets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Ticket# to New York, via the various

PACIFIC

»•

a. m.

4 STERNAriONAL STEAHSHIP 40.

Only first-class 2-feet

octll

wharf, Boston,

Pine Street

October 1st, 1088.
Connects with Portland & Ogdensbnrg R. R. at Bridgton Junction.

steamers

claimed for It.

Insurance one-half the rate of
sailing reuse 1.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
South Dy connecting lines, forwarded free of com
mission.
Hound Trip Slfy
Pa*Mtt|(c Tra DollarMeals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B. MAHIPMON. Agent,
de31tf
70 l.ong VVIihri, Ro-cou.

ARRANGEMENT.

TAKES EFFECT

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement b)

EveryTuesdav and Friday.
From
Philadelphia,

Br dfilon & Saco Hiver Ballraafl,

WINTER

section of oor country of Udolpho Wolfe's

From PHILADELPHIA
p.

tuO

PORTLAND FOR
4TATIONM at 1.00 p.

urday,

Long

Oloeeconnection* made at Weeabreek Jam*.
Ilea with through train* of Me. Central H. R., and
atGrandTrunk
Tranafer Portland, with through
trvn* of Grand Trunk R. R.
Through ticket* to all point* South and Want, at
Depot office* and at KoUm* ft Adam*' No. SSBxOhauge Street.
• Doee not
atop at Woodford'*.
J. W. PETERS, 8apt.

(SJjJBH’jg'Sp.

10.45 a.m.—from Bartlett and local stations.

by

From BoSi llS
4
Every Wednesday and Sat-

leaving

a. m.

follow*:

Insured for ft the reputation of salnbrity

Direct Steamship Line.

for

8.00

at

Boston & Maine Railroad,

Tr eina lt*n»f Fnrtlnml

the medieal faculty and

PHIL A DELPHI A

B- B.

Woreeater

N.i#5 A. ffl.— For Faby&n’s. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. C. M. R. R., St.
Johnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdensbnrg and all points on O. A L,
G. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke. Montreal and all
point? on Southeastern Railroad and branohes.
1.00 p.tu. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.

other alcoholic preparation.

For pas-age

and train

Ingall’s Hoad,
«»ndy Creek,
Bridgton—Arrive
t Flag Station*,

As

Dec.

|
|

m.

v

leaving Portland

on

at 1.06 p.

K**t I>enmai V

corrective of water rendered impure by

From Portland

oath and with Ranan a Alban
Shta,
ahoWe.t. Parlor Cara
train

Sehago (Wltham’»,)

1881

j
|

*0.30 p. an.
The 1.06 p. ua. tialn from Portland oonneea at
4ye~ Juac. with Hoaaar Taaael Beaae for
t IrWeat, and at I'aiaa Repel. Wereetaer, for
New Vork via [Harwich Line, and all rail,
v lapriagield, ahorlth 3. V. A N. B. B.
K .("Steamer Maryland Route”) for PhiladeS.
Raliiaaare, ff aablagtea, and the

MONTREAL.
On nn«l after oondny Oct. Stli,
no
til
further notire f*a»»engrr
1883,

From Ponland
via. Halifax.

I

Nov. 8

..
...

Returning

Kankin's

AND

pool. Halifax and Portland Nervine

_I

_

Portland—Leave

.Schiedam Aromatic

Tine

Winter Arrangement*.

Plnikarg,

Jan.,

Ayer

Naahaa, I.ewell, Wlndbne*, end Bppins at 7.30 a. n. and 1.06 p. m.
Per Mnaeheeaer, (leanrd and point! North, at
1.06 p.na.
Per Bncheater. Nprlngvele, Alfred, Walerbero and Naee River.7.30 a* aa., 1.06
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. at.
leave Rooheeter at (mixed) 6.46 a. mu 11.16
a. m., and 3.36 p. m.; arriving at Portias,
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.36 p. m. and 6.40 p. m.
Per Cterhaea,
Narrarappa, Canaherlaaad
Weedferd’a.
and
Weatbraek
Bill.,
at 7.30 a. aa.,
1.06, 0.30 and (mixed)

A. M.

passage.

Allan

Per Oilmen,

Bridgton .Junction—Leave

FT.,
OGDENS BURG,

Cabin. $'0.00 and $ 80.00, Gold
Cabin, return.$00.00 a. d $110.00 Gold
For pas age, Sc., apply to D >VIn TORR
NCE,
S CO., Gene al A.ents, Grand Trunk
Freight Offices, oot of India s reet.
nuv24dtt

1883.

m.

10.46
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.

Steamship SAR- I.A.Capt. Lindall .8 Dec.
team ship INTARIO, capt. Me luley.13 I)©
Steamship OREGON, Capt. Wil iams. 20 Dec
Steamship TORONTO, Capt. Gilson, .27 Deo"
sates of

_On and after Beadny, Jane IN#
IHHlWS. Peaeenger .Train* will leave
end
iKS—i^Jpertland at 7.30 m.at ae.,
Woreeater
-“-IJS n. an., arriving
Returning leave
»t 3.16 p.m. and 7T80 p. m.
(Talon Depot, Woreeater, at 8.00 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.86 p. a. and 6.40 p.

a. m.
STAGE

C02UTECTI0XS

*

train for T-irner, Chase Mills, West
Mexico
tnmwHT, rtrltto *s Mills, Pern
and Romford Falls.
L. L. LINCOLN Suit,
octlo
dtf
with p.

m.

mi CENTRAL RAILROAD,
«n and
after HOWDAT, Oct.
15th, Passenger Trains will run
as follows
Lrarr
Portland for Dexlcr,
Bauin
Halifax
a ad
Vauceboro, At Joku,
the Province*, At. Andrews, mi. mtrpkea.
Fre< rictoo, Aroostook
* oubi> and all
station* on H. A Placatnqai* R R., 1.26
1.30
m*.
p.
m.,
111.16
p.
p.
m.j
for
and
Belfnsi
1.25
Akowhegan
1.30
m.:
111.15
m.,
p.
p.
1 26
aterville, 7.00 a. m.
p. m,. 1.80
n. m. 11.15 p.m and on Saturdays at 6.15 p. m.
A ogUNtn, Ha llowell,CSarciinetand Bruntwieh
7/0 a. in.,
1.30
p. m.,
6.16,
111.15 p. m., Bath 7.00 a. m. 1.30 p. m., 5.16
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.15 p. m.
Rockland, and Knox 4 Lincoln R. R.,
7.00 a. m., 1.30 p. m. Ankara and Lewisa. m. 1.25 p m., 5,0f p. m Lew*
ton. 8.15
i«ton via Brunswick 7.00a.m., 111.16 p.m.;
Honmoulb
VnriningtoD
VVintbrop,
Oakland and North Anson, 1.25 p.m. Farmington. via Brunswick. 7.0* a. m
iTbe 11.16 p. m. train is the night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sundays included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Bucksport and Dexter or

Wm.,

beyond Bangor

ou

Sunday mornings.

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON
From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. m.; At. John,
8.30 a. m., 9.00 p.m., Hon I ton 0.30 a.m.,
8.30 p. m.; At.
Atepbea. 10.16 a. in.,
0.30 p. m., Vance boro, 1 35 a. m. 1.80
Bucksyort, 6.40 a. m. 1.30 p. m ;
anuor, 7.15 a. m., 7.46 p. m., Dexter, 7/ 0
6.10
p. m. Belfast, 6.30 a. m„ 3.06 p. m.;
a.m,
Nkewketan, 8 20 a. m 3.16 p. m.: Water-

bm,;
will*

Q 1 ",

ft

m

1 RRarHinnll

Mondays at 6.16
10.00

ro.

a.

m.,

a.

m.

2.46,

n

*.H

n,

tayu>t»

6.00

a.

and

10.66
p. a.;
10.18 a. m., 8.07,

(Gardiner. 6.17 a. m..
and 11.14 p. m ; Bath, o 66 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.j
4.00 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. in.
Rmamricb, 7.26 and 11.30 a. m. 4,80
m. 12.36 a. tu., (night. Knelt land 8.16 a. a.,
.16 pm. Lrwmtoa, 7.20 a. m. 11.10 a.m.,
4.16p. m. 11.20 pm.; Phillip*. 6.66 a. m.
Farmington. S.2< a. m.; U inihrop, 10.18a.
m. being due In Portland
as follows The morning trains from Augusta and Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains fTom
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and con-

?.

necting roads at 12.40 and 12.46 p. m.
The
afternoon trains from Waterrlllo, Augusta Path
Rook land and Lewts'on at
6.40 p. m.'
The
Ntsrfc* Pullman Ripres^ train at 1.60*. m.
Limited Ticket* Apr and *cr«n«i claa* f« r
Jciiw and Halifax »»n » air at rrdnc*«t
ratte*.
PA V SON TUCK Kit, G«n»l Manager,
p. E. BOOTHBT. Gal Pass. & Tioket Agt.
Portland Oot. 12. 1883,oct!2dtf

Haiiiiia HEADING R. N.
Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

New

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations

In

Philadelphia
»
BEETS,

NINTH AND GREEK H

iFreeSts-

AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Ballast
Drawing Room Car, on all day trains
and Sleeping Car, on night trains.
Be

inn

I bay ticket* (,t
boat office in New

any railroad orateam-

England) • l«
BOUND BROOK ROUTE)

prevention

Sca,

..

...

I

For tho

(jUi>*alfVt\Hhe inatnut it is applied, of
Rheumati-m, Neuralgia, SciatiCoughs, Colds, Weak Back.
Stomach and Bowels, Shooting
Pains, Numbness, Hysteria, Female
Paius, Palpitati <n. Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Bilious
Fever, Malaria and Epidemic."

Hammouia.New

El.M.Corn, car lots.72
Mix CorU'C&r lots (a7 L
Jom, bag lots....@76

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Hew York.

Choki' g mucus dislodged, membrane cleansed
nd healed, breath sweetened, smell, taste, and
hearii g restored, Hint r*varies checked
Cough. Bronchitis, Droppings into the Throa
Pains in the Chest, Dyspep*i&, Wasting of Strength
and Flerh. Loss o» Sleep, etc., cured.
One bottle Radical Cure, one box Catarrhal Solvent and one Dr. Sanlord’s Inhaler, in one packAsk for SanfokdS
age, of all druggists, for $1.
Radical Cure, a pure distillation of Witch Hazel, Am. Pine, Ca. Fir, Marigold Clover Blos.-oms,
etc. Potter Drug and Chemical Co. Boston

Sarmatian.Portland. ..Liverpool....Nov 29
City of Montreal...New York..Liverpool....Nov 29

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER B. B

Portland—Arrive

BDKLIIYOTOIY

cisco.

Head Cold", Watery Discharges from the Nose
and Eyes, Ringing Noises in the Head, Nervous
Heada he and Fever ins antly ie*ieved.

D

III lit

ir^uvuouuig

—TO—

Australia*

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE,

Ui

v/1 uuiuu

ONLY LINE THSOUGH THE NOTCH.

Steamers sail from New York for
Aspinwall on
the 1st, iOth. and 20th of each
month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
port..
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

ul-

HdVdlnfiuhmwv fcJ
I

tuniit

xvaiiif

NTEAMEBN.

-andwlck

8AILIN« UaYs OP NT Si A TI NUI »'N.
PROM
FOB

(train.

^X4Kl>o^tj,«0Q<

»

CT

@15

Flour.
8np >rtine and
.8 5W#4 601
Xo*r
X Spring and

—

_

NPOKEN.

Liverpool,Nov 28-12.30 P. M—Cotton market

York..Glasgow

Grimes,

Oct 3. lat 6 N, lou 26 W ship Manuel
LlagUDo,
Stack pole, from New York for Sap iTanciPce.
Oct 16, lat 31 N, Ion 3 W, ship
Auroroa, Merri
man from New York for Calcutta
Oct 21, lat 4 Nt Ion 29 W, ship Eureka. Woodwo ib, from Lvierpool for San Francisco.
Nov «, lat 14 13 N lx. 126 34, ship J B Thomas,
Lermond. from San Francisco for Liverpool,

—good demand; uplands at dd; Orleans «%d. sales
16, 00 bale*-; speculation and export 2,00d bales.

a barrel, our figures now indicate 17 2
Vi oO for backs, « 60 a, 17 00 for clear and 14 50
00 for mess; Lard hts advanced to 8<y*@83/4c
tor tubs and tierces and «^a@lOc.pib for pails.
Flour is firmer but without change here, while millers arc asking an advance of l2Vi2@Lr>c
bbl. Beef
The Grain market is excited
sus.ains a driu tone.
and higher, High Mixed and Miiel Corn, car lots,
being tfc belter than yesterday, and bag lots ;>c.
Large Bank Codfish are uuiet and 26c lower at 3 76
ia/4 25
qtl; Haddock have declined to 2 uOu 2 26
6,a2 6. At retail Turkeys sold toand Hake
day for 25@30c ^ lb a hi Chi.-kens 14 to 22c.
The following tre to day’s closing quotation* of
Flour, Grain, Provision*, &c.

Senator

Ar at Ponce, PR, Nov 2, sch Norena, Chase, from
Portland.
ar at Havana Nov 19.
brig Stockton, Allen, Cow
Bay, B; 21st sch B It Woodside. Bermuda; Grace
Davis Dyer, Machias; 22d, barque Havana, Rice
New York.
Sid 21st, barque Antonio Sala. Mitchell, for Delaware Break wate.
Sid fm Matanzas Nov 26th, sch Lucy A Davis,
Johns, North of Hatteras.

January

Kuropenu tlm Bets.
(By Telegraph.)

60@75c

scLs

Philadelphia.

SAVANNAH, Nov. 28.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
uplands 10 l-lrtc
Memphis, Nov. 28—Ootton is firm; Middling
uplands lOo.

Doily WboleNnie market.
PORTLAND, NOV. 28.
Breadstuffs and Provisions are strong and prices
show a very marked advance over yesterday’s quotations, and to-day Eastei n packed Pork is up from

—-——

Ar at St Pierre Nov 4, brig
Hyperion, Williams,
Portland via Fort de Prance.
Aral Bar Undoes 1st inst, brig
Mary 0 Haskell,
Oliver. Annapolis, NS, (has been reported overdue.)
Ar at Vlayaguez Nov 9. sch Ella A Warner, Cole.

lamie lor.

B’ortiancl

/

Smith, Rosario.

Detroit Nov. 28.-Wheat is Arm: No 1 White
fall cash at 10 Vs; November and December at
1 6% ; January at 1 U7%;No 2 White at 96c;No 2
Red at 1 u6.
Wheal—Receipts 17,000 bu; shipments 4 000 bu.
New Orleans, Nov. 28.—Cotton firm; Middling

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

f

FOREIGN POPrtH.
Ar at Samarang Oct 1, barque (Jeo Moon, Sawyer,
New Y rk.
At Calcutta Oct 23, ships L L Sturgis.
Linnekin,
and Oakland Mitchell, tor New York; Geo SroIfield, Hall, from Bombay.
Ar at Valparaiso Oct 12, ship John W Marr, 0 tton, Rio Janeiro; 13th. Wm Wilcox, Crocker, from
Adelaide.
Sid 15th ship Magellan. Stront. Galete Buena.
Sid fm Montevideo Oct 17, barque Sami E Spring,
Rose. Pema nbuco
Old at Rio Janeiro Oct 31, ship Caledonia, Potter,
New Orleans.
In port Oct 30, ship Wilna. Simmons, for United
State ; barque Gen Fairchild Taylor, tor do or
Pacific.; vtendota. Nash, unc. Chartered, brig Ada
L Wb’te, to lead sugar at Pernambuco tor United
State" at 25s aud 6 pr cent, if to Hampton Roads
27s 6d.
Ar at Pernambuco prev to Nov 24, barque
Bonny
Doon. Cole, Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Vlaceio prev to Nov 26,
brig L F Munson,

barely^steadv;

uplands iu%c.
mobile, Nov. 28.—Cotton quiet; Middling

ARRIVAL**!

From l.ewinton and Auburn, 8.3b &. m.,
3.' 6 and 6. 0 p. m.
From Gorhan, 9.46,8.35 a. m. and 6.15 p. m.
From ChicHgo, .Denireal and Qnrbec,
12 35 p m.
Pullman Pa’ace Sleeping Cars on night train *na
Parlor cars outlay train between Portland and Montreal

«la>|awS Portland fortnightly Nrrrice.

Ar 26th

18S3,

DFPARTlJR«8i

Smith, Calais; Alabama, War, do tor Fal) River.
Billow, Rockland for New York: Cayenne. Simp-

—

nfic 710NO IV,OCT. 15th,
Train* will run a* toilew*

For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.20 a. m., 1.15
and 5.16 p. m.
For Go< hum, 7 40 a. m.,4.00 and 6.16 p. m
For 0«rh >ui ITlouireul. Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.

S akmatian
SABDINIAN
CmcAsaiAN

son, New York for Eastport.
DUTCH ISLAND HAKBOR-Ar 26th, schs John
S Case, Palkingham St John, NN, for New
York;
Decora, Machias for New York J Nieker-nn, and
Martha Weeks. Rockland for de;
Sardinian, aud
Robt B Smith, do tor do; Lottie, and Eliza Levansaler, Thomaston foi do
F Edwards, Gardiner lor
do. Old Chad. Eastport for do; Ned P Walker from
Tpuesport for do; Mi me C Taylor, Portland for do.K Weeks do for Alexandria; Lady Ellen. Calais
--7r New H»tm; Si ver Heels. Red lietutb for Baltimore; RulU Robinson Kennebec for do; Col Milliken. Harps well for Philadelphia; Wesley Abbott,
Ellsworth for Koudout.
NEW BEDFORD-Ar 26th, sch Wm Todd, Wood4
Calais.
BOSTON-Ar 27th.sohs Hudson, Mitchell. Calais;
Rosa & Adra, Thompson, and Neptune, Sanborn,
Machias; Carroll, Sawyer; H C Chester. Sanborn,
and Mary E Gage. Donovan, do; Wave, Hiuckley,
Addison; E M Branscomb. Lord, Ellsworth; Morning Light, Hopkins, So-West Harbor, Mary Means,
Dodge, aud L D Wentworth. Kimball, Bangor; Sea
Flower, Quinn; W D Leg.ett, Phi .brook; D S Lawrence, Maddox, and California, Kaler, do; Chilion
Call; k Ua. Coombs, and Montezuma, Maxner, do.
C M Waldron. McLain, and K L Keunev, Norris,
Rockland; Ariosto, Elwell; Win McLoon, Thorndike Alnomak. Boadbury, and Orogon, Sylvester,
Rockland. A G Brocks. Smal age, aud Qranipu-,
Torrey, Franklin; Susan Frances, *mith Lamoiue;
Plora. Hopkins, North Haven; Ann T Sipple-.Turner. Dresden; J P Wallace, Bryant Damariscotta;
Peerless, Thompson, Booth bay; Garnet, oellison,
Kennebec.
Cld 27th, sch A J Bentley, Rankin, Gardiner, to
load for New York.
Ar 28th, schs Sarah, Clinkbart, Calais
Mary Farrow, Condon. Belfatt. Kate Lilly, Hodgdou, Westport; Sa»*auoa, Dunton, and Mary B Rogers,Knight
from Bath.
SALEM—Ar<27tb, sch Jas Holmes, Ryder, New
Yoik tor Belfast.
In p- rt, sob8 H Curtis, from Bangor for NYork;
Isabella Jewett, do for do; Emma Me Adam. Calais
for New Haven; Aita-Vela. Bangor for Koudout.
Sarah A Reed.
Teaser, Portland for New York
Eastport for do; Abby Wasson, Bangor for Stamford; Conni otiout, do for Providence; H S Boynton,
Rock port for New York; Omaha, Bostou tor Ellsworth. K & G W Hind-, do for Calais. Irene E deserve?, Bangor for New Bedford. Francis
Ellsworth for Rondout; Pacific. MRlbridge for New
York; Ella Frances. Rockland for do E Arcuiarius
Rockland for do; Kdward Stanley. Lincolnville for
New Bedford, Margis, fm Bangor for New Haven;
Thos Hix, Rockland for New York.
BOOTHBAY-Ar 26th, schs Martha D McLain
Do ghty, Portland bound east; Mary J Lee do do:
Klla Rose, do for Belfast; Avon do for Port Gilbert
Mary Pickard, St John, NB, for Portland.

Chicago Live Stock Market.
(By Telegraph.)
Chicago. Nov. 28—Hogs—Receipts 40 000 head;
shipments 2 >o bead. 6c higher; packing at 4 40@
4 9 ; packing and shipping at 4 90(56 4u
at
4 50@4 85; skips at 2 60 a4 25.
Cattle—Receipt** 6600 head;shipments 16
weak; exports 6 26 56 66; good to choice
at 6 45@6 10; common to medium 4
0@5
Sheep—Receipts 2500 head;* hip merits I2t
strong on good, weak on common inferior to
2 50&3 0U;good 3 60 choice at 3 76.

New’

On and

PROVIDENCE-Ar 27th, sch Ulrioa R Smith,
Richard-on, Calais.
Sid 27th. sch Charlotte Buck, Smith, New York.
NEWPORT

and~prices

Florene L

Points South and

all

PAYSON TUCKER,
General Mauager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Gen’l Pass’r Agent

Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
change" oV time.

Hodgkins, Bangor.

barque

tn

octl3dtf

R W

NEW hAVKN— Cla 26th,
Genovar, Veasie. New York.

and Por land

land 2.00 a. m.
Through Ticket*
We*t.
Oct 14, 1883
1). W. SANBORN,
Master of Trans.

ers.

@3

w

*1.45 a. in., 1 O'' and 6.00 p. m.
Pullmun Sleeping Cars
On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m., and Portm.

Through

® tibor

BALTIMORE-Cld 27th. brig Rocky Glen, Bray,

the closing quotations Stocks:

fhii'fiirn A Alton nr«f

Pullman Parlor Curs
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m.f 12.So and 7.00 p.

POR'I'N,

Hail Pen-acola.
('Id llih sch M 4. Wilev Willey, New York.
MOBILE —Cld 27ih, schs Jennie Beasley, Smith,
St Pierre: S *’ Perry, for Galvestou.
Ar 26th, sch Messenger,
WILMINGTON, NC
Falker Boston.
Cld 26th sch a H Waite Moore, New York.
NEWPORl NEWS—Ar 26lb, sch Spartan, Hodgd'»n. New Y'ork.

7.80, 9.00 a. m., and arrive in Portland at 11.66
a. m. and L.OO p. in.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.0U p
tn.
Uaii),
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. m.

I

SAN FRANCISCO— Sid 19th, ships St David,
Frost, Liverpool; st John, i?ales. Antwerp.
Cld 19th, a bio Josephus. Rogers Nanaimo.
APALACHICOLA—Ar 17th, sch Lizzie B Morse,

Arm.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreat
ed 116.700 shares.
Hi* following are to-day’s dosing quotations on
Government Securities:
United States bouds, 3s
100%
do
do
do
4%8, reg. 113%
do
do
do
4% s, coup .114%
do
do
do
4s, reg .122%
do
do
do
4s, coup.12*2%
Pacific 68. ’96...130%
are

'(Trains Leave Boston
At

Sch Sinbad, (of Rockland) Emery, from New York
for Boston, with clay, lost bjwsprit and jibboom
26th, by contact with steamer Narraganset. she
was towed into New Haven for repairs.
Sch Paul Seavy, Fletcher, from New York for
Greytown, put back 26th with maiuboom broken.

lock and

following

(Express),
arriving

tug.

49

Honey Harkei.
(By Te'egraph.)
new York, Nov. *8 —Money closed easy at 2 on
calif prime mercaniie paper at 6x6.
Exchange is
dull at 482% for long and 484% for short. Govern
ments strong. State bonds quiet. Railroad.bondsaie

he

connecting with Sound and Kail Lines for all
Southern and Western pci it*.
At 0.00 p. m.
for Boston and principal
in Boston at 9 30 p. m.,
Way Stations,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2 (K» p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations arriving at Boston 6.80
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.

mained in same po-ltion 27th. She was lying
easy
aud would probably come off with assistance of a

64Vs
29%

1889.112%

s,

ii

nenoKAVDi,
Sch Alabama, Warr, from Calais for Fall River,

96 Va

«6%
2z%
Bales at the Boston Brokers’ Board. Nov. 28.
Portland. Me., City 6s, 1907.121%
Bates Manufacturing Co.179%(a}180

Maine State

7 Townsend, Smith,

H118 been

LFBOM MERCHANTS* EXOHANOB.l
Sid fm Liverpool Nov 27th, ship I F
Chapman.
Thompson, New York;
barque Gerard O Tobey
Baker, San Francisco.
at at Bombay prev to Nov
27tb, ship Rembrandt.
Paine, New L rk.

YORK STOCKS.

NEW

Missouri Pef.

«>

In this city, Nov. 27, by Rev. A. McKeown, D. D
Wallace C. iiuapp and Mist Julia M. Kumerv, b >th
of Portland.
In Yarmouth, Nov. 27, bv Rev. J. Torrey, Dr.
Carietou -.awyer of umberland and Miss Mary K.
Barbour of Yarmouth.
In Woolwich, Nov. 18, Alex.nder G. Ells and
Mrs. Sarah E Clatk, both of viedford.
in Melros
Mass.. Nov. 27, oy Key. A. G. Baile,
Francis B I'ansobof Lyua and Miss Ella L. Hoi.
b;ook of Melrose, (both formerly of Portland.

received

Omaha common.

for Bos-

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
New Vessels —j b Nutt, at
Perry, Me, will
launch about the middle of December a first class
three-masted schr of about 600 tons, named Gertrude E Trundy. owned by J S Winslow & Co, of
Portland, Capt J Davis, of Lubec. (who is to command her.) and others. Mr Nutt will ouild another
vessel next season.
T he nea schr Jas S
Lowell, built by E Soule & Co,
Baih, was launched 28th. 8he is 737 tons a .d the
largest three-masted schr owned on the Kennebec.
Capt F K Reed of Boothbay is io command bor.
Master Joel Hinckley at Millbridge taunced on
Nov 15. a schr of 116 tone, nam d Jennie
Lind,
to be commanded by Capt J A Leigbtou.
J W sawyer & Sons of Millbridge. expect to build
several ve-seia next season, am -untlng to between
16,000 and 20,000 tons. They have a vessel of 60o
tons on the stocks.

BOSTON STOCK#.
A. T.& S. F. 80%
Boston & Maine...162
Flint & Pere Marquette common. 32%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.....104%
L. R. & Ft Smith.....
24
Marquette, Hugh ton & Out. common..
31
New York & New Eng.
29%
Mexican Central 7s.
60%

to

“Ye?,” said the druggist, “I’m very sorry I
gave Mr. Snaggs the wrung dose by mistake
and he died. He’s the second good cnBtnmer
I’ve robbed mjBelf of in that way this year.”

are

Gloucester. Rock port,
Boston. Arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At 1.00 p. m. for
Scarboro, Saco, Blddeford,
Kennebunk
Wells, No. Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kitterv Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, ana Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m.,
Lynn,

Cleared.
Steamer Eleanora, Bragg, for New York-J B
Coyle, Jr.
Steamship Nntford, (Br) Tooney, Cow Bay, CE—
Ryan fSi Keisey.
Sch Minnie Cbace,
Gray, Castine—N Blake.
Sch Kicnsi, Chatto, Brooklin N Blake.
Sch Magnet, Beals. Sullivafi-N Blake.
Sch J C Jameson Ha cb, Deer Isle N Blake.
Sob Mabel, Strout.
Millbridge—N Blake.
SAILED bah David Torrey.

Railroad Receipts
Portland, Nov. 28.
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
84 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads, 92 cars mis ellaneous merchandise.

Conway Division. Klttery, Portsmouth,

on

port. Salem
Newbury
Chelsea and

Baugor

Foreign Export*.
COW BAY, CB. Steamship Nutford—100 bbls of
meal 50 do lime 650 gails oil.
Foreign Imports.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship *>arnia—6 packages of
earthern ware to C E Jose & Co, 99 pcs machinery
to S Waddell & Co.
ST JOHN,NB. SchrsAfton and Julia S—200,000 leet boards to Mark P Emery.

willing.”

Wit and Wisdom.

Raisins.

stations

Nova Seotia for New
reported overdue.
Howard, (Br) Poit Gilt'ert for Boston.
Aldlne. St. John. NB for Boston.
a? lantha- Jobna Prospect Harbor.J
Sch
Medford, Jordan,
for Boston.
Sch
Sch

.,

again.”

mother,” laughed Simeon.
“Well, it’ll do just as well—we’ve seen a
great many in our day, but this’ll be the
happiest oue^tf all, won’t it Beuben?”
“The happiest one of all, Lisbeth,” said
the old man, smiling through his tears.

**

ow

....

before them in great freezIt would soon be morning; rose
ng d■ if 18.
and gold aud purple would dapple the eastern horizon, and disperse the storm and
datkuess; but over the night of their desolation, no morning would ever break. Was
that a step in the suow or only the voice of
the tempest?
A step surely, for it cotnes
on, crunching through the freezing drifts,
and pauses on the step with a quick, determined sound. Aud now there is a rap, Bhort,
sudden aud eager.
Reuben rises; it is some of the neighbors
with tidings of the lost steamer; news that
tin body of his boy has been found, perhaps.
He. onens the door—the wind tnuana in
bringing with it a cutting shower of 'sleet,
and also a happy, hopeful face.
“How are you, father?”
The resonaut Toice rings through the silent gloom like a peal of sudden joy. The
old father bears it, and falls forward in bis
son’s embrace; the poor mother hears it,
and rushes forward half frantic with delight; Faith hears it in the solitude oPber
little chamber, and hastens out, her sweet
face alternating between smiles and tears.
“On, Simeon—oh, my good boy!—they
told me you was dead, drowned, lost in the
river; they wanted to break your old mother’s heart; but you wouldn’t let ’em; you’ve
come back, Simeon, never to
leave me

Train* leave Portland
9 m, m. Dally (Night Pullman) for Saeo,
Blddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Klttery.
Portsmouth Newburvport. Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.80 a. m.
At 5,45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Scarboro,
Saeo,
Blddeford. Kennebunk Wells, North and South
Berwick. Con way Junotlon, connecting for all
At

Arrived

Pheenp.
Muscatel. 2 00@2 76
Vermont ....10Va® 14
London Lay’r 2 10@2 66
N Y Fact’y..lOVfral4
OnduraVal 10 @11
1
Apple*.
Oranges.
Eating^ bbl.. * 00®6 001 Valencia
@
Evaporated $> lb 18@20 Florida.4Vfe@6 00
Dried Apples. ...9Vs® 10} Messina.
@
«
Sliced
...lO@10Vs Palermo.6 60@6 00
Lvihodh.
Sujfar.
Granulated ^ lb
8V3 Messina.4 60@5 60
Extra 0.8
Palermo
..4 50s5 60

snow

0.00

Steamship garnia, (Br) Lindell, Liverpool,—
and mdse to 1> Torrence & Co.
passengers
Sch a
1

Portland and Worcester Line.
Arrangement of Trains.

10.33

WEDNESDAY, Not 28.

ton.

_

29.

NEWS.

J, (Br) McCumber, Maitland, NS.

BAILBOADS.

BAILRBA1DI.

Eastern Railroad.

POST OP PI)KTLANI).

Seeds.
Creamery.82® 33o
Gilt Edge Ver....30 31c Red Top.3 00@3 26
Choice.22 a 23c Timothy..... 1 05 a,2 00
Good.15® 16c Clover.10 @12

tage, as the old man's voice rose up like a
sighing breeze in the din of the winter tempest, and on the great surging deep of their
hearts fell a sad but peaceful calm.
Still the storm raged on; the winds rose
and fell, aud whistled round the gables,

leave you again, mother—God
He held her to his bosom for a
moment, and then went round to where
Faith stood.
“Now, father and mother,” be said, his
voice vibrating with suppressed emotion, as
be took the young girl’s hand, “let me tell
you of my deliverance—for deliverance it
was—from the very jaws of death.
It was
God’s providence first, and next to that
Faith’s little Bible.
She gare it to me the
morning we parted, and I always kept it
about uie, and it proved a precious talisman.
I went on board the Ocean Queen this
morning, with the rest of the poor passengers, hut just, as she was leaving the wharf L
found that I had left my overcoat banging
ou the railing of ihe bridge
I didn’t care
for (be coat, but Fiiih’s little Bible was in
the pocket and I could not part with that,
so I jumped ashore
just as the boat pushed
off. Aud now, father,” he continued, turning to the old man, who sat in his leather
armchair w'lb clasped hands and streaming
tears, “I will now say, with yo«r permission
that which my heart has long felt.
I have
succeeded in my efforts, even beyond my
most ardent expectrtious;
in the far west
a comfortable home awaits us, surrounded
by fertile acres sufficient to yield us all we
need. I love you, Faith; I have always
loved you, ever since that winter night when
mother brougt you home to be my little
sister.
Be more than sister now—he my
wife, Faith I”
The auburn head went down upon his
shoulder like a flash of sunlight. Lisbeth
stood in silence, unable to comprehend the
scene, but after a while the happy truth
burst upon her, and she clasped her arms
about them with a joyful cry: “My own
precious children, and we shall all live together and never part again, snan’t we Simeon?”
“Never part again, mother, until death
parts us,” said the young man, solemnly.
“Get his new slippers, Faith,” cried the
happy mother, laughing and crying by turns,
“they’ll be all tne more acceptable now—
think a heap of ’em. Simeon—she most
worked her eyes out over ’em.”
Simeon put on the velvet slippers, and, sat
down in his old place.
“Now, Faith, run for the gravy, while I
stir up the fire; we’ll have our Thauksgiving
dinner after all.”
“Thanksgiving breakfast, 1 should say,

MABINE

fiu tier.

Sabbath after Sabbath from the sacred desk,
yet never know their full meaning, their
true consolation, until some great calami
y
sweeps away every earthly prop and stay,
and ^e have nothing else to lean upon. All
this was felt in that little New England cot-

“Never

MUJilAn HtC Al»%l *A« ....NOVBMBE
Standard time.
8 in rises.,.6 55
, tiign wa er ;a m
8fln sets,,,..
4.04 1 Moon sets.

lb .2o@22oi Tub, ^ lb
Turkeys,
8%@ 8%
Chickens.14®16c1 Tierces..
8%@ 8%
Fowl.12@14c Pail.
9@ 9%

Store.12@14c

|

City

German med2 35®2 60
Ex Mess..l2 60® 13 00
Yellow Eyes3 40®3 60
Plate.13 60®13 76
Onions Jpbbl. 2 60®2 65
Ex Plate.14 26614 60
Irish Potatoes
45 @60 Hams
12Vs@l3o
SweetPotatoesS 5<>®4 60
Hams,covered 16 @16e
Eggs ^do*.30@3lc Lard—

Precious, life-giving words! We read
them night and morning, and hear them

driving the

Lessing
.New York.. Hamburg.... Deo 8
of Cheater.... Now fork..
Liverpool....Dec 8
Ontario.
.Portland... Liverpool.Deo 18
Scandinavian.Portland. ..Glasgow.Dec 15
Oregon....Portl aud... Live< pool_I >ec 20
C rcasstai.
.Portland ...Liverpool....Dec 22
Toronto..
Portland.. Liverpool... Deo 27

..

desolation.

stare.

“Reuben, what’s the matter?” almost
screamed the frantic woman. “Are you
sick—dead—frozen? Oh, for heaven’s sake
speak to me!”
Slowly and almost mechanically he arose
from his seat and clambered out, with feeble, totieriDg steps.

enough.

The storm swelled higher and higher,
and toward midnight raged round the little
New England cottage with appalling fuiy.
Tl.e hickory fire had burned down to a few
fl.ckeriug embers, which threw a fitful glow
ovet the Thanksgiving table, and over the
bowed heads of the three disconsolate
mourners as they sat there in their terrible

A-’ollin#’
Planter*
tan
Elec,ric Battery
combine.!
with a Porous Plaster) and
laugh at pain. m3o. everywhere.
u8e

"55rT^™B"™™™llT5TE?iRw!T5Sr

VOTKEIS tlKKI BY (1IVKN, that the
1.1
subscriber has been duly appointed and takeu
upon liimselt the trust of Administrator of the
estate of
JAMES BAILEY, late of Portland,
In
the Gounty
of Grmberlsnd, decease.!, and
aiton bonds a. the law dlreets. All persons baring demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all pet Buna Indebted to
said estate are called up n to make paiment to
JAMES W. BAILEY, Adm’r.
Portland. Nor. 12tb, 1888. nOTl6dlaw8wTh*

%

iOurWny. Ei SO,
New York and Philadelphia, I Eicar. ion, 4.00.

m

SBff KKGLASB SGKSfT
Sill

PRUSSIAN ARMY OIL CO.
208

norlO

W«9hina?cn at., Boston.

*iil7

J. E.

WRKtiiiiKioii Kireei,
WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.

G.G HINOOCK.
Gen. Pui. A Tick. Agt Philadelphia.
H P. hAU>WiV,
Ora. Eastern PtM. Aft., 119 Liberty Street New
Tot*.
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THE

■u Observance in Portland—Services at
the Various Churches—Entertainments
During the Day and Evening.

THURSDAY MORNING, NOV. 29.

VIC3NITY.~

CITY AND

The weather was very favorable yesterday
for marketing poultry and the supply was

consequently libera).

NEW ADVEKTINEinENTM TODAY.

at

about

figure.
Thanksgiving services at tire churches today will be general. A union service of the
Baptists and Congregationalists begins at 10.45
The sermon will be
at Plymouth church.

First Parish and Park St. Churches—Fair.
SPECIAL NOTICES.

Guadeloupe Crystal Sugars.
NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Damaged Goods—Owen, Moore & Co.
Just Reeeiv d—Geo. A. Gay A Co.
Friday’s Sale— Kines Bros.
Wanted—Cavassers.
In

Turkeys Bold

25 cents per pound, some purchasers securing
their Thanksgiving dinner at less than this

ENTERTAINMENTS.
Stockbridge Course-City Hall.

proached by Rev. C. H. Daniels, of tbe Second
Parish church; subject—‘‘The church’s opportunity tbe ground of Thanksgiving.

Insolvency—2.

AUCTION SALES.
Horse and Carriage Mart.
F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell on Friday, at
12 m., on the premises, tho wooden building
with brick basement No. 511 Danforth street.

Bee unction column.

Tbo Unitarians and Universalists bold a
uniou service at the First Parish church at 11
o’clock. Sermon by tbe Rev. Dr. Hill.
At the union Thanksgiving services of the
Methodist chorches, at 10.30, the subject will
be “The duty of children to attend the preach-

ing service of

the church.”
Rev. Mesas.
Williams and Rev. Dr. McKeown
will make brief addresses.
At Carleton Hall, corner of Cumberland and

B. H. Donglass & Sons’ Capsicum Cough
Drops are manufactured by themselves, and
are the result of over forty years’ experience in

Lindsay,

compounding cough

Lafayette streets,

medicines

United States District Court.
BEFOSE

JUDGE

WEBB.

Wednesday. —Edward E. Rackett, libit, vs. Saco
Water Power Companv; in admiralty.
In this case the testimony was closed and arguments made by counsel.
The damage claimed for
Injuries to the schooner Sarah Purvis at defendants’ wharf in Biddeford, are $3,500.
The court rendered a decision in favor of the
fendants, dismissing the libel with costs.
Lunt, proctor for libellant.

Qe-

Goodwin and N. AH. B. Cleaves,
proctors for defendant.

John M.

Superior Court.
BEFORE JUDGE BONNEY.

Wednesday.—There being no business, the court
adjourned until Saturday, Dec. 1st. at 9 45 a. m.
Brief Jottings.
No FAFKK WILL BE ISSUED FROM THIS OFFICE
FRIDAY.

Colder

yesterday morning. Mercury 20° at
sunrise, clear, wind north, At noon 42°, clear
wiuu

ovutu.

suunct,

mercury

uieai,

The skies sometime after snndown | resented
the.brilliant sameappearance noted Monday and
The effect upon buildings
Tuesday evenings.
of the reflected light was similar to that of red
theatrical flames. Observers report that for
several successive mornings, also, the same
vivid red glow has been diffused over the
heavens.
Calenders for 1881, published by McLellan,
Mosher Sc Co., have been received.
Some say one of those wooden cigars Burns
well, but "Chandler” says no, for he has tried
them to his entire satisfaction.
A horse owned by Mr, Keer fell in a fit on
India street

yesterday,

but recovered after be-

ing bled

•

The hair-dresser’s hail is to-night. Unquestionably they'will have a merry time.
They
always do.
Mr. Edwin A. Perry of,the Boston Herald
and family are speuding their

Thanksgiving

there will be a prayer and
praise meetiug at 2 30 p. m., and also at 7.30 in
the evening.
A special religious service will be held at
the rooms of the Young Men’s Christian Association, appropriate to Thanksgiving, at 7.30
this evening.
The post office wili be open the usual holiday hours, from 7.30 to 8.30 a. m., aud from
1 SO to 3.30 p. m.
Tbe Custom House, banks
and city offices will be closed for business.
Among the amusements for the day are:
Ball of Hair Dressers’ Union in City Hall beginning at 8 p. m.; Thanksgiving ball at Gilbert’s Hall, and sessions at Portland Roller
Skating Rink, Storer Brothers’ building, beginning at 10 a. m., 2 and 7.45 p. m. The exhibition of the Society of Art will be open
during the day and evening.

There will be no papers Friday and no eveMany stores will be open
ning paper to-day.
in tbe forenoon but will close in the afternoon.
Thanksgiving service at the vestry of the St.
Lawrence street church at 10.30 a. m.
There
will be addresses by tbe pastor aDd others.
The following services will be held at the
Mission to-day. At 9 a. in., service of player
and thanksgiving. At 3 p. m., “love feast,”
at 7 p. m
temperance concert by the children
and others, consisting of readings, reciatations,
dialogues and singing. All are invited to these
services.
at

This morning there will be a prayer
9 o’clock at Williston Church.

meeting

Portland Society of Art.
This exhibition which closes Saturday evening bas been favored with good attendance,
some 200 of our c’tizeos on an average visiting
the rooms of the association daily.
All who
have not seen the really line collection of oil and
water color paintings,
charcoal sketches and
etchings should avail themselves of the opportunity to be presented but a few days longer.
Perseus contemplating purchases of pictures

with his father, Gen. J. J. Perry in this city.
The regular weekly meeting of the Young

for
Cbristmas
presents
abundance
and
variety
from
works
which
to

Men’s Sodality and Literary Association of
the Immaculate Conception will be postponed
until Thursday evening of next week.
A meeting of the officers of the Maine Cen-

and have the satisfaction of reflecting that
tbeir purchases will do much to encourage the
young artists, chiefly ladies, who have worked
hard to produce work that compares favorably

tral Railroad Co. was held yesterday afternoon,
at which only routine business was transacted

Consecration meeting, at Friend’s Heeling
House, Oak St., this afternoon at 3 o’clock.
All who love the promotion of holiness are

cordially iuvited.
A telephone has been put into the rooms of
the Young Men’s Christian Association.
The
name and nnmber,
(817) will appear in the
list of subscribers which is now passing
the hands of the printer.
We were in error in stating that the Rev.
Grindall Reynolds delivered the address to the
people at the installation of Rev. J. A. Bellows. The address was by
Rev. Frederic
new

through

Frothing!)

am.

The Portland Sc Rochester Railroad Company have about completed the work of filling in
solid that landmark of thirty years standing,
the mill pond bridge.
This company are re-

building

overhead bridge, with stone abutments at Alfred.
Miss Mary F. Eastman will give the first
lecture of the course, at the First
Parish
an

ehnron on Saturday atternoon at 2J o’clock.
The lectures engaged and the yexv low ortcr
u‘ ““o
make Bn opportunity which maj
be improved with
advantage.
Four horses belonging to
countrymen bringing in poultry, seen on Market lot

yesterday,

the most forlorn specimens of
horse-flesh,
or horse
skeletons rather, that have found
their way into town for years.
Cruelty agent
Sawyer kept his eye on the animals and theii
owners, awailing opportunity to exercise the
duties of his office in the matter.
were

MUSIC AND DRAMA.
YOUNG MBS.

WINTHROF.

The second presentation last
evening of thil
delightful society drama was as successful at
the first. Tbe largo and appreciative audience
present found much to applaudNOTES.

The Little Cor:nuo Co., will appear at Portland Theatre, Dec. 13th.
Employes Presented with Turkeys.
The Berlin Mills Company cn Tuesday putchased 175 turkeys for the Thanksgiving dinners of their employes.
Of these, 160 are to be
to as many families of their workat-Berlin Mills.
Mr. J. F. Libby, the well known livery sta-

presented
men

1__,.3_1

--r-I-vwvu

with a fine

V*

UIO

CUI^IVJCE

tuekey.

Landlord Martin of the Falmouth, has presented each of the employes of the house, male
and female, with a Thanksgiving turkey.
Messrs. Sargent, Lord & Skillm presented
their clerks and the masters of their vessels in
port each with a fine tnrkey yesterday.
Messrs. C. E. Jose & Co., yesterday, presented each of their employees, who are married,
with a fine tnrkey for their Thanksgiving dinner.

MeBars. Burgess, Fobes & Co., remembered
tbeir employees yesterday, and presented each
a

Thanksgiving turkey.

Billiard Championship.
An interesting match game of billiards wat
witnessed at the billiard room of the Falmouth
Hotel last evening, between Mr. Ed. Wall
and Mr. E. Delamater, for the championship
of Portland.
Tbe game was the three-ball
French carom, 300 points, for 850 a Bide. Detain a ter led on the first four strings, bnt on the
fifth Wall ran np to and passed him, and finalThe game occupied
ly won by 40 points.
about two hours, and was very close and exMost of the noted bilciting throughout.
liardlsts of the city were preeent.
It seems, however, that the end is not yet,
for Mr. Delamater immediately challenged
Mr. Wall to play a second game, end the

challenge

was

accepted.

The game will be

this afternoon at the same
stakes being 8100 a side.

played

place,

the

will
have
an
of
meritorious
make
selection

For the information of would-be
and with the further object of doing justice to all, particular mention is made
as follows of paiutings and sketches not pre-

with any.

purchasers

viously noticed:
A landscape by Miss H. Oxnard presents a
pretty grey effect. An oil painting, giving a
view in Falmouth, Me., the work of an amateur as we see by the catalogue, is very fine in
color. Among others in oil are Rose-Hips by
Miss H. G. Brown, one of the prettiest pieces

of color in the room, and who also exhibits one
of the fineBt studies in still life,
“Strawbeirie>.” is a fine suggestive painting by Mrs. J.
Burnham. A particularly pleaBing work is by
Miss E S. Quincy, and is entitled “Attio on
Matiuicus.” “Hillside Pasture’’ by Mrs. H. E.
Davis Bhows that the artist went to nature for
her subject. Miss S. G. Cloudman’s sketch is
a fine grey landscape, full of good sentiment
A landscape by C. E. Beckett is
and feeling.
A study of still life by Miss A.
very pleasing.
M. Howes is one of the finest in the room.
Mrs. G. W. Sylvester’s painting, “Stroudwater River,” shows great care.
“Old Red
House,” E. S. Griffin, artist, was evidently
painted out-of-doors, and is well-executed and
The painting,
realistic.
“Cunner Rock,
Peak’s Island,” by Miss C. E. Oliver, is good
in color and carefully done, as is also “Snow

P. S. Goold’s drug 6tore, corner of Congress
and Myrtle streets, under the care of Sergt.
D. W. Heseltine.
Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry el
Real

Deeds:

Portland—Henry Pennell

Rounds,

lands and

buildiDgs

to
on

James L.
Smith street,

81600.
Westbrook—Abbie W. Small to Oliver M
Nash, 8110.
Brunswick—Corydon L. Coombs to Micaiah
H. Bailey, land, 8160.

New Book by a Portland Author.
Lee & Shepherd will publish in December a
book by Edward H. Elwell, editor of tbe Port-

entitled “The Boys of
Thirtyfive.” It is full of incidents of general interest
to boy readers, and will interest the old boys ol
Portland, forty years ago, as it describes boy
land

Transcript,

life in this city at that time.
Arrival of the

Narnia.

Sarnia of tbe Dominion line ar
forenoon.
A rough voyagt
was experienced but no damage.
She brought
a miscellaneous
cargo, mostly for the Frov

Steamship

rived yesterday

inces, and a large
Canada.

number of emigrants for

Falmouth.
Rev. D. W. Le Lacheur will give a course of
five lectures at the Free Baptist church, West
Falmouth, on the following dates: Wednes-

fund.

Ferry Village.
The entertainment, under the direction of
Mr. Frank L. Collins, at Seaside Hall, Tuesday
evening, was very successful, and the follow-

power to make her happy, but in an evil hour
he made the dangerous discovery that she
conld not "cook as mother did.” He told her
so, and from that honr the life-light of happiness began to die ont in her once radiant eyes.
The bloom, that pnt to shame the fancied perfection of the rose, departed from her cheek;
the voice that welcomed him to a happy heart
and '.home grew silent as the grave, and the
young husband saw that something mast be

Miss Sadie Barter.

Duet.“Arouse from thy Dreamiug.”
Miss Mamie Spinney and Miss Caro Elliott.

Solo.“Only a Sweet Little Letter.”
Caro Elliott.

Solo ...“I'll Meet Her When the Sun Goes Down.”

Dying,"

The operetta, “Grandpa’s Birthday,” was
Mr. Dorville Libby personating Grandpa. Fifty young ladies took the
then presented,

Owe of Caps. Kaowlton’s missing Deer
Found.

Some months ago two fine deer escaped, it
will be remembered, from Greenwood Garden
and took to the woods on Peaks’ Island, where
unsuccessful efforts were made for their reTuesday the schooner Howard
capture.
arrived in port with a deer on deck, which
had been picked up in the water about six
miles off the shore of Peaks’ Island, and about
2^ miles from Halfway Rock. The animal
had grown larger and had increased in weight

seen

of its hnnfa

The

SHOULDER

to he sold

died very suddenly yesterday morning at his
residence iu Deering.
Mr. Brown, it will be
few months ago
by a severe stroke of paralysis. He rallied,
however, and proceeded to settle and dispose
of his business. Tuesday be was out doors, and
yesterday morning arose in apparently as good
health as he had .experienced since the attack.
He ate hie breakfast as usual, but soon after
complained of severe pain in the region of the

prostrated

a

heart, and immediately expired.

“Pansies,”

deserve
favorable
special
mention. “Fore River” by T. F. O’Neii, is a
carefully painted view of a home scene. “Apple Blossoms” by Miss A. M. Gould is well
Mrs. M. A. Longpainted and good in color.
ley’s painting, “Roses” merits atttention.
the
work
of W. S. Beman,
"Cape Elizabeth,”
gives good promise.
“Hollyhocks” by Mrs.
C. S. Pierce, shows close observation of nature.
"View on Saco River” by Miss E. S. Quincy,
and “Cherries” by Miss A. M. Howes, should
not be overlooked.
A carefully painted picture is “Lilacs” by Mrs. O. G. Boyd, "OranMrs.
R.
F. Doten, is very good, especges” by
MissA. C. Goodrich’s
ially in minor details.

painting, “Varney’s Mill, Windham,” gives
promise. Among water colors, “Poppies” by
Miss M. K Longfellow, mast be regarded aa
one of the best.
“Apple Blossoms” by Mrs.
L. H. Cobb, ie good in color.
“A Japanese
Lady,” (oil) is a finely exeented nlacque. In
black and white, “White Birches” is very ra«

Mr. Brown

61 years of age at the time be was attacked with paralysis, which was the same age at
which bis mother died from the same disease.
was

Casco 5’s Ball.
The ball at Mechanics’ Hall last evening,
given by Casco 5 engine company complimentary to the Saco and Biddeford engine

companies, was a very enjoyable affair. About
twenty fiftmen from Saco and seventeen from
Biddeford were present, with their ladies, and
one hundred and twenty couples were upon
the floor. Capt. Hennessey was floor manager,
and performed his duties in a most excellent
manner.
An order of eighteen dances was
thoroughly enjoyed by all. At intermission a
banquet was served to the invited guests in
the banquet hall.
Sickness

Among Children.
Physicians report considerable sickness
among children at the Western end of the
city, chiefly of a contagious nature. One or
two private schools have closed because of the
prevalence of measles, and cases of scarlet fever, mnmps, diphtheria and chicken pox are
reported. Last winter, diseases of this class
were rare among children here.
Indian Association.
The Women’s Maine Indian Association
will hold their annual meeting at Friends’
meeting house Friday, Nov. 30th, at 3o’clock
in the afternoon. A full attendance is desired
as something of especial interest will come before the meeting at this time.

markable when it is considered tbat it was
done by a thirteen-year-old boy, H. Fennell.
A charcoal sketch by Miss L. M. Jones is a
very careful copy from Allonge. A good study
of still life is “A Quaint Biffet” by Miss Bateman.
Mrs. G. W. Sylvester’s charcoal from
an oil sketch is fall of flue feeling.
A nice little
sepia sketch is “Old Bridge”
by
Miss H. L. Bradley. “Portrait,” by Miss A.
G. Senter, is well drawn and carefully worked
“Study from Life” (Old Michael), is a
up.
very strong sketch in charcoal by Miss Bertha
H. Berry. Two portraits by W. C. King, are
very carefully drawn, and give promise of good
work in the future.
Well worthy of notice is
“At Bar Harbor,” by F. A. Thompson, A
sketch full of character and sentiment is
"Bridge over Piscataquis Creek,” by C. L.
Wilson,who is with Fassett & Stevens.“Bridge
over Canal,” by Miss H. L. Bradley, is a good
“Wild Flowers,” “Fringed
pencil drawing.
Gentians,” and “Lady’s Slipper,” by Mrs. E.
D. Eastman, are carefully executed water colors.
“Dogwood in October,” and its companion sketch, “Dogwood in May,” by A. C.
Goodrich, were in the New York water color
exhibition, and both are verv careful studies
from nature.
The exhibition will be open daring the entire day andjevening, Thanksgiving.
The Union Mutual.
Insurance Commissioner Oramandal Smith
is still engaged in the examination of the
Union Mutual Insurance Company, and does
not expect to oomplet9 his labors till Janaary.

A mong those called to his assistance is W. D.
Whiting, Esq., of New York, Actuary of the
United Slates Life Insurance Company, whose
services have often been sought by Massachusetts, New York, Pennsylvania and several
Mr. Whiting is at present
other cities.
valuing the policies issued by the company,
and is rendering personal assistance to the
Maine Commissioner in other branches of the
work. Invitations were alBO sent yesterday to
the Insurance Commissioner of several States
to assist in the present examination, and theii

replies are awaited with considerable interest
by Commissioner Smith, who ia desirous ol
having the examination as thorough as possiThe company itself has placed everything aad everybody in its employ in the hands
of the Examine.-?, that whatever result is
reached may be satisfactory to the pnblic.
Since the Massachnsett Commissioner debarred the company from doing business in his
State no policy holders have written
the
Maine Commissioner making inquiries regarding the company.
Birnie.
The funeral service over the remains ol
Alexander W. Birnie, son of Alderman Birnie, took place at his late residence on Atlantic
street
yesterday afternoon at 2 o’clock,

Obsequies

of Alexnnder W.

the
in
presence of
many sympathizing
friends. The services were conducted by the
Rev. J. J. Carrdthers, D. D., and the Rev. C.
H. Daniels of Payson Memorial Church. The
floral tributes were many, the more noticeable
being a floral pillow, at the head of the casket,
and on either side broken pillars composed ol

flowers; while at the foot was a floe floral lyre.
Several handsome pieces were presented by hit
The pal]
fellow clerks at A. Little & Co’s.
bearers were Fred Cutler, Arthur Beale, Fred
Fowler, P. J. Maeterton, Lyman Fowler
Wm. Edwards.
Appliance for Preserving Pish.
The increasing fish trade of our city demand:
new appliances for its successful conduct. J,
Freeman & Go., fresh fish dealers on Commercial wharf, have put into their store a
It is a New York
freezer for preserving fish.
A New

invention, and has

They now

a

capacity

of fifty tons.
herring in it

have mackerel and
that have been there for two months. It take:
five tons cf ice to fcrm the plat, and to hold
the

tsmpera’uro at zero. For the month ol
July it consumes about one thousand pound:
of ice per day.

Horse Cars.
There arrived yesterday from New York, twc
large,handsome donble-ender cars for the Portland railroad. The ears are 16 feet in length,
and have been placed upon the Spring street
No further addition to the equipment
route.
of the company will be made till spring.
Now

BRACES,

the Communication of th<
City Marshal.

to

To the Editor of the Press:

days of labor Mr. Andrews has mad<
evidently believes to be a crushing reply t<

After many

at

>

enlarged,

tion of the law
with

at

office.
I also cited the reports of the Marshal from Marcl
1. 1876, to March 1.1881. in which the number oi
arrests for drunkenness for each year between thes*
dates were given. I will again insert them, just ai
they come from the Marshal's reports:
Year ending March 1,
1876.
2,318
1876
1,864
1877
1,608
...

ane

i

t

more

20 per cent.
He also parades

long list of seizures mad<
duriDg these same years,—“search and seizures,” hi
calls them, as though there was any difference
really between a seizure without a warrant, th<
warrant being obtained afterward, and a searcl

■to

with
I

a

In

of

case

Cumberland

November 28th, A. D. 1883.
ANDREW R. GQb£>ON, Insolvent Deb-

is to give notice that on the twenty-seventh
day of November A.D. 1883, a warrant in insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of the
Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland,
against the estate of said

ANDREW R. GORDON, of Portland,
adjudged to be an insol/ent debtor, on petition of
said debtor, which
petition was filed on the
twenty-seventh day of Nowember A. D. 1883, to
which date ntereston claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor and the transfer and delivery of any property
by hhn are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency,
to he holden at Probate Court room, in said Portland on the seventeenth day of December, A. D.
1883, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written.

Deputy Sheriff,

vency for said

H. R. SARGENT,
Messenger of the Court of InsolCounty of Cumberland.

as

his

array

ment:

Portland, Nov. 28,1883.

Edwin L. I)yeb, Recorder.

change in the law, increasing the penalty
for a seizure of liquors from $50 to $100 and cost
and requiring a second offence to be alleged in th<
complaint, the penalty for which was if convictioi
resulted, in addition to the fine, three months ii
jail, it became very difficult to make s eizures ii
place3 where a conviction of the owner could b<
obtained, and consequently the seizures were lesi
After the

than before.
These are the years in which Mr. Andrews allow!
237 and 2o8 respectively. Allowing the police IOC
of the number for each year given in the Recorder'!
certificate (which is more than they claim) then
still remains more than three times as many as he
has given in his statement of arrests, which show!
how accurate he is in his figures. I will append ai
extract of the report of the seizing officers on theii
numerous

from

office

January 1, 1881, showing

t

labors during the six years named
Whole number of seizures.
4,68C
Whole number of indictments found by the
rand juries. 662
Whole number committed to jail for violation
of the liqnor law. 844
Whole number of gallons ale and liquor
seized ana destroyed.
106,799
Whole amount of fines and costs paid
for violation of liquor law.. ., .$125,231.02

It

Cougreee street.

643

looms,

street,

Apply

room,

DINER,

ains 10
8. GAR-

con

to N.

Exchange street._nov24dtf

93

oct27___dtf

REMOVAL!

TO LET

Store M117 &1I9 Middle?'
Poet Office

where

ail the large
located, in dry
goods. Fitted np

Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elevator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may be found,
dtf
oct2

•

having removed lo 539 Congress
St., Brown’s Block, have
opened

FOR ft ALE.

i

For Sale

11HIS

1

FOR SALE.
Steam Grain 91111 and Elevator.
wholesale shipping and retail trade, established 12 years, near Boston, a very safe
and profitable business for an euergetic man. Easy
W. H .SMITH A CO.,
terms.
235 Washington St., Boston.
nov2Sdlw

LARGE

House For Sale.
Deerlng Center, 11 rooms, large stable, all
nearly new, in first class repair, well of pure
water, never dry. lot 100 feet square, 2 minutes
Price S22u0.
Part on
walk from horse cars.
Mortgage. Apply to W. H. WALDRON, 180 Midno20eod8w«
dle St.

AT

M. F.

PAYNE,
Gardiner,

FOR SALE.

WYER GREENE ft CO.
539

two-story house No. 3 Monument street, arranged for two famines; each ten-meat is disconnected; 13 rooms in house, nice cemented cellar,
gas, Sebago water; in good repair all through; good
Tot. Must be sold to close an estate. Apply to^f.
S. GARDINER 93 Exchange street.
nov23d3t^v

THE

Congress St.,
Me.

Portland.

eodtf

nov27

HOUSE

apply
oot23dtf

“BLACK VELVETS.

Building
aug21

ARB

ELuCiTION.
MISS SARAH E. LAUGHTON,

OFFERING

GREAT

GRADUATE of the National School of Elocution and Oratory, Philadelphia, will receive
pupils In Vocal Culture and Elocution. Arrangements may be made for lessons, either private or in
classes, at Miss Sargent’s School, 148 .Spring St.
Miss Laughton refers, by permission, to Henry
Dixon Jones, Instructor of Elocution, Harvard University, Tuomas Tash, Supt. of Schools, Portland*
and Abner J, Phipps, Ph. D„ Supt. of Schools, Lew-

A

BARGAINS

DO IT HESITATE!!

Me.

Watches, Clocks,

Silverware go to

give employment by the
week to Ten Experienced Cloak
Makers if application is .made at
can

once.

sell you

iston.nov24d2w

PRACTICAL BUSINESS COURSE.
given in Reading, Spelling,
INSTRUCTION
Grammar, Commercial Arithmetic. Book-keepBusiness
Civil Govern-

FOB A SHOBT TI HK.

These Velvets are

STREET,

Forms,

ing, Penmanship,

ment, and otber English branches required in

Elegant and very chcaj

practical
be

can

dress

CHAMBERLIN-&

HOISTED.

SPECIAL SALE
—

OF

City.

Instruction in
ical

itf

a

business education. A few more pupils
accommodated. For full particulars adA. S. SAWYER, No. 29 Mechanic St.,

nov20d2w*

oc

All work strictly first-class.

McKENNEY 1HE JEWELER,

Embroidered,

26 ill. Black Velvet

at bottom

Watches cleaned and warranted
for one year only $1.00
Mainspring, the best only $1.00,
warranted for one year.

dtf

EDUCATIONAL.

«

or

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bought and so’d by
W. H IVALDitON, 180 Middle St.

__

: CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED

=

For Sale.

IJouvc

No. 79 Franklin St., (cor. Federal.) EsFor particulars,
tate of Mrs. Sarah Tukey.
to E. H. TROWBRIDGE, 21 Mechanic St.

*

Wanted.

We

i

>ew Store it has enabled ns to close
large pottion of oar old Stock and
replace it with new, fresh goods, thus
giving our customers an opportunity to
purchase new stylish goods at the same
prices they have to pay elsewhere for
old goods. We call the attention of the
Ladies to our $3.00 Kid Button (New
Line) both stylish and dnranle; also
special attention to out Ladies’ Hand
Sewed, French Goat, and French Kid,
button. Gents’ flue Newark Goods, as
flue as the finest, prices low.
Gents’
medium priced goods (extra quality),
men’s Bovs’ and Youth’s Kip and Grain
Boots. All the Novelties in Rubber Goods
a

of

To Let.

THE

•

of Cumbei

or

3 story brick house No. 1*> Gray street, near
Park, furnished with all the modern convenAlso for sale, if desired, the Carpets and
iences
part of Furnitnre in said house. Inquire of J. 7.
RANDALL & CO., 119 Commercial street.
nov27dtf

onr

ont

given

to

English

and Class

Studies

private pupil, by the subeertber

J. W.

COLCORD,

—

143 Pearl Street.

Photograph Albums.

Jan'24

dtf

Next above Brown’s New Block.
oct&

dtdec28

C.O. HUDSON
—

AT

13 MARKET

COMFORTABEI

,

I have just received direct fron I
the Importers, a large and elegani
assortment of these goods in al
styles and bindings and offer then
at very low prices.

i

SQUARE,

Chocolate Drops at 90 cts. per lb.
“
“
Gum
lo “
Drops
*•
“
mixed Candy
15 “
Two pounds for 95 cents.

ONE

CHEAP.

Million

He

has in stock also

a

Don’t Forget the Plase
X-inas Cards at STOCKBRIDOE’S

music Store. Call early and avoid
the rush.

246 Middle St-

nov28dlw

PORTLAND.

C.O. HUDSON
13 MARKET SQUARE.
novlGdM

eodtl

&

a

poses,
great care for fall and winter
use; clean and free from s ate. Our stock comall the grades of first-class coal, from the free
burning Franklin to the hardest Bis Vein Lehighs,
«tn all sises. We have also for open grates, the English Cannel. Acadia and Virginia Urate coals,
which burn with a flame and make a cheerful fire.

HUM K CUE,
515

COft GUESS

ST.

ocil2

eodtf

RANDALL & MeALLISTER,
Commercial 61. and 70 Exchange 81.
d3m
Telephone No. 877 A.

76

oc30

complete assortment of

FINE CONFECTIONERY!

}

McAllister have
large stock
of the choicest coal mined for domestic pur
Randall
selected with

prises

SELLS

SEAS I REE,

Staples

—

BRASS GOODS ; CHAS. H OBRION, Christmas Cards
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in
—

I hereby certify that the number of liquor seizure!
made and entered upon the records of the Municipa
Court from January 1,1879, to January 1, 1880
are 749, and from January 1,1880, to January 1
.1881, are 803.

of their

case

If yon want

Ml! |

no27

in

To Let.

A.D. 1883.
JEFFERSON CHASE, Insolvent Dehto
is to give notice that on the twenty-eiiht
day of November, A. D. 1883, a Warrant i “
Insolvency was issued by Henry C. Peabody, Judj
of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cui lberland, against the estate of said
JEFFERSON CHASE, of Portland,
adjudged to be an Insolvent debtor, on petition' it
said Debtor which petition was filed on tl
twenty-eighth day of November, A. D. 1883,
which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to oi by said deb
or, and the transfer and delivery of any property 1
him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtor, 1 o
prove their debts and choose one or more assigne' !»
of his estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvem
to be boldeu at Pi obate Court Room in saidPor
land, on the seventeenth day of December, A. 3
1883, at ten o'clock in the^orenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writte
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of 3 n
solvency for said County of Cumberland.
nov29&dec6
In

FIRST-CLASS canvasser to sell the “White
Sewing Machine." Apply to

HANDSOME,

the number of seizure!

for 1879 and 1880, when Mr. Andrews tbinks tha'
the activity of the officers decreased 63 per cent,
which he thinks caused a decrease of drunkenness
The Recorder has furnished the following state

■ ii lunvivcuvy,
Court of Insolvency for the County
November 28,
land, State of Maine.

Jewelry

a

of

or

rooms,

or

eodtf

nov29&dec6

Canton Flannel Lined

looked very suspicious, and requested the Reeordei
to furnish me with the whole number of seizure!

retiring
synopsis

iiisuiveiivy.

QUILTED,

warrant.

thought

im

of Insolvency for the County of
S^ourt
State of Maine.

eodtf

Horatio

Rooms to Let.
suites,furnished
single
unfurnished at 173 STATE ST.
DESIRABLE

------

5*7. CONGRESS

had not his worl

Til I.FT

LARGE

&9 Congress Street,
nov29

1,207

supplemented by the activity of the police
With this kind of comparison he coolly asserts tha
the “facts from the records show a deorease of only

A

To Let.

a.gaY& CO.,
Corner Brown

Gto.

Alden.

been

Cuff Button Lost.
GOLD Cuff Button, with the initial” W” A suitable reward will be paid at 43 DEERING 8T.
nov28
d3t

house, No,
DESIRABLE
nearly opposite Park
bath
furnace

u

Successors to Guppy, Kinsman k

Silk

C C. HAYES, Secretary.

suaay rooms, with or without board,
86 STATE, COR. GRAY St.

PopularCarmentthe “NEWMARKET’

And he will

LAolINu

Wanted.
installVy
salary
paid. Also
Agents to sell Wildes, Patent Button. Apply
B. B. MARTIS, Manager,
36 Temple Street.
augSOdtf
to sell Eagle Wringers on
^CANVASSERS
or commision
ments. Good

no27dtf_

GUPPY
McKENNEY THE JEWELER
CLOAK MAKERS prices.
& CO.
LAUlto

238 Br- ad way,
Mass.

_Boston,

MttT AND FOUND.

full line of Uussian Circulars, Dolmans,
etc., in Silk, Worsted and Fur Lined,
Every Garment warrant“d correct in style and price. It will be for yonr interest t ’
inspect our stock before giving orders or purchasing elsewhere.
Also

'o>"

■nn'vr

good

NORTH M’FO CO.,

no2041n

RECEIVED. NCW STORE anil NEW GOODS.

nov29dlw

n

LADIES

lars.

LANGUOR AND LASSITUDE,
SO COMMON IN THE SPRING, INDICATE A
TORPID CONDITION OF THE LIVER AND A
SLUGGISH CIRCULA ION OF THE LIFE-GIVA TEASPO NFUL OF TAKING FLUIDS.
RANI’S NEI.TZEK APERIENT IN A
HALF AN HOUR BEFORF.
WATER
OF
GL'SS
BREAKFAST WILL GENTLY RELIK.VF AND
THE
REGULATE
LIVER, QUICKEN AND PURI
FY THE CIRCULATION, AND IMPART NEW
TO EVERY FUNCTION OF
VIGOR
LIFE AND
THE BODY. ALL DRUGGISTS HAVE IT.
eod2w
uol7

Capes,

& Preble

nrii! a

Wanted.
to take our new Fancy Work at your
homes, any one can do so and earn
pay.
A complete Sample sent for 15 cents ana particu-

THE

Havy Blue, Port Wine, Myrtle Green and Black,
made from the FINEST I.V1 POUT ED BEAVEK.
These above Garments are made to our order, a t d cannot be found in any otte
store in this city.

or

sej>2!l

stitchers and bottom,
Address or npply to
SHAW, CODING dc CO.

dot24dlw

members of the Portland Provident Association rre hereby notified that the adjourned
annual meeting will be held Thursday eveniug, December 6th, at 7 Vi o’clock.
Bus ness: To amend article 7th of the constitution by striking the word; second, wherever it occurs iu said article and substituting the word first,
the meeting snail be held on
so that it will read
the first Thursday of each month.

in

ai ^

Trusi
Bract

Line of the

a

C. H.

■

Cutter*,
era.

Owing to extreme delay in fitting up

A

narna

Wantef-Experieiiced Shoe

thereon.
2. For the choice of nine Directors for the ensuing year.
3. To elect a Clerk of the Corporation.
4. To transact any other business that may
legally come before them.
WM. H. CONANT, Clerk.
nov20<12w
Portland, Nov. 19,1883.

PLESHES,

BROS.

1,447

There need be no changing or mystification abou
these figures. But Mr. Andrews, to suit his purpose
has charged them entirely, carrying them all bacl
one year, and there commencing his comparisoi
with ihe report of 1876, more than one year aftei
the enlarged force of officers had been vigorously
enforcing the law, and the arrests for drunkenDesi
had been reduced from 2,318 to 1,863. Hethei
takes the report for March 1, 1882, and places i!
under 1881, which report was made more than t
year after the new seizing officers had been in office
of whom he himself was chief seizer, and the num
her of arrests had increased to 1,444, and probably
would have Increased still

VELVETS,

dt£

JUST

We sell more ADAMSON’!
}
BOTANIC. COUGt I
all
of
otht
than
BALSAM
Cough Remedies United.

1,386
1,543

..

are

meeting
cott. S3 Plum Street, in Portland, on Wednesday
the fifth day of December next, at ten o clock in
the forenoon to act upon the following articles, viz.:
1. To hear the report of the Directors and act

no29

%

I

ALL

with two

has the endorsement of Jas. C [,
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penn] *
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. 1
W. Smith, (all ot Augusta,

commenced,
which time the old forc<

Wanted

Stockholders of the Portland & Rochester

GOSS AIH ERS,

rooms

who read this to know tbit with little or no
capital but with plenty «f snap and energy,
they can make from $4 to $10 a day in selling
Christmas and New Years cards, best variety an
only bed rock prices in New England. You caD
double your money and undersell the stores every
time. Boys and girls do as well as anyone. For 60
cts., we send 30 fine cards, including 6 elegant silk
fringed cards.or for 25 cts. good Itne of samples and
price list, order at once, go to work and reap a harvest. B. F. GOULD, 40 Bromfleld St., Boston,
Mass.
nov28d3w.

goods, Fancy

Adamson’s Botanic
Cong!) Balsan I

went out of

1878
1879
1880
1881

hereby notified that their annual
THERailroad
wiil be held at the office of George P. Wes-

ETC., ETC.,

THIS

prosecu
and ending

been

had

January 1,1881,

SHAWLS,

IN LARGE VARIETY.

tor.

vigorous

more

Portland & Rochester R. R.

eight

are

«

it will not. I endeavored to show that it would
and cited a term of years, beginning with January
1st, 1875, about the time the force of seizing officer!
a

BLANKETS,

6.75
6.75

TER,

of the
the choice of five
and to act on any
4
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at the office of the company. Railroad
wharf, on TUESDAY, Deo. 4, 1883, at 2 o’clock
p. m. GEO. L. DAY, Secretary.nov2iidtd

COTTON FLANNELS,

or

would like a
garden attached. Inquire of JOHN C. PROC93 Exchange street.
nov27dlw

the

REMEMBER THE PLACk

a long parade of figures
Bophistry and special pleading.
The main question in iS3Ue is whether a vigoroui
enforcement of the liquor law for a term of yeari
will reduce drunkenness or not. Mr. Andrews
sayi

a

Wholesale .lobbing Houses
BELOW
and other Classes of

C. H. GUPPY &
Congress

Wanted.
HIRE, desirable house of six
TO
in the westerly part of the city:
small

above named company for
THE
di ectors for the ensuing year,

GLOVES,

business, i.
no27dlw*

of

Office.

Press

ehiaa Steamboat Co.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders

RECHING,

a

or

Wagon.” Address stating place

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Desert and Ma-

HOSIERY,

The aboye are all goods which we have been selling very
close before they were damaged, but they are
now marked at about half the former price.

~

Cor.

a

Fancy Wool Hosiery at 17c, 25c and 45c.

1101

Also

Oval Upright
and Shoulder
Case for Sale.

He has made

and

RIBBONS,

situation in

young man of experience,
BY “Grocery
chance to drive “Grocery
Store,”

Ladies’ Cashmere Gloves 25c.
Small lot Hamburgs 12 l-2c.

out Trusses and Slioul

B.

Wanted.

THE

It

Ladies’

forget they must
sold, as we are closing

interwoven with

had b£en

WANT*.

i Owen, Moore & Co.
be

N.

N. RICH,
Secretary.

_

$1.00

gh.

Sle

Mi.gle

e

SI* Light Drlrlng Harnesses.
F. o. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
d^t
no»29

an

M.

nov28dtd

at

once

der Braces. Do
forget the Name
Place.

for

Notice.
regular annual meeting of the Stockholders
of the Basin Mining and Milling Company of
Tusearora, Nevada, will be held at the office of the
1 Company No. 93 Exchange St. Portland, Me. on
the 'ourth dav of December A. D. 1883 at 10
o’clock a. m., for the election of officers and transaction of any other business that may legally come
GEO. M. SKIDERS,
before the m-eting.
Portland, Nov. 3d, 1883.
Secretary
u6w
nov21

DAMAGED GOODS

Wholesale
prices,
Persons in want oi
such goods should call
at once, examine oui
stock, and secure the
best at bottom prices
Prices that will as
Do no1
tonish you,

my statement in the Pbess, in answer to his viewi
of the operation of the liquor law given in the' Sun

day Times.

SILKS,

nor29

"

what he

stated

DUE MS GOODS,

RINES

*

SEIZCRE8 AND DRUNKENNESS.
“X’’ Replies

31 cts
35
50
40
40
50
75
50
i
25
25
50
04 1-2
05 1-2
50
10
78
80
08

Ot

November will be held at

meeting
Hall next Friday Eve'tng at 7Vi
THEReception
hour
30th inst. The directors meet half

500 Dollars worth
of Trusses and ShoulThe following articles which were damaged by water in
der Braces of all deour basement Monday morning will he sold at once.
sizes
Ac.,
scriptions,
Ladies,’Men’s and Children’s Linen Handkerchiefs.
Manufrom the best
One lot at 5c 'each. One lot at IOc each.
facturers in America,
One lot Ladies’ Underwear 50c.

animal

Sudden Death.
Mr. Levi S. Brown, who has been for many
years in the business of gas-fitting in this city,
and who opened his well known store on Market Square immediately after the fire of 1866,

was

Citizens’ Mutual Belief Society.

Portland Provident Association.
Portland. November 28,1883.

TRUSSES.

somewhere on the island.

remembered,

Heavy Pant Cloth,
Dark Comforter Prints,
Dark best quality Prints,
Gents’ Heavy Wool Scarfs for
All Liacu Fancy Kerchiefs,
Good Hotel White Spreads,
Heavy Dark Felt Skirts,
Full pound Batting at
13 full pounds Batting for
Ladies’ Sacks,
Ladles’ Fur irimmed Dolmans

trusses,

had swam oat from the shore and had beeu
oarried by a strong wiod oat to sea, being unable in the wind to face about. The doe is

probably

Remnants Oiled Table Coverings,
•
Scarlet Twilled Flannels,

happy.

to some 200 pounds, so that Capt. Knowlton
could only recognize him by a split ear, a mark
on him when he escaped.
Its horns had
pointed, thus determining the age to be about
three years. The animal is in excellent condition, and has undoubtedly been on the island
since his escape. After a recent slight snowtraces were

“
Gents’ Scarlet
damaged
“
Gents’ Grey Underwear

done soon. He asked the sorrowful wife why
she was so sad, and she told him because she
conld not “cook as his mother did;” bat if she
had Royal Baking Powder he conld say so no
longer. Like a sensible fellow, he ordered a
dozen boxes at once, and now he says he is
afraid his wife will raise the roof off the
house some day, bat he don’t care, for Bbe is

other parts.
The funeral services over the remains of the
lato David H. Bolton have been changed from
Thursday to Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock.

fall

Children’s Shawls,
Gents’ Neckties,
Gents’ $1.00 Neckties,
Ladies’Winter Underwear,
Gents’ Winter Underwear,
Gents’ 75c Ribbed Underwear,

riTE SHALL *ell on SATURDAY, Dec. 1, at 11
YY
o'clock, at Mart on Ptum street:
Two Two-Horee Slwl*.
One Set of Bob Sled*.
One Set of Traieme Runners.
Three Work Horse*.

___Secretary,

uo27dtd

Special Bargains iu Bry tiimds for Doe Day.

simple and easy that the only wonder is that
all are not saved.’ This one to whom he now
refers was led a blushing and blooming bride,
bat a few short weeks ago, to the altar by one
of our most promising and prominent yoong
men.
He promised to do everything in his

Solo.“Nellie Gray.”

HORSE & CARRIAGE MART.

o’clock,
previous.
nov27d4t

so

Solo.“Call Her Back aud Kiss Her.”
Miss Minnie Ridley.
Poem.“The Church Organ”
Recited by Miss Ada C. Tilton.

Annual Me eting.
Annual meeting of the Martha Washington
Society will be held at the house of MRS. LITTLEFIELD, 64 Brown street, on Friday afternoon,
Per order
Nov. 30th, at 2 o’clock p. m.
S. J. BEALE,

FRIDAY’S SALE.

the heart of the reporter when he chances to
hear of one devoted young wife who is rescued
from the gloomy fate of so many, in a manner

ing programme was well carried out:
Piano Solo...
Miss Anna Willey.
a Pansy Blossom.”
Duet.“Only
MIbs Mamie Spinney and Miss Julia McFarland,

AUCTION HAT KM.

THE

many time has the tender-hearted reporter
felt his sonl bursting with grief as he told the
harrowing story of some poor suffering woman, whose cheerful sunshine had turned to
dismal darkness jast because she could not
“cook as mother did.”
And how it delights

and Janaary —.
The proceeds will be given to the parsonage

Miss Jessie Oeteheil.
Solo.“Send for Mother, Birdie is
Miss Jessie Gstcliell.

a

a

day, December 5, 12, 19, 26,

Miss

a*

MEETINGS.

ADTERTiaBnsirra.

f»»w

mother Did.
young wife’s heart is saddened
and happiness scattered because she cannot
"cook as mother did.” It is strange, sadly
strange, and yet we all know it Is true. How

How many

Women's

ble.

Cadeu’ Ball.
As early as 6 o’clock a. m. yesterday two
men were on band at the Cadets’ armory to
pnrchase tickets at the sale to take place fourteen hours later, at 7.30 o’clock last evening.
The number waiting increased to 18 by 5
o’clock in the evening. The sale of seats indicates a larger attendance at their drill and ball
The attractions this year
than ever before.
are quite up to the standard for which tbe
Cadets are noted. The sale continues at H.

Can’t Cook

8VBTRBAN NOTES.

THANKSGIVING.

PRESS

Protect Your Papers. ROLLERSKATESJio

trouble with “wet papers”
the morn'ng, or having them
blown away. The

more

h

PATENT PAPER BOX
protects them from wind and weather
The Bos is

Just received

a

large stock

of the

celebrated “Winslow Rink Skate,”
in all sizes. Skates

50c to $6.00 per pair.
Also

line stock of

“Embossed
“Brass Placqnes” (in
different sizes) to paint.
a

Pictures.”

FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE

o

Consisting of beautiful Scoucei
Mirrors, Placques,^Clocks, Candlt
sticks, Inkstands, Smokers’ Set! »
Ash Trays, Crumb Trays, Thei

mometers and many small article! i.

COAL.
Domestic
Prte«-

Goals

a

Specialty,

at

322 Commercial

WE HAVE IN STOCK

dtf

THE MIDDLESEX BANKING CO.

A|FISB LISE OFSherries, Ports and Clarets, Champagm a
Brandies and Gins, Guinness London Stout and Bass Ale
1

APPOLINARIS (imported; and the Cel(
brated SUMMIT SPRING WATER.

"

offers to inreetors

For

L

no27

MORK1SOIVS

1883-4

BUREAU OF

1NIIOOLF ST.

■

nor23_

dtf

year

of

our own

exceedingly

importation at
low

prices.

dim

needed.

k HURW
WRING, SHORT & HlRIN LflRING, SHORT
Preble House.
474 CONGRESS STREET

novi)

BOSS LUMP
TOBACCO.

iep26

new

474 CONGRESS ST.

INTELLIGENCE

Entertainment Committees
and musical Artists.
For Circulars, etc address ARTHUR B. S10RRISON, Manager, 543 Cansres. Street, W. M.
Furbush & Son’s New Piano warerooma.Box 1476,
noTZMlwtM.WtStf
Portland, Me,

C. PAY,

prices.

HARMON BLANK BOOKS

51 1-2 Exchange Street, Pnr»lan«l, Maine.
eodtf
novl7
18S3-4

seen.

dtf

At reasonable
Order for the

CHEW

EVERETT SMITH,

be

ACCOUNTBOOKS

that uiay be

these bonds and full information apply to

A

>

TUCK,

EOfilNG, SHORT &

can

nov27

and other
makers, plain and
fringed. Also all of the NEW
FRINGED BOOKS, so popular in
design last year.

6 Por Cent Bonds.

For

■aPOKTEBS,

PRANG,

where samples

designs of

guaranteed

LECTURE and MUSICAL AGENC Y

RUFUS STANLEY & SON,

Port!if.nc

Street,

Orders r*oehred by Telephone, No. 644,
au*7

no27dim

4l<Lf60re

Market

Brown’s Wharf, Portland.IVe-

LORING, SHORT k HAR1GI

Octaves and Cases. All of which are stands
goods for medicinaland family use. Also in stock

Lowest

The choicest

eodlf

d2m

STAMMERING
Cured for life at the Grady Institute.
861 Congress St, Portland, Maine. Apply to J. A. SI KOI!T, Manager, or t«
JOHN COLLINS, Sec. Nocu(p, no pa>
Consultation free.
nor38

dtf

Onp.

no27

COVER lOClt STEAM PIPES
—

WITH

—

Reed’s Sectional
Any

Covering.

put it on.
Fire-proof, l.lglil noil
Cheap. Call and see Sample** at

one can

*71

Union

Street.

JARVIS ESyiNElRISW CO.

o«tl»

dU

